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ABSTRACT

Titan, the largest natural satellite with a significant free eccentricity, remains a
mystery because of its obscuring atmosphere. Titan's thick stratospheric haze has
prevented us from directly determining the nature of the surface or even Titan's
rotation state. A satellite on an eccentric orbit experiences a zero net tidal torque
when the rotation is slightly faster than synchronous, if there is no significant permanent asymmetry. Calculations indicate that Titan should be either synchronous
with a period of 15.945 days or nonsynchronous with a period of 15.82 to 15.93 day.
Titan's large free eccentricity should result in significant tidal dissipation.
This can be used to constrain the existence and properties of both any hydrocarbon
ocean on the surface and the satellite's internal structure. A volatile-poor, solid,
differentiated interior model such as that given by Stevenson is found to be the
most acceptable from the point of view of dissipation. Hydrodynamical-numerical
ocean tide models are used to investigate the effects of changing ocean depth and
land/ ocean configurations. Ocean depths of more than 800 m have small enough
dissipations to be allowed, depending on the model. The models allow some simple
land configurations, most of which are shown to also be acceptable with respect to
dissipation. Small, isolated seas are found to allow for much shallower liquids while
maintaining low dissipations. Explanations of the current eccentricity other than
that of primordial origin with subsequent low tidal dissipation are investigated, but
are found to be of very low probability.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Titan is the second largest natural satellite, between Jupiter's Ganymede and Callisto in size, and the only one with a significant free eccentricity. Many of its properties remain a mystery because of the thick obscuring stratospheric haze which
has prevented us from directly determining the nature of the surface or even Titan's rotation state. Voyager 1 observations allow one to postulate the existence
of a deep, hydrocarbon ocean (Flasar, 1985; Lunine et at., 1983). A review of our
current understanding of Titan's surface is given by Lunine (1993).
Titan orbits Saturn at a mean distance of 1.22 million kilometers, with an
orbital period of 15.945 days and free eccentricity e

= 0.029.

This high eccentricity

has two effects. First, the sub-Saturn point on Titan oscillates in longitude (Le.
there is a geometricallibration). Second, as the Titan-Saturn distance changes, the
magnitude of the tidal potential varies by a factor of 3e, or 9%. The parameters
of the system are summarized in Table 1.1. Unless the eccentricity is very recently
caused (which is unlikely), its existence provides constraints on the magnitude of
tidal dissipation within the Saturn-Titan orbital system. Specifically, constraints
on the amount of dissipation in the interior and on the surface of Titan are imposed
by requiring that the satellite started out from a plausible initial orbit and evolved
to current conditions.
Tidal dissipation on Titan has been a matter of interest for some time:
before the Voyager encounter with Titan, the orbital eccentricity of the satellite had
been noted, and was difficult to explain in the presence of dissipation (Peale et at.,
1980). The issue became considerably more complicated when it was realized that
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Titan
Radius
Mass
Density
Surface gravity

RT
MT
p

2.575 x 106 m
1.3457 x 10 23 kg
1881 kg m- 3
1.354 m S-2

gs
Orbit
15.945 days
Period
T
Mean motion
n 4.5608 x 10- 6 S-l
Semi-major axis
1.22185 x 109 m
a
Eccentricity
0.0292
e
'/,
0.33°
Inclination
Saturn
Mass
5.688 x 1026 kg
!vIs
Table 1.1: Parameters (Burns, 1986).

there could be extensive bodies of liquid on the surface. Sagan and Dermott (1982)
computed dissipations in global methane oceans, and found that tidal dissipation
should have damped the eccentricity to a small value over the age of the solar system,
unless the oceans were either not present, or were deeper than 400m. This conclusion
was compatible with Voyager observations and photochemical models of Titan's
atmosphere (Lunine et al., 1983; Yung et al., 1984), but more recent modelling,
as well as radar and infrared study of Titan's surface, argue against a deep global
ocean by implying large surface features standing above the fluid level. Also, the
Sagan and Dermott model only addressed part of the tidal response and could not
quantitatively address configurations in which both liquids and solid regions were
present. Because the mixed liquid/solid models (i.e. those with expressed crust
and lowland seas) may be required by the sum total of all the remote sensing and
Voyager data (Lunine, 1993), construction of dissipation models for heterogeneous
surfaces is important.
An additional complication has come to light in recent years. Radar measurements by Muhleman et al. (1990, 1992), tracking a radar 'bright spot' on Titan's
disk, suggest that the rotation of Titan is not quite synchronous, but has a period of
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15.911 days, or 0.82 hours shorter than the orbital period. This was surprising since
Titan has long been assumed to rotate synchronously. Calculations by Peale (1977)
indicate that, even if Titan originally spun rapidly, tides raised on the satellite by
Saturn would slow rotation toward synchroneity on time scales much shorter than
the age of the solar system. Also, most satellites whose surfaces are observable seem
to rotate at a rate indistinguishably close to synchronous. Titan's clouds obscure
its surface from visual observations, so its actual rotation rate has been hard to
determine.
Sears et al. (1993) (seen in Appendix B and recapped in Chapter 3) have
since shown that such a supersynchronous rotation is stable, due to the eccentricity
of the orbit, if Titan has no significant permanent bulge or mass asymmetry. Such a
bulge big enough to capture Titan into synchronous rotation could be, for example,
a 'slab' 1 km thick and 100 km across, or, similarly, a 'continent' 100 m thick and
350 km across (Greenberg and Weidenschilling, 1984; Sears et al., 1993). On the
other hand, observations of Titan in the IR methane windows show light curve
variations which are consistent with synchronous rotation (Griffith, 1993; Lemmon
et al., 1993) and the latest IR data from Lemmon et al. (1994) constrain the solid

body rotation to be within 0.6 hours of synchronous, or within about 0.15 hours of
synchronous if they add in older published IR observations.
The question of Titan's rotation is an interesting one, and will be discussed
in Chapter 3. The rest of this work is devoted to considering the eccentricity of
Titan's orbit, the value of which is beyond question, and attempt to reconcile this
eccentricity with the tidal dissipation in Titan's interior and in any oceans that may
lie on its surface. The tidal dissipation in Titan's interior is computed using what I
hope are plausible physical models. Although ground-based observational evidence
cited above indicates the presence of significant land masses, I will initially ignore
these for the purpose of computing dissipation in liquids due to bottom friction. I
do this because, though the presence is fairly well established between the radar
and IR observations, the configuration of the land masses is not well known. Later
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chapters will deal with some representative arrangements of land.
The rate of change of orbital energy due to tidal dissipation is compared
with that required to damp the orbital eccentricity from reasonable values over the
age of the solar system. The only models consistent with these constraints are ones
with a solid, differentiated interior and a global ocean, if it exists, of greater than
800 m depth, including interior dissipation. Reasonable land masses are allowed.
Overall, this work extends the results of Sagan and Dermott (1982) by improving
the rigor of the global ocean dissipation, and thereby increasing the minimum depth,
but removes their restriction on significant land masses.
Many portions of this work have already been published in three papers,
which are reproduced in the appendices. I have attempted to extract and collate
the relevant sections of these papers and synthesize a coherent whole. I first introduce the tidal environment experienced by Titan and some necessary details about
Titan itself in order to set the stage. I then address the question of what tidal
theory tells us to expect with regards to Titan's rotation state: synchronous verses
nonsynchronous. The bulk of the rest of the work concentrates on calculating the
dissipation for the various mechanisms and models on, in, and of Titan. The interior dissipation calculations are fairly standard and the results are found to be quite
significant. The fluid dissipation models, the core of my dissertation, are divided
into analytic models of a fluid on a featureless Titan and numerical models which
allow the addition of land formations. The numerical models also allow critical
examination of the limitations of the analytic models. Finally, I discuss how the
dissipation models interact with the observed orbital constraints in order to refine
our understanding of Titan and its history. Reference to the appendices should not
be necessary for any of the material, though the reader might find it useful to refer
to the list of symbols in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2

TIDAL ENVIRONMENT

This chapter is mostly an adaptation of a portion of the paper 'Tidal Dissipation
on Titan' by Frank Sohl, William D. Sears, and Ralph D. Lorenz which has been
submitted for publication in Icarus and is shown in Appendix D. This work was
very much a co-equal collaboration, with my primary contribution being the oceanic
effects, interior structure, and orbital mechanics. I have extracted and adapted appropriate sections in order to maintain the intellectual continuity of the dissertation.

2.1

Libration

Titan's elliptical orbit produces two primary effects on the environment on and in
Titan. First, the sub-Saturn point on Titan oscillates in longitude (i.e. there is a geometrical libration). Second, as the Titan-Saturn distance changes, the magnitude
of the tidal potential varies by a factor of 3e, or 9%.
The longitude of the direction of Saturn AS relative to a fixed reference
point on Titan's equator is simply

AS
where

/J

= /J -

W •

t - A

(2.1)

is the true anomaly, A is the longitude of the reference point at periapsis

passage, and w is the rotation rate of Titan. This movement of the sub-Saturn point
is shown in Fig. 2.1 assuming synchronous rotation. Also shown is a nonsynchronous
case where I have assumed that the rotation has a period of 15.911 days (Muhleman

et at., 1992) as opposed to the synchronous period of 15.945 days. See Chapter 3
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Figure 2.1: Sub-Saturn Longitude
for a discussion of rotation rate. This nonsynchronous case corresponds to a drift of
one rotation approximately every 20 years superimposed on the libration. Hereafter,
synchronous rotation is assumed unless otherwise stated. The maximum angular
speed of the sub-Saturn point is approximately

JG::

S

(2e + ~e2)

or 1.58 x 10- 5 degrees per second, equivalent to a speed of 0.7 m

S-1

at the equator.

This was obtained by differentiation of the equation of the center in Danby (1989).

2.2

Potential

In order to model the tidal dissipation, one must know the tidal potential acting on
Titan. I use two separate models of the external tidal disturbance potential. One
reflects the assumption made by Sagan and Dermott (1982) that the solid portion of
Titan is an unrelaxed sphere. It includes a static or time average component which
will result in a significant oceanic tidal bulge. This model is related to the W 2
potential in Earth-tide literature (cf. Melchior, 1983). The second model potential
reflects only the time changing portion of the potential and therefore implicitly
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assumes that the solid body of Titan has hydrostatically relaxed into a prolate
shape (see Section 2.4). The time changing part of the potential is of course the
most important portion involved in dissipation calculations.

2.2.1

Spherical

Since the solar tides are negligible at the heliocentric distance of Titan, the tidal
potential is greatly simplified. Additionally, I assume that Titan has zero obliquity.
For the case of an unrelaxed sphere this leaves the sectorial component of the second
order potential W2 (after Melchior, 1983)
<P2

= (3/4) GMsR3r

((1 + ecosv)/(a(1 -

e2)))3 cos 2 ¢cos (2,,\ - 2v + 2wt)

(2.2)

where Ms is the mass of Saturn and v is the true anomaly

v

= tan- 1 (VI -

e2 sin E/(cos E - e))

(2.3)

where E is the eccentric anomaly
nt = E - esinE

where t is the time and

11,

(2.4)

is the orbital mean motion of 4.5608 x 10- 6 . The full

second order potential is known as W 2 in the Earth-tide literature. The sectorial
component is the diurnal-tide on Earth due to the Earth not being in synchronous
rotation with the Moon. Note that I neglect a small, unchanging oblateness term.
Physically ..\ is longitude referenced to the sub-Saturn point at pericenter and ¢ is
the latitude. Equation 2.2 is just the external potential. The elastic deformation of
the body and the resultant secondary internal disturbance potential are accounted
for separately in the solid body and ocean tidal calculations which follow. The
discussion around Eq. 4.39 might help clarify this issue.
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2.2.2

Prolate

The external tidal disturbance potential <I>e acting on Titan can be represented in
terms of an infinite sum of zonal spherical harmonics according to
<I>e

GMs L
= __

00

a

1=2

(R)I
- P?(cos8)

(2.5)

a

where R is radial distance from Titan's center of mass. Upon converting coordinates
from spherical to Keplerian elements, Kaula (1966) gave a general development of
Eq. 2.5 which includes the effects of orbital inclination and eccentricity as well as
the satellite's rotation. Since the length of Titan's semi-major axis is several orders
of magnitude larger than Titan's surface radius, the most important perturbation is
expected to arise from the the term of lowest order in

R/ a, which is the first term of

Eq. 2.5. A convenient representation of such an external tidal disturbance potential
has been given recently by Segatz et al. (1988) for a synchronously rotating satellite
in a zero inclination orbit of low, but non-zero, eccentricity. My model Titan fits
these assumptions as well so Eq. 2.5 can be approximated by

where () is colatitude, CPs is longitude, e is orbital eccentricity, and t is time. Note
that colatitude and longitude are measured relative to the average sub-Saturn point
(for ()) and Titan's trailing orbit tangent (for CPs) which causes the () = 0 "pole"
to lie in the orbit plane. This is different than the system used in Eq. 2.2 which
places the pole on the rotation axis. The first term in Eq. 2.6 represents the radial
tide due to the varying distance of Saturn, and the second term accounts for the
libration component of the tide. The resulting tidal bulge can be viewed as circling
Titan with angular velocity n/2 and with amplitude ranging from 1. 5 (nRT )2e to

3.2(nRT )2e at its equator (Segatz et al., 1988). Figure 2.2 shows the motion of the
equatorial bulge over time. Notice that this uses only the time variable portions of
the potential and ignores the time average component, as does Eq. 2.6, since only
the time varying portions can produce dissipation.
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Figure 2.2: Motion of Tidal Bulge
In order to gain a more precise estimate of the average size of the tidal
bulge implied by Eq. 2.6, it is useful to rewrite it as
<I>C

~ <I>~ =

(nRT)2e

((~ + ~ cos¢) cos(20 -

nt)

+ (~ - ~ cos ¢) cos(20 + nt) + ~ cos nt)

.

(2.7)

The first term on the right hand side is the primary eastward moving component,
the second is a much smaller westward moving component, and the final term is
a motionless time varying component. The first two components have constant
velocities while the third is stationary. Figure 2.3 will help in visualizing the moving components. From Eq. 2.7 it is obvious where Segatz et al.
their angular velocity for the potential -

(1988) obtain

it is simply the velocity of the primary

component.
The coordinate system used in Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 is the one originally used by
Segatz et at. (1988). However, the coordinate system in Eq. 2.2 is more convenient
for use in the numerical models which follow. It is also nice to have the potentials
for both the spherical case and the prolate case in similar form. Therefore I rewrite
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Eq. 2.6 as
<I>e ~ <I>~

= (nRr )2e (3Pg( cos A cos 1»

cos nt + 2P~( cos A) cos 2 1> sin nt) .

(2.8)

Remember that this does not affect the actual potential, only the form we choose
to view it in. Again, the first term is due to the radial tide and and the second term
is the libration tide.

2.3

Interior Models of Titan

Simply due to the existence of Titan's substantial nitrogen atmosphere, we suspect
that the bulk composition of the planetesimal population that formed the satellite
was rich in volatile components. Furthermore, accretional heating is believed to have
been the primary driving force for internal differentiation into a rocky core and an
icy mantle accompanied by partial outgassing of the interior, thus forming an early
atmosphere around Titan shortly after accretion was completed (cf. Stevenson et ai.,
1986). Today there may be a slight residual release of accretional energy, estimated
at 2.8 x 10 29 J by Schubert et ai. (1986), and energy of differentiation, which is
about 12% of the accretional energy. However, the present contribution of these
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sources is difficult to estimate and is beyond the scope of the present work. It
should also be remembered that the expectation of a volatile rich composition is
only an expectation and not a true restriction on our understanding of Titan.
Moreover, while discussing Titan's origin it must be mentioned that the
early evolution of almost all Saturnian satellites may have been seriously affected
by the presence of liquid water and the resulting extensive resurfacing (Squyres
and Croft, 1986). This leads one to believe that volatile components appear in
roughly cosmic abundances in Titan's interior and to argue for volatile ratios as
high as NH 3/H 20 = 1/6 and thus NH 3/CH 4 ~ 1 within Titan (Stevenson, 1992).
Depending on the precise amount of volatiles incorporated into the icy mantle, the
actual radiogenic heating rate in the core, and the effectiveness of the heat transfer
to the surface, an existing ammonia-rich liquid water layer may have formed beneath
Titan's icy crust and survived to the present day. Owing to the variation in pressure
and temperature throughout the interior, the icy mantle is likely to be subdivided
into several water-ice layers such as ice I, ice II, ice V, and ice VI; each of them
more or less contaminated by volatile species such as CH 4 and NH3 (Stevenson,
1992). Nevertheless, the interior of Titan is as much a mystery at present as the

surface (Lunine, 1993; Lorenz, 1993) so three end-member type models of Titan's
present interior structure will be considered in order to estimate the tidal response.
These models are constrained by the global properties of Titan such as its mass of
1.35 x 1023 kg and its mean surface radius of 2575 km (Thomas, 1991).
The homogeneous model A of Titan shown in Fig. 2.4 is based on a mean
density p of 1881 kg m -3 and an approximate ice mass fraction
to the relation

lice

of 0.45 according

1-~

. = 1- 1 _
j Ice

(2.9)

P

.1!i=Prock

where

Pice

=

1200 kg m- 3 is high-pressure ice density and

anhydrous rock density (Schubert et

at.,

Prock

= 3500 kg m- 3 is

1986). Self-compression is ignored since it

should be a minor effect and these models are not well constrained. Taking
GPa and

/lrock

/lice

=4

= 65 GPa as representative values for the rigidity of the ice and rock
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components at the tidal frequency (Cassen et al., 1982), we get a mean rigidity p of
approximately 14 GPa in the homogeneous case after Voigt-Reuss-Hill averaging.
Accordingly, I use an effective dissipation factor Q of 62 that is based on nominal
estimates of Qice

~

50 and

Qrock ~

100.

Since model A cannot account for the complex thermal history Titan might
have undergone, I further use two highly differentiated interior models based on
those recently suggested by Stevenson (1992) for a volatile-rich and volatile-poor
evolution of the satellite. Again, see Fig. 2.4. Model B applies to the volatilepoor scenario that is similar to the development of Ganymede and Callisto in the
Jovian system. Outside a rocky core of 1900 km radius, a 200 km thick ice VI zone
overlain by 75 km of ice V and 300 km of ice II with a 100 km ice I crustal layer are
assumed. In contrast to this model, incorporating a significant fraction of NH3 and
CH 4 leads to the volatile-rich scenario, referred to as model C, wherein water-ice
is replaced with ammonia-water ice, except in a 300 km thick internal NH 3-H 2 0
ocean beneath a 150 km thick crustal layer (Cynn et ai., 1989). The high-pressure
ice zone situated between the internal ocean and the rocky core is most likely made
of ice VI (Stevenson, 1992).
As a consequence of Titan's low surface temperature, Ts = 94 K, the outermost portion of its ice I crust is believed to form a rigid, conductive lithosphere
extending to a critical depth at which subsolidus creep may be activated due to
the temperature increase with depth. Such a transition is related to the depthdependent ratio between local temperature and melting temperature Tm given by
(Ellsworth and Schubert, 1983)
(2.10)

in the case of ice I, where PL = PI9sz is lithostatic pressure in Pa, PI is local density,
and z is depth. Assuming a steady-state temperature field in the absence of heat
sources the lithospheric temperature near the surface then becomes

(2.11)
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where qs is Titan's surface heat flow estimated at 6 x 10- 3 W m- 2 (Stevenson, 1992)
and k = 2.2 W m- 1 K- 1 is a thermal conductivity appropriate for ice I. Taking the
critical temperature at which subsolidus creep becomes effective as 0.6Tm (Ellsworth
and Schubert, 1983) we finally obtain z

= 25 km as the corresponding depth of the

transition from purely rigid (i.e. elastic) material behavior in the absence of strain
energy dissipation to viscoelastic (plastic), and hence dissipative, material behavior
upon tidal forcing. This will be used later in the interior dissipation calculations.
The range of material dissipation factors pertaining locally to each layer
of various ice polymorphs will depend on the contributions from individual attenuation mechanisms upon tidally induced shear deformation (cf. Poirier, 1982).
With respect to the probably high homologue temperature at which Titan's interior is operating at present (Stevenson, 1992), we may concentrate on a steady-state
mechanism of attenuation by attaching a viscoelastic Maxwell rheological model to
the interior structure of models Band C. Then the material dissipation factor QJ1.
is given by
_ PIVice
Q J1.--- n

(2.12)

/1ice

where n is mean motion,

PI

is local density of each ice polymorph, ice rigidity

is taken as 3.5 GPa (Gammon et

/1ice

at., 1983), and kinematic viscosity Vice is obtained

according to (Ellsworth and Schubert, 1983)
Vice

= 0.139 x exp(7214/T)

(2.13)

as a function of mean mantle temperature T. Upon assuming a present day mean
temperature of 220 K inside Titan (Stevenson, 1992), we find tidally effective material dissipation factors QJ1. in the 30-50 range.

Because of the high dynamic

viscosity that can be expected for such a temperature regime, we can safely neglect
tidal heating in the rocky core.
The complex Love numbers and mass load coefficients for each model will
be required. These are obtained by the numerical integration of the linearized field
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Table 2.2: Physical Properties of Titan Materials, Referenced to 220 K and
4.56 x 10- 6 S-1
P (kg m- 3 ) f-l (GPa) v(m2s 1)
Qil
13
3.5 2.42 x 10
29.3
930
Ice I
liquid
NH3 -H 2 O
liquid
00
950
3.5 2.42 x 10 13 37.2
Ice II
1180
3.5 2.42 x 10 13 40.4
1280
Ice V
3.5 2.42 x 10 13 45.1
Ice VI
1430
00
65.0
00
Rock 2895-3085

equations describing small viscoelastic deformations in a self-gravitating sphere subject to certain continuity and boundary conditions. Based on the correspondence
principle (cf. Zschau, 1978) relating the viscoelastic problem to the well-known problem of small elastic deformations, standard Runge-Kutta methods in the frequency
domain can be employed to solve for the complex radial factors

h2,h~

and

k2,k~

of radial displacement and potential perturbation, respectively (Longman, 1962;
Longman, 1963). The h2 and k2 mentioned are the Love numbers while
k~

h~

and

are the mass load coefficients. Considering the surface boundary conditions, it

should be emphasized that the stress field due to body forces acting on a planetary
body differs from that due to mass loading of the free surface. In the absence of
oceans and seas on Titan and disregarding atmospheric loading effects, the surface
would be kept in a stress-free state that the complex Love numbers refer to as a
consequence of vanishing radial and tangential stress components upon body tide
forcing. In contrast, tidal loading in the presence of an ocean would result in a nonvanishing radial stress component and special care has to be taken when calculating
complex mass load coefficients.
The assumed material properties for our interior models of Titan are shown
in Table 2.2. It should be noted that the density difference of the core material for
models Band C is due to the mass balance constraints, namely satisfying Titan's
surface gravity of 1.35 m

S-2.

Also, incompressibility is assumed throughout the

interior of Titan. The core densities inferred in this way are well in accordance with
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Table 2.3: Complex Love Numbers and Mass Load Coefficients
Model A
~

h2 0.1193
k2 0.0716
"12 0.9523
h'2 -0.0795
k'2 -0.0477
hf 2.5000
kf 1.5000

Model B

100 x 8'
-0.3225
-0.1935
0.2150
0.1290

~

0.0587
0.0263
0.9676
-0.0797
-0.0325
1.9020
0.9253

100 x 8'
-0.0796
-0.0288
0.1414
0.0508

Model C
~

1.1900
0.3590
0.1690
-2.7530
-0.8307
1.4300
0.4304

100 x 8'
-0.5673
-0.1711
1.3130
0.3961

typical densities of rock materials ranging from about 2500 kg m- 3 for hydrated
silicates up to 3500 kg m- 3 for anhydrous silicate and iron (Schubert et al., 1986).
The resulting Love numbers for the three models are shown in Table 2.3.
Therein, the fluid Love numbers pertaining to the completely relaxed equilibrium
configuration may be interpreted as a measure for the concentration of mass towards
the center of Titan (Zharkov et al., 1985). Also shown is the parameter "12 =
1 + k2 - h2 for each model. This parameter will be required for the ocean models
to be discussed later. Note that

~

denotes real part and 8' is imaginary part of the

corresponding complex Love number and mass load coefficient, respectively. The
values in Table 2.3 were calculated by Frank Sohl as part of the collaboration which
resulted in the paper in Appendix D.

2.4

Shape

We currently lack definitive data to determine the shape of Titan. Radar observations by Muhleman et al. (1990, 1992) indicate that Titan may be rotating asynchronously and Sears et al.

(1993) showed that this is theoretically possible if

Titan has a permanent shape very close to axially symmetric (see also Zharkov and
Leont'ev, 1989). Permanence with regards to shape and symmetry indicates that
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the quality in question varies much slower than the orbital period. Section 3.6 deals
with this issue. Such axial symmetry and nonsynchronous rotation, which has a
relative rate of rotation of approximately 20 years, would lead to a time average
potential (averaged over centuries) which would result in an oblate spheroid. On
the other hand, IR observations in methane windows (Lemmon et al., 1994) indicate
what we expect by analogy to other large satellites in the solar system: synchronous
rotation. In the case of synchroneity, the time averaged potential would induce Titan to hydrostatically relax to a prolate form. If this prolate form were permanent
as discussed above, it would lock Titan into synchronous rotation. See Chapter 3
for a more complete discussion of the rotation issue.
The problem of equilibrium figures of synchronous (Zharkov et al., 1985)
and nonsynchronous (Zharkov and Leont'ev, 1989) rotation has been addressed for
the case of a circular orbit. Following Zharkov et al. (1985), the semiaxes are

b

(l+~nhf)RT
(1- ~nhf) RT

c

(1-

a

~nhf) RT

(2.14)

the semiaxes differences are

(a - c) = 2nh f RT
1
4

(b - c) = -(a - c)

(2.15)

where here a, b, and c are the semiaxes arranged in descending order and

NIs ( RT
n = NIT

where

aorbit

)3

aorbit

(2.16)

is used for orbital semi-major axis to avoid confusion. Inserting the

values from Table 1.1, I get n = 3.956 x 10- 5 . Then the three models in Section 2.3
produce differences between Titan's principal equatorial and polar radius upon tidal
and rotational forcing of 509

111,

386

111,

and 291

111

for A, B, and C, respectively.

Note that not all the figures are significant, but three are given in order to facilitate
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comparison with the slightly different interior models in Zharkov et al. (1985).
Hydrostatic equilibrium is assumed. However, one of the things that makes Titan
so interesting is that its orbit is significantly elliptical. How applicable are these
solutions for Titan? Ignoring for the moment the problem of taking libration into
account, the solutions are proportional to 1/83, where 8 is the separation between
the centers of the planet and the satellite. The time average value of 1/8 3 is not
1/a3 but that seen in Eq. 6.93, i.e. l.0013/a 3 • So, assuming that the libration,

which is only about ±3°, has an effect no larger than this, the shapes derived using
an elliptical orbit would be within a few tenths of a percent of the shapes derived by
Zharkov et ai. (1985) and Zharkov and Leont'ev (1989). Solving the problem for the
full elliptical case is therefore not worth the effort for Titan since the uncertainties
due to the interior properties, and hence dissipation, are much larger than this.
In Chapter 6 I will assume that Titan is an unrelaxed sphere, which is
unrealistic in the case of synchronous rotation. How far off will this make the model
ocean depths? Shape depends not only on the time averaged potential but also the
rotation rate and the interior structure of the body. With this much uncertainty, all
that can be gained is an appreciation of the problem. The interior structure of Titan
is difficult to model a priori (see the previous section), and is an important part of
any calculation of the shape. Even the amount of differentiation is unknown at this
time and makes a large amount of difference in the Love numbers (cf. Stevenson,
1992 and Sohl et ai., 1994). The semiaxis differences given in the previous paragraph
are of the same order as some of the undisturbed ocean depths used here, there
could be a significant effect on the calculated currents and, especially, the energy
dissipations. The problem should not be as critical in the case of nonsynchronous
rotation since the equatorial radius would be less than this, but would depend on
the actual rotation rate. Work in Chapter 7 will take the assumed hydrostatically
relaxed shape of Titan into account.
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2.5

Surface Heat Flow

It will be seen later that, at least in the current epoch, interior tidal heating seems

to be significantly smaller than the radiogenic component for which Schubert et al.
(1986) give a range of 4.04 to 5.15 x 1011 W. Given a surface heat flow of 6 x 10- 3 vV
m- 2 (Stevenson, 1992), i.e. roughly in accordance with the aforementioned upper
limit, and assuming that the crust material is solid ice with conductivity 2.2 W m- 1
K- 1 , then the temperature gradient is about 2.7 K km- 1 . Starting from the 94 K
surface temperature, neglecting pressure effects, and working downwards, the 176 K
isotherm at which melting of water-ammonia ice occurs is reached at a depth of only
30 km corresponding to a pressure of 39 MPa. This may be regarded as an after
the fact justification of the 25 km thickness estimate of Titan's elastic lithosphere
described above in the case of an ice I crust. However, it should be noted that
this is the peritectic melting point and may not involve a large melt fraction. Also,
differentiation may lead to a pure ice I crust which would not be elastic until the 2
kbar / 250 K point, about 60 km down.
Thermal conductivity varies with temperature, typically with the form k

=

X/T where X is 190 W m- 1 for ice with clathrates, inclusions and voids (Stevenson,
1982), 380 W m- 1 (Stevenson, 1982) or 567 W m- 1 (Klinger, 1980) for ice, giving
X
X
h = -In(176/94) ~ 0.6(2.17)
qs
qs
as crustal thickness. In this case, we might expect crustal thicknesses in the 20
to 60 km range on Titan. This may be compared with the model suggested by
Stevenson (1992), where the crust is up to 250 km thiclc Note that this crustal
thickness is uncertain and Cynn et al. (1989) favor 150 km for the crust, and a
correspondingly thicker water-ammonia interior ocean.
Conduction, however, may not be the dominant heat flow mechanism. The
buoyancy of warm ice may be sufficient to overcome viscosity, leading to solid-state
convection, a.k.a. subsolidus creep. Since the radiogenic heating component is likely
to surpass the interior tidal heating and given that the long-lived heat producing
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elements are concentrated in a rocky core, the stability of a layer against convection
may be parameterized by the Rayleigh number for bottom heated convection
(2.18)
where

K,

= I</ pCp and density p = 1000 kg m -3,

specific heat capacity cp

kg- 1 K-l (Lupo and Lewis, 1979), and thermal expansivity

(l'

= 1000 J

= 5 X 10-5 K- 1 .

When

Ra exceeds a critical value of order 103 the layer becomes unstable with respect to
convection. Given the crust thickness is 100 km to 150 km the uppermost 25 km of
which pertaining to the immobile rheological lithosphere I find Ra in the 3 x 104 to
2

X

105 range implying modest convective circulation of crustal material efficiently

cooling the ammonia-water ocean from above.

2.6

Ocean

Sagan and Dermott (1982) performed their investigation assuming a pure methane
ocean (a = 450 kg m- 3 ) whereas it is now known that a pure methane ocean is
not compatible with Voyager 1 radio-occultation and IRIS data. For reasonable
bounds on ocean composition see Dubouloz et al. (1989), although the concept of
an ethane-rich ocean is due to Lunine et al. (1983). The depth estimates of Lunine

et al. (1983) and Dubouloz et al. (1989) were based on an early photochemical model
(Yung et al., 1984) which predicted a 600 m accumulation of ethane on the surface
over the age of the solar system, giving a range of allowable ocean depth d of 700 m
(ethane-rich) to 9 km (methane-rich) (Dubouloz et al., 1989). However, more recent
photochemical models have become available and suggest a pure-ethane depth of
order 250 m corresponding to a maximum ocean depth of order 5 km (Lara, 1993;
Lara et al., 1994).
Previous work has assumed a composition of liquid methane to evaluate tidal dissipation, with a density value a

=

450 kg m- 3 . However, as men-

tioned above, the possible composition can vary from ethane-rich to methane-rich
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(Dubouloz et

at., 1989).

While it might be expected that an ethane-rich ocean would

be more dense than a methane-rich one since the density of ethane is about 650 kg
m -3, it turns out that the increased solubility of atmospheric nitrogen (density of
liquid nitrogen ~ 720 kg m- 3 ) in a methane-rich ocean largely compensates for the
less dense methane. Lorenz (1 992b) calculated the density of the two extreme cases
in Dubouloz et

at.

(1989) and found them to be 605 and 645 kg m- 3 . Since these

computations ignore propane, a liquid at Titan surface conditions; other organic
solutes; and suspended solid particles; my 'nominal' ocean has a density of 650 kg
m- 3 , though a pure methane ocean may have existed in the distant past.

In principle, it could be possible for an ocean to have a density significantly
below 650 kg m- 3 , if it had large quantities of gas bubbles suspended in it. However,
I do not consider this exotic case, since it requires special circumstances to maintain
a bubble population, and the resultant density does not lead to extreme dissipation.

In addition, most of the calculations herein are linearly dependent on density, and
so other densities can be considered, at least to first order, by scaling the results
appropriately.
The coefficient of bottom friction

ib will be used in all the ocean dissipation

models to be introduced later. Unfortunately, assigning it a value is even more
difficult than finding one for the ocean density, to which it is related. Sagan and
Dermott (1982) use

ib = 0.002, as do many other workers on oceans.

This value can

be traced to an origin in water flow experiments on an inclined plane by Jeffreys
(1925) but has been used for such purposes as tidal dissipation in the Jovian planets

ib is a function of surface
Massey (1979) gives ib in graphical

(Goldreich and Soter, 1966). However, we now know that
roughness and the Reynolds number of the flow.

form as a function of Reynolds' number and bottom roughness in his Fig. 7.2. An
empirical expression for

ib

is given by Turcotte and Schubert (1982) as

ib =

0.3164Re- 1/4.

(2.19)

The Reynolds number is

Re = (J'ul/"7

(2.20)
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where the length scale l is normally taken to be the depth d. For a typical terrestrial
ocean (v

= 1 m s-1, a = 1000 kg m- 3 , d = 1000 m,

1]

= 10-3 Pa s) Re is of order

109 , leading to fb ~ 0.002. For Titan, the tidal velocities are lower and the density
is lower. For a rough guide to the Reynolds number, I use v = 0.1 m

S-l

and a

density of 650 kg m- 3 . The viscosity of non-polar hydrocarbons is typically 6 x 10- 4
Pa s, giving Re = 108 and fb ~ 0.003, though see the discussion around Eq. 5.73.
Dissipation scales linearly in fb for a given fluid velocity in all the models to be
presented later, but since it is also in the flow velocity equations, it has a more
complex dependence in the numerical models.
The coefficient of horizontal turbulent viscosity A h , also known as the coefficient of eddy viscosity, is a numerical convention and here is generally taken to
be 5 x 10 5 m2

S-l

after Zahel (1978). It has two purposes: to model the dissipation

in sub-grid scale turbulence through a linearized dissipation term and to dampen
numerical instabilities in the integrations. There is no universal value for this parameter (cf. Zahel, 1978; Gordeev et al., 1977; Semtner and Mintz, 1977) but the
general rule is to use a value as small as computationally feasible for the grid spacing
used and for the computer time available (Robinson et

2.7

at.,

1977).

Atmosphere

An additional effect of tides on Titan is the response of the atmosphere to the tidal
potential (Lorenz, 1992a). This may lead to significant tidal winds. Since dissipation
scales with density, the atmospheric dissipation is approximately 100 times smaller
than for a liquid ocean. Further,

~,:t.king

the 'depth' of the atmospheric ocean as

equal to one scale height H = RoT/ 9s1V1atm, where Ro is the universal gas constant
8.314 J K-1 mol- 1 and M atm is the mean molecular mass 0.028 kg mol-I, gives a
depth of order 20 km for Titan. It will be shown later that the fluid dissipation
approximately scales as the inverse cube of depth. Thus the 'atmospheric ocean' is
deep, and coupled with its low density, has a negligible dissipation when compared
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to any of the other sources of dissipation investigated here. Therefore it is not
considered further. See Section 3.5 for some further discussion of the atmosphere.
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CHAPTER 3

ROTATION STATE

This chapter is an adaptation of the paper 'Equilibrium Nonsynchronous Rotation
of Titan' by William D. Sears, Jonathan 1. Lunine, and Richard Greenberg that
appeared in Icarus 105, 1993, pp. 259-262 and is shown in Appendix B. I was
primary author of this paper.

3.1

Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Titan has long been assumed to rotate synchronously.
Titan's clouds obscure its surface from visual observations, so its actual rotation rate
has been hard to determine. However, radar data were obtained by Muhleman et at.
(1990, 1992) for three nights of observations in each of 1989, 1990, and 1991. They

conclude from the variability of the relative time of observation of what is assumed
to be a single radar-bright region that Titan rotates with a period P

=

15.911

days, 0.82 hours less than Titan's orbital period of 15.945 days. They also mention
that the difFerence, representing a significant nonsynchroneity, might be explained
as an effect of the large eccentricity of Titan's orbit if the body does not support
a permanent 'bulge' (Muhleman et

at.,

1992). The theoretical work of Goldreich

(1966) and of Greenberg and Weidenschilling (1984) had noted the stability of

nonsynchronous rotation under such circumstances.
Tides do tend to slow down a rapidly rotating body. However, the actual
final rotation state depends on the shape of the body, the eccentricity of the orbit,
and the angular velocity dependence of the tides. To determine this final state, we
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must look at the torques involved.

3.2

Method

For a circular orbit, tidal torques will always drive the satellite to exact synchroneity,
because the orbital angular velocity is constant. In the more general case of a nonzero eccentricity, the orbital angular velocity varies periodically. Therefore a body
rotating with a constant angular velocity near synchroneity will experience angular
accelerations and decelerations due to tidal torques. To determine the equilibrium
rotation rate, we need to find the rotation rate w at which the tidal torque goes
to zero when averaged over one orbital period (Goldreich, 1966; Greenberg and
Weidenschilling, 1984).
In order to calculate the zero-torque rotation rate, we need a model of
how the torque varies with orbital position and rotation rate. We consider the two
well-known fundamental tidal models by Darwin (1880, 1908) and by MacDonald
(1964).

3.3

Darwin Tide

The Darwin (1880, 1908) tide separates the time-varying tidal bulge into Fourier
components. Each component has a constant amplitude and moves with a constant
angular velocity. Each component is assumed to have an associated lag angle. What
is needed is a model for the dependence of lag angle on the angular velocity. To get
these dependencies, a model for the rheological response of the satellite is required.
For the Darwin tide, the average tidal torque is

(3.21)
according to Greenberg and Weidenschilling (1984). The phase lags co,

C1,

and

C2

correspond to the angular velocities 2w - 211" 2w - 3n, and 2w - n, respectively.
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Note that Ci for various i's is used throughout to indicate various multiplicative
constants. These constants do not effect the equilibrium rotation rates derived
below.

3.3.1

Phase Lag Proportional to Frequency

Darwin (1908) mentions fluid tides and elasto-viscous tides as having a linear relationship between phase lag and angular velocity. For a viscous body, tan E is
19/1J2gsR r P times the angular velocity, where J1 is the coefficient of viscosity, gs is

the acceleration of gravity at the surface, Rr is the mean radius of the body, p is the
mean density, and c is the appropriate phase lag (Darwin, 1880). Since tanc

~

cas

long as c is small, this demonstrates the appropriate linear relationship. A model of
elasto-viscous tides with inertia (Darwin, 1908) was also investigated, but produced
no difference to the number of significant figures used in these calculations.
Using the viscous body model, we set the average torque equal to zero and
solve for wand get
w

= (37e 2 + 2)n/(25e 2 + 2).

The values from Table 1.1 yield w
a spin period P

=

2rr /w

=

=

4.5839

X

(3.22)

10- 6 sec- 1 which corresponds to

15.86 days. This demonstrates that tides can result

in a rotation faster than synchronous but it is further from the radar figure of
P

= 15.911 days

than the radar data is from synchronous. Note that Sears et al.

(1993) used a slightly lower value for n due to a unit conversion error. However,
the difference is in the forth significant figure, which is actually beyond the realm
of reasonable certainty for the tidal models, and therefore is a non-issue.
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3.3.2

Phase Lag Independent of Frequency

Since this value is not very close to the radar data, we consider other models. A
frequency-independent c Darwin model was considered by Greenberg and Weidenschilling (1984) but was found to not be very physical in the realm near synchroneity
and would produce a zero torque rotation rate only infinitesimally faster than synchronous.

3.3.3

Intermediate Dependence on Frequency

Next we try a model where the frequency dependence of the phase lags is somewhere
between linear and constant. Let
c

= Clsign(O)

x

101 13

(3.23)

where 0 is the relevant angular velocity and f3 is a variable parameter expected to
be between zero and one. This c combined with Eq. 3.21 gives an average tidal
torque of
(3.24)
where it has been assumed that w > 17, but 2w < 317,. We can solve numerically for a
value of f3 which would result in the average torque being zero for any given rotation
rate. Using the radar result of P = 15.911 days (w = 4.57055

X

10- 6 sec-I), we get

f3 = 0.841. The fact that this is close to one indicates that this model requires a
significant dependence of c on fl:equency in the realm near synchronous.

3.4

MacDonald Tide

In contrast to the Darwin tidal models give above, the McDonald tidal models have
a single tidal bulge, and therefore a single lag angle.
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3.4.1

Classical MacDonald Tide

The classical MacDonald (1964) tide can be thought of as having a tidal bulge
with a constant lag angle. This is similar to the case mentioned above for the
Darwin tide with frequency independent c and shares with that model some physical
implausibility for rotation rates near synchroneity since there is a discontinuity in
the position of the 'bulge' as the relative rotation rate goes through zero. We will
consider this model anyway since it is simple and does result in a zero average tidal
torque rotation rate which is faster than synchronous.
The classical MacDonald tide has a torque expressible as
(3.25)
where s is the planet-satellite distance, 'l1 is the instantaneous angle between the
long axis of the body and the planet-satellite line, and ~ is d'l1 /dt. The sign(~)
factor is required in order to put the lag in the correct direction as in Eq. 3.23. Note
that
(3.26)
where w is the rotation rate of the body and v is the true anomaly. Using this,
Goldreich (1966) derived an expression to first order in eccentricity for the average
tidal torque

(T)

= C4 (4e cos 0 -

0)

(3.27)

where

0= sin-1({w - 11,)/{2e11,) - 3e/4),

(3.28)

e is the orbital eccentricity, and 11, is the mean motion.
Again the average tidal torque is set to zero to get the equilibrium rotation
rate. Inserting the values from Table 1.1 gives w = 4.5977 X 10- 6 sec- 1, or a spin
period P

= 15.82 days.

Note that this is even further from the radar figure than

the value given above for the linear Darwin tide.
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3.4.2

Linear MacDonald Tide

Because the classical MacDonald tide is not very physical in the regime near synchroneity, we construct a slightly modified version. Instead of assuming a constant
phase lag, we assume a "linear MacDonald tide" in which the phase lag is linearly
dependent on the angular velocity. This linear dependency avoids the discontinuity inherent in the classical MacDonald tide and allows a smooth transition of the
'bulge' from one side of the line of centers to the other. Darwin tidal torque also
has a linear dependence on the rotation rate of the body. The difference is that
here only one tidal bulge is used with a single, non-constant, angular velocity. So
Eq. 3.25 is replaced by
(3.29)
Using Eq. 3.26 and iJ

= 11,(1 + e cos 1/)2/(1 -

e2)3/2 and following Goldreich (1966)

we get

which can be solved for w in the case where the average torque goes to zero, producing w = 4.5841

X

10- 6 sec-lor P = 15.86 days. This is very similar to the Darwin

tide result and is still not a satisfactory fit to the radar data. Note that the only
difference to second order in e between Eq. 3.30 and the Darwin tide in Eq. 3.21 is
a slightly different constant in the e2 terms.

3.4.3

Quadratic MacDonald Tide

We can also investigate a "quadratic MacDonald tide," defined as
(3.31)
where the sign(~) is required as in Eq. 3.25 to make the bulge 'lag' in the proper
direction. Integration, again following Goldreich (1966), produces an average torque

(T) = Cs ( -16w 2 e cos 0 + 48wk Ie cos 0 - 32kJe cos 0 + 4w 2 0 - 8wk 10 + 4kJo) (3.32)
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to first order in e. Here 8 is again given by Eq. 3.28 and

(3.33)
is introduced for convenience. Solving numerical for w in Eq. 3.32 using Eq. 3.33
and Eq. 3.28 gives w

=

4.5666

X

10- 6 sec- 1 and P

=

15.92 days, in much better

agreement with the radar data.

3.4.4

Hybrid Linear-Quadratic MacDonald Tidal

As was done for the Darwin tide a parameterized model can be constructed to match
the radar figure as closely as possible. Here the linear and quadratic MacDonald
tides can be combined. A simple method is to combine them linearly as

(3.34)
The ratio AM

= C 8 / C 7 can then be adjusted to modify the equilibrium rate.

is somewhat analogous to the parameter

This

/3 used in Eq. 3.24 for tuning the Darwin

tide, however the fact that one is basically a ratio whereas the other is a variable
exponent must be remembered. Integrating and keeping as many terms in e as was
done in the previous integrations produces

(T) =

+ 48wkfecos8 - 32kJecos8 + 4w 2 8 4
2
6
2
+w(6e + 48e + 16) - k f (5e + 90e 4 + 120e + 16)].
2

C9[AM(-16w ecos8

Again using the radar result of P = 15.911 days (w

= 4.57055

X

8wk f 8 + 4kJ8)

(3.35)
10- 6 sec-I), we

numerically solve for the relative strength constant AM which would produce zero
average torque. The value AM = 2.613 X 10 7 indicates that the quadratic component
dominates.

3.5

Atmospheric Influence

The above work ignores Titan's atmosphere. However, analogy to Venus might
indicate that the atmosphere would be a significant influence. The situation with
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respect to solar thermal tides is much different for the two cases. Since Titan orbits
Saturn the long term effect of the solar tides will average to nearly zero. However,
it is possible that the atmosphere is superrotating and hence contributing a torque
on the solid body. A simple calculation shows that this torque is much smaller than
that due to tides. Following Gold and Soter (1971) the differential force across an
area of atmosphere dA is
dF = T/ x dv/dz x dA.

(3.36)

Using T/ = 10- 5 Pa s, a superrotation velocity of 100 m sec- 1 (after Flasar and
Conrath, 1992), and an altitude drop to the surface of 150 km, we get an atmospheric
torque of order 10 12 N m. For comparison Goldreich (1966) gives an average tidal
torque for the MacDonald model of
(T) = 171/87r(GM~/RT)(RT/a)6(1/Q')e

(3.37)

for synchronous rotation. RT is the body radius, a is the orbital semi-major axis
and Q' is the tidal dissipation parameter Q with a correction factor for rigidity
(Goldreich, 1966). For Titan with a Q = 100 this produces an average torque of
order 10 17 N m, or 5 orders of magnitude larger. Even though we are interested in
the rotation regime where the tidal torque goes to zero, the atmospheric contribution
will be small and can safely be ignored. More information on the atmospheric tide
can be found in Lorenz (1992a)

3.6

Frozen-in Figure

If the satellite has a significant mass-distribution asymmetry which is static on

time scales long compared with the orbital period, then asynchronous rotation is
not an equilibrium state. The torques produced on such a permanent bulge could
counteract the dynamic tidal torques and lock the rotation into a libration about
the synchronous rotation rate. Such libration would then tidally decay.
To avoid synchronous lock, Greenberg and Weidenschilling (1984) calculate
that the permanent asymmetry for Titan, expressed in terms of the principal axes
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of inertia as (B - A) / C, must be < 10- 8 for the Darwin tide and < 10- 7 for the
classical MacDonald tide. For comparison, the hydrostatic tidal distortion results in
a (B - A)/C of 10- 4 (Peale, 1977), and would therefore result in synchronous lock
if such a shape was frozen so as not to relax on time scales of the relative rotation
rate

(~

20 years). While this might be of interest for examination of the effects of

catastrophic events such as impacts, it is unlikely that the hydrostatic shape would
have been realized before synchroneity. The hydrostatic shape is discussed in Section
2.4. It should also be noted that the 'permanent' asymmetry does experience a net
torque, which exactly counterbalances the dynamic tidal torque given above, and
the long term response to this torque may result in a slow creep of the asymmetry
and hence a very slow relative rotation. See Greenberg and Weidenschilling (1984)
for a more complete discussion of this effect and Goldreich and Toomre (1969) for
some interesting insights to the nature of 'permanent' hydrostatic bulges.

3.7

Topography on Titan's Surface

In order to get an idea of the magnitude of surface features that would correspond
to an asymmetry necessary for synchronous lock, Greenberg and Weidenschilling
(1984) considered a disk on the surface of an otherwise spherical satellite. The
required mass of the disk is

~

!vIT(B - A)/C where !vir is the mass of the satellite.

So for Titan and the classical MacDonald tide, the required disk, if 1 km thick with
a density of 1000 kg m- 3 , would have a radius of approximately 50 km. If the disk
were only 100 m thick, then the required radius would be nearly 180 km.
At issue then, are (a) whether such topography could be sustained over
long periods of time, and (b) whether evidence exists for such topography. With
respect to the first issue, the time scale for viscous relaxation can be constructed by
dimensional analysis (Parmentier and Head, 1981) to be t = f-L/ pgsDTS , where f-L is
the viscosity, p the density, gs the surface gravity, and D TS the scale characterizing
the topographic feature. Such a time scale is relevant to the problem of a viscous
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layer, much thicker than the topography under consideration, overlying a more rigid
base. This model is appropriate to the solid ice and rock crusts of Ganymede and
Callisto (Parmentier and Head, 1981). By virtue of the common sizes and densities,
Ganymede and Callisto represent an excellent analog for Titan if the latter contains
no ammonia, and therefore has a solid crust and mantle.
For an ice rheology crudely approximated by

f..L

= 1013 exp(18(250/T -

1))

Pa s (Stacey, 1977), which yields a large viscous relaxation rate, t = 10 7 years at
Tsurface

= 120 K and t = 1011

years at Tsurface

= 95

K. The former temperature

is appropriate to the surface of Ganymede, the latter to Titan. A more precise
analysis of the problem by Parmentier and Head (1981) finds the cavity of a 10 and
100 km-sized water ice crater relaxing in 3 x 1010 and 3 x 10 7 years, respectively,
for a viscosity which exponentially decreases with depth, and surface temperature
of 120 K. For 95 K, relaxation times will be at least 104 times longer based on the
rheological law given above with an exponential prefactor of 18 or higher.
Depth-diameter relationships for large, so-called "complex" craters on
Ganymede yield 2-5 km depths for crater diameters of 10 to 100 km (Schenk,
1991), and hence serve as a good guide (albeit an inverted one) for the magnitude
of a topographic feature which is large enough to assure locking of the rotation rate.
Of course, a surface cratered uniformly in an areal sense does not possess a mass
asymmetry. The above analysis simply shows that an isolated feature which has
the spatial magnitude of typical large craters will be stable on Titan over the age
of the solar system.
The situation is potentially different if Titan contains large amounts of
ammonia. Titan plausibly accreted out of a high pressure nebula around Saturn
during the epoch of giant planet formation (Stevenson et ai., 1986). Such a nebula
could have up to 15% ammonia relative to water in the solid phase (Prinn and
Fegley, 1981). The ammonia-water phase diagram at kilobar pressures, appropriate
to Titan's interior, coupled with thermal models, predicts a liquid ammonia-water
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mantle of 300-400 km thickness, at a temperature of roughly 205 K and 30% ammonia by number, overlain by a water ice crust perhaps 150 km or more thick (Cynn

et at., 1989; Stevenson, 1992). See Section 2.3. The base of the crust is determined by the ice I -

ice III transition at a pressure of 2 kilobars. Ice III is denser

than the ammonia-water fluid and hence pure water ice cannot exist on top of the
ammonia-water mantle at pressures in excess of 2 kilobars (Lunine and Stevenson,
1987).
Such a configuration leads to the possible disappearance of large topographic anomalies on Titan's surface by isostatic compensation.

Ignore for the

moment the effect of the phase transition at 2 kilobars. Consider an ice I crust
overlying the ammonia-water mantle, and impose the requirement that the total
masses in all vertical columns be the same (Stacey, 1977). Then the topographic
feature with vertical extent z has a height above the surroundings, after isostatic
compensation, of h

= z(l -

b), where b is the ratio of the ice I crust density to that

of the ammonia-water mantle. For a pressure of 2 kilobars and a temperature of
205 K, 1 - b = 0.012, using density data from Croft et

at. (1988) for the liquid and

from Hobbs (1974) for the crust. The near-neutral buoyancy of the crust in the
liquid implies that compensated topographic features cannot stand much above the
surroundings. A 1 km uplift would cause the crust to sink until the feature stood
only about 10 m above its surroundings. The requirement that ice I cannot exist at
pressures greater than 2 kilobars further argues against significant crustal topography which is isostatically compensated, since the phase transition would result in
further loss of low density material. We therefore conclude that, if Titan does have
significant topography, it either does not have an ammonia-water mantle or the
crust is sufficiently thick and strong that isostatic compensation is not complete.
Is there any observational evidence for significant topographic features?
Ironically, the radar observations provide both evidence for such an anomaly and
the evidence for nonsynchroneity. The radar bright feature seen by Muhleman et

at.

(1990, 1992) has a radar reflectivity consistent with that of very icy satellite surfaces,
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somewhere between those of Ganymede and Europa, while the rest of the observed
surface seems consistent with other, less reflective materials. One interpretation
of this result (Lunine, 1993) is that the radar bright area represents a water-ice
highland poking above lower regions which are covered, partially or fully, by solid
or liquid hydrocarbons. Models suggest that at least 500 meters of debris from
stratospheric photochemical processes have accumulated on the surface over the age
of the solar system. Surface geologic processes and consideration of uncertainties in
the model reduce this to as little as 100-200 m (Lunine, 1993). Therefore, the radar
bright region must be at least 100-200 m above the surrounding areas on Titan if it
is interpreted to be water ice kept clean by downward movement of liquid or solid
hydrocarbons (in the latter case, wind or methane rain would be required to move
or wash the photochemical debris off the high regions).
Nonsynchronous rotation requires that a 100 m high feature have an equivalent radius of < 180 km. Muhleman et al. (1992) do not estimate the physical
size of their bright feature. This upper limit is still probably large enough to be
detectable by Earth based radar. Therefore, we can imagine a feature which is both
radar bright and is still compatible with nonsynchronous rotation.
The latest IR work by Lemmon et al. (1994) does provide some model
surface features and sizes. They present a 2-spot model with bright regions, which
might correspond with land masses. These are at 10° and 120° with radii of 30° and
50°, respectively. Since 30° corresponds to approximately 1300 km at the equator,
these would be quite large enough to lock Titan into synchronous rotation. This
land mass model is utilized later as one of the numerical models in Section 7.4.2.
The size of the total radius change due to the solid body tide is approximately 300 m and the liquid tide is expected to vary approximately 100 m above
that (after Jeffreys, 1976; Sagan and Dermott, 1982). If Titan is not rotating synchronously, then a point on the surface will move approximately 300 m every tidal
period. The solid body deformation is unlikely to have any efl"ect on such a feature
since the feature and the surrounding terrain would both move. This deformation
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would also not influence the likelihood of synchronous rotation due to the deformation's transient nature. If the hydrocarbon debris is in the form of a liquid ocean, a
marginal feature of around 100 m height could be a tidal flat, a complication which
is beyond the scope of this work.

3.8

Overview of Evidence

It can be seen that the radar derived rotation period of 15.911 days can be achieved

by at least two, admittedly ad-hoc tidal models. By tuning a single parameter in
each of these models, it is possible to produce any rotation rate over a substantial
range. Even without such a parameter, the quadratic MacDonald tide produces
an equilibrium rotation period of 15.93 days, still fairly close to the radar data.
The radar data are therefore in the range of zero-torque rotation rate allowed by
uncertainties in tidal models. Further investigation into possible non-linear tidal
dissipation mechanisms will further constrain these models.
The deviation from synchroneity reported by Muhleman et

at. (1992) of

0.8 hours is also somewhat uncertain, and could be higher or lower by an as yet
poorly determined amount (D.O. Muhleman, personal communications). If we take
a generous range of ±40%, or 0.5-1.1 hours, we find periods from 15.90 to 15.92 days,
still longer than the linear MacDonald tidal model period and still shorter than the
quadratic MacDonald tide results. However, it is well within the range of both of
the tunable models presented.
Radar, however, is not the only source of information on the rotation rate
of Titan. While Titan's continuous cloud cover makes observation of the surface
difficult, there seems to be windows of transmission which allow IR observations of
the surface. Lemmon et

at. (1994) have analyzed most of the available IR obser-

vations, as well as making additional measurements, and determined that Titan's
rotation is 15.949 ± 0.006 days. This is an important result, because it not only
indicates that Titan is synchronous, it contradicts the radar observations.
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All the dissipation models which are shown later do assume synchroneity for
simplicity. Also, the movement of the sub-Saturn point is less than one grid point
per orbit for the numerical models. Stated another way, if Titan is nonsynchronous
with the proposed radar period of 15.911 days (Muhleman et al., 1992), as compared
with the synchronous period of 15.945 days, its orientation will only differ by 0.2% of
a full rotation, or less than 0.8 0 , from one pericenter passage to the next. Therefore
the models are still useful for a first approximation, even to the nonsynchronous
case.
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CHAPTER 4

INTERIOR DISSIPATION

This chapter is mostly an adaptation of a portion of the paper 'Tidal Dissipation
on Titan' by Frank Sohl, William D. Sears, and Ralph D. Lorenz which has been
submitted for publication in Icarus and is shown in Appendix D. This was very
much a collaboration with Frank Sohl taking the lead on material covered in this
chapter.

4.1

Introduction

There are several effects of the time varying tidal potential on Titan. First the solid
body of Titan responds to the potential. Second, liquids on the surface similarly
respond to attain nearly hydrostatic equilibrium with the potential field.

This

introduces an indirect effect, namely that of loading tides: the solid body of Titan
in turn responds to the loading of the shifting weight of liquids on the surface
and the opposing effect of the gravitational attraction of the fluid (cf. Hendershott,
1972; Zschau, 1978). Notes that 'liquids' here refers to both any hydrocarbon ocean
on the surface and the atmosphere. This chapter deals with both the direct and
indirect mechanisms of solid body dissipation. The dissipation in the surface liquid
itself is covered in Chapter 5.
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4.2

Body Tides

According to the first law of thermodynamics, the rate at which energy is dissipated
in Titan's interior by tidal forcing is given by

. = Ev. + Es. = ivr < Po ail
r ail
at . V'<I>2 > dV + is < at . Ts > dS

E

(4.38)

where < ... > indicates averaging the work function over one orbital period. The

Ev at which work is done by body forces is represented by the volume integral
while the surface integral delineates the rate Es at which work is done by surface
rate

tractions (Love, 1927; Zschau, 1978). Here Po denotes unperturbed density, il is
the displacement vector, Ts is the surface traction, and the total tidal potential <I>2
results from the superposition
(4.39)
of the primary external tidal disturbance potential <I>2 and the secondary internal
disturbance potential <I>~ as induced by the internal redistribution of mass upon
tidal deformation of Titan's interior. Note that the integrations in Eq. 4.38 refer to
the unstrained state of Titan (Zschau, 1978; Platzman, 1984). Moreover, Titan's
comparatively long tidal period of 15.945 days suggests that both the body and
loading tides can be best represented by an equilibrium theory. In the case of
the body tide, the surface integral in Eq. 4.38 completely vanishes since either
the tangential tractions or the time-averaged product < ~Tr > of the normal
components will be zero (Zschau, 1978). On the other hand, the latter will be
significant in the case of loading tides provided that the surface of Titan is covered
by satellite-wide seas and oceans and does not go to zero in any case since there
would still be the much smaller atmospheric load. With the aid of Green's first
integral transformation and using some knowledge of the potentials, the volume
integral in Eq. 4.38 simplifies to the surface integral

.=5
- 1 < .. >

Ev

47fGRT

S

<I>~ <I>~

dS

(4.40)
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to be taken over Titan's surface having radius RT (Zschau, 1978; Segatz et al.,
1988).
The inelastic response of Titan's interior to body tides is assumed to give
rise to the dissipation of tidal energy. Given that the tidally induced deformation of
Titan's surface is small, this can be expressed in terms of the second order complex
Love number k2 =

~(k2)

+ i':S(k2) according to the proportionality
(4.41)

between secondary and primary disturbance potential.
Upon inserting Eq. 4.41 into Eq. 4.40 and taking advantage of the fact that

18'( k2) I « I~(k2) I generaily

holds true for planetary interiors, we arrive at
(4.42)

where the bullet mark indicates the small phase lag angle

c2 =

':S(k2)/~(k2)

of the

secondary potential <1>~ relative to the primary external tidal disturbance potential
<1>2 (Zschau, 1978).

Substituting the expression for <1>2 as given in Eq. 2.6 into

Eq. 4.42 and using Eq. 4.41 yields the global tidal dissipation rate due to the body
tide (Segatz et al., 1988)
(4.43)
as a function of the imaginary part of the complex love number k2 that depends on
the rheological behavior of Titan's solid parts as well as on the interior structure
of Titan as a whole. This is the same as is commonly given (cf. Peale, 1986) if the
approximation

~(k2) = -~(k2)/Q

is used. Note that 8'(k2) and all phase lags are

negative in my notation and that I use the convention of a positive

E as indicating

energy loss. From the above and Table 2.3, the Q's for model A, B, and Care
65, 91, and 210, respectively. This is especially interesting since C has the largest
':S(k 2) and therefore will have the largest dissipation. See also Sections 4.4 and 8.4.
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4.3

Loading Tides

In order to obtain the global tidal dissipation rate as a consequence of loading
tides due to a putative global ocean on Titan, I will follow a method apparently
first outlined by Zschau (1978). To start with, we must replace the expression for
the primary external disturbance potential in Eq. 2.6 by the potential due to the
attraction of the ocean tide
<1>P = 47fGRT

f: (RT)l+l ~
+
[=2

R

2l

1

(4.44)

where (J is ocean density and ~[ is relative height of the ocean tide of harmonic degree
l (Kaula, 1968). As mentioned earlier, the largest contribution to the external tidal

disturbance is expected to arise from <1>2' Accordingly, we may approximate Eq. 4.44
to first order on Titan's surface and get
(4.45 )
with

6

<1>e
= 12' -2

(4.46)
gs
where the real parts of the complex Love numbers k2 and h2 enter the correction
factor 12 = 1 + )R(k2) - )R(h2) that accounts for Titan's elastic response and upward
displacement of the ocean bottom. Taking the surface gravity as
(4.47)
then Eq. 4.45 reduces to
(4.48)
where p is Titan's mean density.
The inelastic response of Titan's interior to the tidally induced variable
ocean load results in an additional radial displacement of the ocean bottom of
(4.49)
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which lags behind the external tidal disturbance potential <1>2 by c; =

~(h~)/~(h~).

In analogy to Eq. 4.41, this gives rise to a secondary disturbance potential
;r,.S -

'.1:'2 -

having a different phase lag
h~

and

k~

k'2

.;r,.p

(4.50)

'.1:'2

ct = ~(k~)/~(k~) relative to <1>2' The complex quantities

are referred to as the complex mass load coefficients (Zschau, 1978).

When replacing the volume integral in Eq. 4.38 by a surface integral as was done
in Eq. 4.42, and substituting the normal traction
( 4.51)
in the surface integral in Eq. 4.38, we get

E=

47r~RT (~'Y2~r [IJI(h;) Is d~'(P~ > dS -

IJI(k;)

Is d;t(P; > dS]
(4.52)

by applying Eq. 4.47 to Eq. 4.51 and rearranging. Note that the different markings
indicate the difference in phase angles c; and

d relative to <1>2 as mentioned before.

Upon insertion of <1>2 as given in Eq. 2.6, we then get the global dissipation rate due
to the loading tide
E· -_ -21 (0-(/')
~ 12
2

-

~(k.l))
~
2

with the complex mass load coefficients h; and
of Titan's deep interior. Note that

(J

(3

('I1Rr
(J) 2
G )5 e2 -1'2-=
T
5 p
k~

(4.53)

parameterizing the constitution

is the only fluid parameter, this allows easy

comparison of atmosphere and ocean loading tides. See Sections 2.6 and 2.7 for a
discussion of the relevant

4.4

(J

values.

Resultant Body Dissipation Rates

The numerical results for models A, B, and C are shown in Table 4.4. Note that
the nominal ocean is used for the loading tide. It is evident that dissipation due to
atmosphere and ocean loading is of minor importance, generally, when compared
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Table 4.4: Interior Dissipation Rates for the various Titan Models.
Tidal Dissipation Rates (W)
Fluid
Body Diss.
5.8 x 1010
Atm.
5.8
x 1010
Ocean
Tidal Dissipation Rates (W)
Fluid
Body Diss.
8.6 x 109
Atm.
8.6 x 10 9
Ocean
Tidal Dissipation Rates (W)
Fluid
Body Diss.
5.1 x lOLO
Atm.
5.1 x 10 10
Ocean

Model A
Load Diss.
6.9 x 104
1.0 X 109
Model B
Load Diss.
7.5 X 104
1.1 X 109
Model C
Load Diss.
2.3 X 104
3.4 X 10 8

to the body tide background which proves to be between one and two orders of
magnitude higher. The largest solid dissipation rate is clearly produced for the
differentiated volatile-rich model C owing to the greater flexibility of its 150 km
thick outer ice I shell which is mechanically decoupled from the deep interior through
the internal NH 3 -H 2 0 ocean and therefore subject to larger tidal strain rates. As
mentioned in Section 4.2, C has the largest dissipation rate even though it has the
largest Q. Recalling that the homogeneous ice/rock model A permits tidal heating
throughout the whole interior, it is capable of obtaining higher solid dissipation rates
than the differentiated volatile-poor model B for which, in contrast, dissipation of
tidal energy is expected to be negligible in the 1900 km radius rocky core and is
therefore neglected in my model. However, the overall Q of 91 (see Section 4.2) is
not very good, and inclusion of the core would only lower it. Section 8.4 discusses
the confusion associated with tidal Q values.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYTIC MODELS

The Sagan and Dermott discussion is based primarily on my paper 'Tidal Dissipation in Oceans on Titan' which is to be published in Icarus (see Appendix C). The
Sohl, Sears, and Lorenz model is from our paper 'Tidal Dissipation on Titan' which
has been submitted for publication in Icarus (see Appendix D).

5.1

Sagan and Dermott's model

The first people to make an attempt at modeling dissipation in an ocean on Titan
were Sagan and Dermott (1982). They used a dissipation which can be written
(5.54)
with an equilibrium tide height h

= 100 m (Sagan and Dermott,

1982). Note that

Eq. 5.54 is linear in a. With the values in Table 1.1, a = 650, and

ib =

0.003 (see

Section 2.6) this dissipation is
(5.55)
This analytic model is based on a tidal formula from Goldreich and Soter
(1966) using only bottom friction. It was modified to use an approximation of the
flow velocity due to only the radial component of the tide, and assumes that Titan's
unperturbed shape is spherical, i.e. that there has been no hydrostatic relaxation of
the solid body. It also ignores coriolis effects, which are included in the numerical
models to be discussed later. Of course, synchronous rotation is also assumed.
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5.2

SohI, Sears, and Lorenz's model

Frank Sohl, Ralph D. Lorenz, and I developed an alternative analytic model based
on the the potential of Segatz et at. (1988) shown in Eq. 2.6. This assumes that the
solid Titan has hydrostatically relaxed into a prolate shape. Also see Appendix D.
Starting with a global ocean covering the surface of Titan, the energy loss is believed
to be caused by bottom friction dissipation according to
(5.56)
where < ... > indicates averaging over one orbital period and (u 2 + v 2 ) 1/2 is the
vertically averaged flow speed of the tidal ocean currents. Provided the work done
by these currents on the sea bottom equals the work Saturn does on the surface of
Titan's sea, Eq. 5.56 can be replaced by (Lambecl(, 1978; Zahel, 1980)
(5.57)
or, upon inserting Eq. 4.46, the relative height of the ocean tide,
(5.58)
where the diamond mark indicates that there will be a small phase lag

6~

of the

tidal wave relative to the primary disturbance potential <1>2' In this approximation,
tidal loading, ocean self-attraction, and eddy viscosity dissipation are neglected.
Since we may limit ourselves here to the case of bottom friction dissipation,
we can relate such a phase lag to the tidally effective specific dissipation function
Qb of the ocean current:
. ~o
sm
U2

~

~o
tan U2

= - Q-l
b

(5.59)

Upon inserting Eq. 2.6 for <1>2 in Eq. 5.58, integrating over the sea surface of Titan,
and taking advantage of Eq. 5.59, one may end up with the global dissipation rate
(5.60)
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due to bottom friction losses of the ocean tide. Notice that this is the same as
Eq. 4.43 with
(5.61)
thus giving us a way to generate dissipation rates based on an oceanic quality factor.
Even though we are restricting ourselves here to bottom friction, Eq. 5.60 is more
general, though it does assume synchronous rotation.
Next, we apply the analytical model apparently first presented by Goldreich
and Soter (1966) to obtain the quality factor Qb in Eq. 5.60. Taking the general
definition for the quality factor
(5.62)
with
(5.63)
as the maximum potential energy per unit area stored in the tidal wave and
(5.64)
as the energy dissipated over one tidal cycle where (Munk and MacDonald, 1989)
(5.65)
is the energy dissipation rate per unit area, then
Qb

= !'ngs€i
2

fbvt

(5.66)

is inferred as a reasonable estimate for the quality factor of an ocean current moving
across the surface of Titan. The average background ocean current velocity fib is
given by
(5.67)
with D as ocean depth and

< <1>2 >
< 6 >= "/2 . --=--

gs

(5.68)
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Table 5.5: Analytical Bottom Friction Qb Values
Depth
(m)
100
400
600
1000

Model
A
B
3
3
170
170
570
580
2700 2600

C
10
620
2100
9700

as relative height of the corresponding tidal wave as averaged over time. As usual,
we may replace the maximum tidal hub

6

A

6

with
<1>2

= "'12'9s

(5.69)

Furthermore, we may recall here that <1>2 as the primary tidal disturbance potential
varies periodically between 1.5 (nRT )2e and 3.2 (nRT )2e (Segatz et al., 1988) so that

~2 = 3.2 "'12 .

(nRT )2e
gs

(5.70)

and using Eq. 2.7 to find the size of the primary bulge, with a correction of 2/1f to
allow for the sinusoidal shape, results in
(5.71)

Upon replacing gs as given in Eq. 4.47, we finally get from Eq. 5.66
(5.72)

as quality factor for an ocean current on a synchronously rotating satellite. Table 5.5
shows Qb from the above equation using the parameters for the three interior models
and multiple ocean depths. These values are put in context by comparison with
the dissipation values in Table 5.6 and the Q values found from the appropriate
numerical model shown in Section 7.8. In addition, Section 8.4 provides a discussion
of the usefulness of these values.
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Table 5.6: Comparison of Analytic Tidal Models

Model
A
(W)
2.1 X
3.3 X
9.8 X
2.1 X

Depth

(m)
100
400
600
1000

10 1
10 10
109
109

B
(W)
2.2 X
3.5 X
1.0 X
2.2 X

c
10 12
10 10
10 10
109

(W)
1.8 X
2.9 X
8.5 X
1.8 X

1010
10 8
107
107

S&D
(W)
3.5 X 10 11
5.3 X 10 9
1.6 X 109
3.5 X 108

It should be noted that Eq. 5.67 allows us to dimension the Reynolds number of the tidal flow given in Eq. 2.20 according to

Re ~ 0.21'2
and hence to infer

ib

n3 .R}e (J
G 1)
P

(5.73)

self-consistently by using the empiric expression given in

Eq. 2.19. For the nominal ocean and 77 = 6 x 10- 4 Pa s, this translates to Re

~

1'2 . 10 7 , and since 1'2 is 0.95, 0.97, and 0.16 for models A, B, and C, respectively,

our earlier estimate of Re ~ 10 8 was too high, probably because of an overestimate
of the flow velocity. This lower Re leads to a somewhat larger

ib

used for the nominal ocean. For the Re above, Eq. 2.19 gives an

than has been

ib

of 0.0042 for

models A and Band 0.009 for C. However, there can be considerable variation in

ib.
5.3

Therefore, while Eq. 2.19 is convenient, it must be used with care.

Results

Table 5.6 illustrates for each of the interior models A, B, and C how the ocean
tidal dissipation rate and its corresponding contribution to the steady-state surface
heat flow depend on the depth of Titan's putative global ocean. In the table, S &
D is the Sagan and Dermott (1982) model as shown in Eq. 5.55 while A, B, and C
are based on Eqs. 5.60 and 5.72. Note that the parameter
the Sagan and Dermott model and the other models.

ib

is different between
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Notice models A and B produce similar ocean dissipation rates simply
because both have similar correction factors /2 entering into the dissipation formula
via Eqs. 5.60 and 5.72. (See Table 2.3.) For both models, /2 is not too different
from that of the rigid body equivalent

frigid

= 1 indicating zero displacement of the

ocean bottom upon tidal forcing. In contrast, model C produces much lower ocean
dissipation rates due to an extremely small value of /2 = 0.16 resulting in greater
motion of the ocean floor and thus giving smaller ocean currents. It is, however,
interesting to note that it is that same higher flexibility of model C which causes
the larger solid dissipation compared to models A and B as shown in Table 4.4.
The Sagan and Dermott formulation produces values which are about one
sixth of the Sohl, Sears, and Lorenz model. The low estimate of the Sagan and Dermott formulation is probably due to only using the radial tide, which Sears (1994)
indicates is responsible for only about one fifth of the total dissipation. (See also
Chapter 6.) Remember that the Sagan and Dermott model assumes a spherical
Titan while the other models assume a hydrostatically relaxed prolate Titan.
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CHAPTER 6

SPHERICAL TITAN NUMERIC MODEL

This chapter is mostly an adaptation of a portion of the paper 'Tidal Dissipation
in Oceans on Titan' by William D. Sears which in press for publication in Icarus
and is shown in Appendix C.

6.1

Introduction

The Sagan and Dermott (1982) model shown in Section 5.1 is a very useful first
attempt at modeling the tidal dissipation in the proposed ocean on Titan. However,
this analytical model is based on a simplistic dissipation formula from Goldreich and
Soter (1966). It uses an analytic approximation for the fluid flow velocity for the
radial component of the tide. It neglects the libration tide, the coriolis effect, and
any coupling between the radial and libration tide. Sagan and Dermott acknowledge
these limitations and only use their model to obtain a minimum ocean depth of 400
m, if it existed at all, based on the argument that a thinner ocean, which would
have a higher dissipation, would have circularized Titan's orbit over the age of the
Solar System.
I use a numerical hydrodynamic differential equation (HDE) model of a
hydrocarbon ocean on Titan to test the analytical results. This is done to overcome
the major and significant limitation of the analytical model - the velocity estimate.
The numerical model includes both the radial and libration tides as well the effects of
coriolis forces, bottom friction, and eddy viscosity. It is an adaptation of the Earth
ocean model described by Zahel (1978). Use of a 2° staggered grid and the full tidal
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second degree disturbing potential allows exploration of heterogeneous distributions
of liquid and solid regions on the surface. Neglected are tidal loading, the ocean selfattraction, and the possibility of nonsynchronous rotation (Muhleman et

at.,

1992;

Sears et al., 1993; and Chapter 3). The further assumption of a spherical solid
Titan implies that there has been no hydrostatic relaxation in the solid body, which
is unlikely, but simplifies the computations and is necessary for proper comparison
to Sagan and Dermott (1982).
The method allows examination of various land/liquid configurations including small seas, though the current computer program has some limitation. Energy dissipation can be examined as a function of the distribution of the solid and
liquid areas. Energy dissipation can also be examined by spatial distribution over
the surface for any given land/ocean configuration.

6.2

HDE Theory

The computer model is constructed following the formulation of Zahel (1970, 1973,
1977,1978). This is based directly on the primitive integrodifFerential hydrodynamic
equations. Starting with the fluid equations of motion and the equation of continuity
in spherical coordinates, Zahel (1970) integrates over the fluid depth and takes
the tidal effects into account. The basic equations are then, for a second degree
potential,

8v/8t + 2wu sin ¢ + fbi DJu 2 + v 2 . V + R", + g5/ R T · 8(/8¢ = "12K",
8(/8t + l/(RT cos ¢) (8(Du)/8)" + 8(Dv cos ¢)/8¢)

=0

(6.75)
(6.76)

where ).. is the longitude (positive to the east), ¢ is the latitude (positive to the
north), u and v are the eastward and northward current velocity components, respectively, ( is the displacement of the surface relative to the reference depth, g5
is the surface gravity, fb is the coefficient of quadratic bottom friction, RT is the
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surface radius of the body, w is the angular velocity of the body, and D is the total
ocean depth d + (, where d is reference depth of the ocean. Love's reduction factor
/2 is related to the Love numbers k2 and h2' /2

= 1 + k2 -

h 2. Note that longitude

increases to the east. This means that 90 0 E is the center of the trailing side.
The lateral eddy viscosity terms R>. and Rep represent the linearized form
of turbulence effects on the flow. With the horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient All
these terms take the form

R>. = -All (~u + R- 2 (-u

(1 + tan 2 ¢) -

2tan¢/ cos¢·

8v/8)"))

(6.77)

and
(6.78)

The conversion of these formulas into finite-difference equations is not necessarily straightforward. I use the scheme given in Zahel (1977) with only a few
modifications. This is the same method outlined in Zahel (1978) neglecting tidal
loading and ocean self-attraction. Briefly
V +t u"!l.
t,)

2wv~n.
1,}

sin 'l/t
A..

T
+ -D,.n.

(u~n.)2
I,}

+ (W-n .)2 . u"!l.
1,J
I,}

1,}

"T"\t

m
v +Vi,j

+gs/(RT cos ¢i) . V~(G + (R>.)i,j
T
+ 2WUi,j
;-111
•
A.. + _
(;-m
)2 + (,V1Il)2
,Ill
S111 '1/1
D~n,
Ui,j
i , j ' Vi,j

~ )1Tl
/2 (}\.>.
"
I,J

(6.79)

I,J

+gs/ RT . vt(rj + (Rep)i,j

(6.80)
(6.81)

with the appropriate i's and j's, m being the time index (an integer such that mot
is the time), and
v~w := (w(t

V~w := (w()..

+ Ot) - w(t))/Ot

+ 0)../2) -

w().. - 0),,/2))/0)..

(6.82)
(6.83)
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vtw := (w(cjJ + 8cjJ/2) - w(cjJ - 8cjJ/2))/8cjJ

(6.84)

wf,j := w(i 8cjJ/2, j 8cjJ/2, m 8t)

(6.85)

where w is one of u, v, or (. No zonal implicitness is required for the grid used here,
so that portion of Zahel, 1977 is ignored.

6.3

Potential

Some discussion of the potential is required. Zahel (1970, 1973, 1977, 1978) always
uses the second order potential, and concentrates on the Earth's M2 and K2 tides,
the definition of which is beyond the scope of this paper. Since the solar tides
are negligible at the distance of Titan, the tidal potential is greatly simplified.
Additionally, I assume that Titan has zero obliquity.
I therefore use the potential of Section 2.2.1 as given in Eq. 2.2. The /(,\
and

/(cp

terms necessary for Eqs. 6.74 and 6.75 are then

= 1/(Rr cos cjJ) • B<I?~/ B)" = C(1 + e cos 1)3 cos ¢ sin (2)" -

/(>.

21

+ 2wt)

(6.86)

and
/(,p =

1/ Rr . B<I?~/ B¢ = C(1

+ e cos 1)3 cos ¢ sin cjJ cos (2)" -

21

+ 2wt)

(6.87)

respectively, and C = (-3/2) GlvIsRr (a(1 - e2))-3 has been introduced for convenience.

6.4

Inputs

The numerical integration is done with a forward time step, doing the velocity
components first and then the depth, since ( requires a forward reference to u and

v. It is important to note that the grid is undersampled in that though the points
are spaced 2° apart, each point only holds one value, either

'U,

v, (, or nothing.
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Figure 6.5: Fixed Grid
Hence it might be more informative to view the model as a grid with 4° spacing and
points inside arranged on a 2° sub-grid. 4° on the equator of Titan is approximately
180 km. Figure 6.5 will help in visualizing this arrangement. This has a constant
distance between points in a north-south direction and steadily reducing separation
to the east and west as you approach the poles. Note that though Zahel (1978)
allows his depth to vary over the smaller sub-grid, I force the depth over a 4° square
to be uniform as a computational convenience. For a more complete overview of
the numerical scheme, see Zahel (1977, 1978), and for the detailed derivation of
the formula see Zahel (1970). The model I use differs from Zahel (1978) primarily
in that I neglect the tidal loading and the ocean self-attraction (Zahel's phase 1),
and use a uniform angular grid spacing all the way to the poles, with the poles
themselves being represented by single (points. The uniform angular grid does
oversample the polar regions, but was algorithmically simpler than the variable
angular spaced grid Zahel (1970) used.
The ocean is initially set up with a uniform depth. Equations 6.74 and 6.75
are applied over the entire grid and then Eq. 6.76 is applied. This order is necessary
since the ( equation requires the forward time step of u and v, while the equations
for u and v themselves require no such fu ture information. The tide cycle is broken
up into 40,000 steps, giving a time step of 15.945 days / 40000 = 0.0003986 days or
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Figure 6.6: Polar Grid
34.44 seconds. Such a small time step is necessary for numerical stability (Zahel,
1970). This includes a margin of safety since the steps are 25% smaller than strictly
required for stability.
For a rough understanding of the time step, we can compare expected wave
travel speeds and the shortest distance between grid points. On the uniform angular
grid, the closest grid spacing occurs on the last v row 2° from the poles. See Fig.
6.6. The longitudinal distance between adjacent v's is (4°/360°) . (27f RT sin 2°) or
6.3 km. Following Lighthill (1978), it is obvious that we need to use the long-wave
length formula for surface gravity waves, since 6300 m is over 14 times the canonical
400 m depth (see below). The long-wave gravity wave speed on a fluid of uniform
depth d is
speed =

J9s d .

So for the canonical Titan model, this speed would be 23.2 m

(6.88)
S-l.

To travel 6.3

km would require be 271 seconds, so this time is not the limiting factor for the
time step. The shallower models will not be more constraining, though the deeper
models might. The 10 3 m deep ocean would have a speed of 36.7 m

S-l

and a transit

time of 171 seconds, still not a problem.
One might also want to consider sound waves. The sound speed in the Titan
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ocean is expected to be of order 1000 m

S-1

(Zarnecki et

at., 1992) which translates

to a transit time between points near the pole of approximately 6 seconds. Since
the time step is around 5 times this, pressure information can be treated as having
been transmitted instantaneously between grid points. Obviously the model does
not attempt to handle sound wave transmission.
Since the tidal potential is periodic, we expect the ocean to reach a steadystate periodic condition. Therefore the integration is stopped when the startup
transients have died out and smooth periodicity is achieved. This occurs after about
15 to 20 tidal cycles for the nominal 400 m deep ocean when the initial condition is
an undisturbed global ocean. In order to reduce the initial transients, all the other
models started with the final state of the 400 m deep ocean, modified as necessary
to change the undisturbed depth or land mass locations. Most other runs therefore
only required 8 to 10 tidal cycles to achieve periodicity. Some runs starting with
an unperturbed ocean were done as checks, but no differences were noticed in any
of the parameters after the transients died down.
For mixed land/ocean models, the first order boundary conditions force
the velocity normal to the coast to vanish. Second order viscosity terms require
that the tangential component of the velocity also vanish on the coast. Numerical
integration of Eqs. 6.74 - 6.76 depends only upon the external forces and the ocean
geometry and so does not require any other a priori knowledge. The formulation
here assures that the mass is exactly conserved within the boundaries and that there
is no energy flux across them. Therefore it is sufficient to set the depth,

tt,

v, and

( to zero to represent land. The current grid does limit the resolution of the land
areas to 4°, quite adequate since Titan's actual surface is unknown. However, it
might produce artifacts since it does not allow the coast lines to move along only

u and v points as Zahel (1970) would have them and as is required by the second
order viscosity terms. The problem would be on the east and north sides of land
masses, where the coast cuts through (points. This issue will be avoided by the
use of north-polar land masses which only have southern coasts, except for a single
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model of an isolated land mass used to illustrate the problem.
This model uses jb

= 0.003

as the coefficient of quadratic bottom friction.

This is the value used in model Earth ocean models, though Sagan and Dermott
(1982) used 0.002. The coefficient of horizontal turbulent viscosity A h , also known
as the coefficient of eddy viscosity, is a numerical convention and is here taken to
be 5 x 10 5 m 2

S-l

after Zahel (1978). This parameter has not been extensively

explored, though the other common value of 107 m 2

S-l

(Gordeev et at., 1977) was

found to cause instability. On the other hand, changing from 5 x 10 5 to 10 5 caused
no significant variation. The density a of the fluid in the ocean is as unknown as
the composition of the ocean, on which it depends. For this model I use a value of
650 kg m- 3 , which corresponds to a pure ethane ocean. See Section 2.6 for further
discussion of these values.
The interior structure of Titan enters in the "12 parameter through the Love
numbers

h2

and k2 , which are highly model dependent. For this model, I used a

homogeneous internal structure, like model A with the mean density p of Titan,
but the elastic shear modulus J1 of ice, not the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average given in
Section 2.3. This was done in order to make the model as similar as possible to the
one used by Sagan and Dermott (1982). This gives (Hubbard, 1984)
h2

= (5/2)/{1 + 19J1!{2gs pRr )) = 0.367

(6.89)

and
k2 = (3/2)/(1

so "12
used

+ 19J1!(2g s pRr ))

= 0.220

(6.90)

= 1+k2-h2 = 0.853 with values from Table 1.1. This compares with "12 = 0.69
by Zahel (1978) for the Earth, and "12 = 0.9523 given in Table 2.3 for model

A.
The depth parameter d, which is used to label the models, is the depth of
the undisturbed (spherical) ocean over the spherical solid Titan. Here this ranges
from 100 m to 1 km, with 400 m taken as the canonical value. Four hundred meters
is deep enough to prevent 'bottoming out' - the appearance of dry ocean bottom
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areas - during the startup transients of the model. Since the shallower model uses
the final state of the 400 m model as an initial state, the transients are small enough
to avoid this problem. Plausible values of the depth are discussed below.
The dissipation

E in the numerical model is calculated using

. ( iba L Ai)·

E =

,

3 2

2 .1 /
u· . + v·1,)

1 1,)
2

(6.91)

)

i,j

tidal period

where Ai,j is the area of the associated cell (Siindermann and Brosche, 1978). Note
that this is linear in a and that it is averaged over a tidal period. No other dissipation
terms are separated out, even though Zahel (1977) indicates that the bottom friction
term only accounts for around 10% of the total dissipation. The rest of the energy
loss is presumably due to the eddy viscosity term. Future work will present all
energy loss mechanisms, but bottom friction allows us to compare more directly
with Sagan and Dermott (1982). Note that ocean density only enters into the
energy calculation of Eq. 6.91 and it does so in a linear fashion. Therefore the
effects of other ocean densities in this model can be seen by scaling the total bottom
friction dissipation by the factor (new-density / 650 kg m- 3 ). Changing the density
to 450 kg m- 3 to compare directly with Sagan and Dermott (1982), for example,
would simply change the dissipation of the numerical model by a factor of 0.69, but
remember to account for the different values of ib used.

6.5

Numerical Results

I will discuss eight surface models for this spherical Titan case. All of them are
based on the same numerical formula and computer program but have a different
liquid depth and a different distribution of land masses. They can be broken up into
two groups: four in the 'Uniform Smooth' group which investigates the variation of
mean ocean depth and four which have land masses.
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6.5.1

Models Without Land.

The 'Uniform Smooth' group are the simplest and also match most closely the
analytic and other work to estimate tidal dissipation on Titan in Chapter 5 and
elsewhere in the literature (cf. Sagan and Dermott, 1982; Sohl et al., 1994). There
are no land masses or any other variation from a smooth sphere. The depths 100,
400, 600, and 1000 m are used. 100 m was chosen as the lower end of the range
since it is the lowest reasonable estimate of the liquid layer on Titan if there is not a
subsurface reservoir (Lunine, 1993). Since it is reasonable to expect that Titan will
have topography similar to that on Ganymede, we expect a scale of approximately
1 km (Sagan and Dermott, 1982). Assuming that the high radar reflectivity requires
portions of Titan to be above the level of the ocean gives 1000 meters as a weak
upper limit to the liquid depth. 400 m was chosen as the canonical depth as a
compromise and in deference to the lower bound estimate of Sagan and Dermott
(1982). The additional depth of 600 m was added to help fill in the range, on the
deep (lower dissipation) side of the canonical value.
A numerical model like this one produces a vast amount of data. Figures 6.7
through 6.9 show the kind of output available from the program for the 'Uniform
Smooth' models with depths 400, 100, and 1000 m. All figures are for the time
of pericenter passage. The 600 m model is not shown since it is fairly easy to
interpolate between the 400 and 1000 m models if necessary. It is important to
examine the details of the individual model results for the other models, however.
Starting with the canonical 400 m model, Fig. 6.7a shows that the ocean
deforms into approximately the expected hydrostatic prolate shape. However, careful examination of the contours shows that the bulge is slightly twisted with the
southern mid-latitudes shifted to the east with respect to the equatorial bulge, and
the north shifted west. This can be understood as an effect of the coriolis forces.
Note the linearity of the tidal nulls in the contours.
The velocity components

'U

and v are shown

111

Fig. 6.7 parts band c,
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respectively. The eastward component u exhibits velocity peaks nearly coincident
with the depth variation peaks in part a, but shifted slightly eastward. The velocity
nulls are not linear. The northward component v peaks in magnitude at approximately 45° latitude, just as expected for the growth of the tidal bulge at this point
in the tidal cycle. Also note that the magnitudes of u are about five times greater
than those of v.
The minimal depth ocean model is shown in Fig. 6.8. The depth profile
is very close to that of the canonical model. In fact, the depth profiles of all the
'Uniform Smooth' models are very similar. The depth change graphs for all the
models are plotted on the same scale for comparison. The u and v values changed
too much to allow a single scale to be used. The 100 m model velocities, for example,
show a large increase from the 400 m model values. This is understandable when it
is remembered that u and v are vertically averaged values and so a shallower depth
requires a larger velocity to carry the same amount of volume to and from the bulge.
Note that here the peaks in the northward velocity component magnitude are nearly
as large as those for the eastward component.
The 1000 m model, seen in Fig. 6.9 exhibits nearly the same characteristics
as the canonical 400 m model does, with the expected reduced velocities due to the
increased fluid thickness.
Two special cases of the 'Uniform Smooth' class models were also generated
in order to investigate the relative contribution of the radial and libration tides.
Two 400 m mean depth models were constructed which had only the radial or the
libration tidal component active. The idea of breaking the tidal potential into a
component which is solely due to the optical libration and a component which is
solely due to the changing separation s between Titan and Saturn comes from a
desire to check the analytic model of Sagan and Dermott (1982) which used just
the change in s to estimate the fluid flow velocities.
The results of having only the radial component is shown in Fig. 6.10. This
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model is constructed by replacing the cos (2A - 21 - 2wt) term in the potential (Eq.
2.2) with cos (2A), and the same replacement in the

1(>.

and

1(</1

equations. This can

be viewed as setting 1 = wt. Of most interest here is the greatly reduced amplitude
of the eastward velocity component shown in Fig. 6.10b which will result in a much
lower bottom friction energy dissipation rate. I obtain from the figure a flow speed
of around 0.06 m

S-1.

Sagan and Dermott (1982) estimated the overage tidal flow

due to the radial tide as
(6.92)
and estimated h as 100 m. Equation 6.92 gives a velocity of 0.03 m s-1, quite
acceptable considering the inaccuracy of my estimate and the fact that the velocity
is probably less away from pericenter.
The model with the libration tide only is constructed by realizing that the
((1 +ecosv)/(a(l- e2)))3 term in Eq. 2.2 is actually 1/(8)3. The time average is
(after Danby, 1989)
(6.93)
written in a form to facilitate substitution into Eqs. 6.86 and 6.87. The results are
shown in Fig. 6.11. Again the most significant change is in the eastward component
of the velocity. In this case the peaks of the velocity field are much wider than in
the canonical full potential case.
The shape of the ocean surface has not changed appreciably for either partial tidal component model, which is the expected result. The amplitude of the
libration tide is somewhat reduced, which is consistent with the inverse cube dependence on separation of bodies in tidal problems. Remember that the figures are
all at pericenter, but the libration only tide treats pericenter as the same separation
as any other point in the orbit.
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6.5.2

Models With Land.

Sagan and Dermott (1982) argued by analogy with Earth that large land masses
arranged so as to prevent the easy east-west tidal flow would would produce a low
quality factor Q, which means a large dissipation. One of the primary advantages
of a numerical model is the ability to add land masses and observe the effect. But
what land mass should be added? We have no direct information as to what the
land on Titan may look like, if it exists at all. As observational data does become
available, the model can be adapted easily, until then, an educated guess is needed.
All models will use a liquid depth of 400 m, for comparison with the canonical
model.
One such model assumes a hemisphere of land and a hemisphere of ocean
of uniform depth. Lemmon et al. (1992) explained their IR observations as having Titan's leading hemisphere being brighter than the trailing hemisphere. If the
brightness difference is due to one of them being land and the other ocean, then
the bright area would be land. Their model has the dark hemisphere tilted toward Saturn by 30°, that is centered on 60° longitude in their coordinate system.
Unfortunately, limitations in the current program do not allow such a model.
North-polar land masses, having only southern coasts, are modeled appropriately in the current program. Therefore, three such models were constructed.
Polar lands stretching to 60° N, 0°, and 60° S were used, and are referred to as
Polar Land, Hemisphere, and Polar Ocean, respectively. The Hemisphere model is
shown in Fig. 6.12. All were very close to being simply the smooth case with the
appropriate northern areas removed. This is not surprising since the majority of
the tidal current is east-west and therefore the land has a minimal influence on the
flow. Due to the assumption of zero obliquity for Titan, the results are equally valid
for northern and southern land masses.
What about a smaller land mass? Even though the current program does
not allow stable modeling of such a case, it is still instructive. A land mass 90° by
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90 0 or 4000 km by 4000 km, which would not be square on the spherical Titan, was
centered near the equator and placed between 120 0 E and 210 0 E. This places it on
the anti-Saturn point, shifted somewhat toward the trailing side, a placement which
is entirely arbitrary. See Fig. 6.13a. Much more interesting are the flow velocities
shown in Figs. 6.13b and 6.13c. The north-south asymmetry in the eastward velocity
is probably due to the slight misplacement of the land mass to the south forced by
the grid, and the inherent problem of only allowing the most southward point to
be a v point and the most northward point to be a u point. Examination of Fig.
6.5 might be useful in visualizing this. Part of the velocity increase is probably
the result of the assumed uniform ocean depth and the resulting unrealisticly steep
shores. At any rate, this model does seem to say that the introduction of a land
mass increases (and complicates) the fluid flow, though more details will have to
await appropriate modeling, such as that done in Chapter 7.

6.6

Dissipation

Dissipation is actually the easiest item to talk about since it can be boiled down to
a single value for each model using Eq. 6.91. A general feel for the distribution of
energy dissipation in any given model can be gained by examining the velocity plots.
Remembering Eq. 6.91, one merely has to imagine the cube of the displayed velocity
and that can be thought of as one component of the bottom friction dissipation.
The dissipation for all the numerical models is shown in Table 6.7.
Notice that as expected dissipation increases with decreasing depth. This
is understood simply by noting that bottom friction dissipation increases with the
square of the velocity and a higher velocity is required to move the same amount of
material through a thinner layer of liquid. It must also be noted that the bottom
friction dissipation given by Eq. 6.91 is only a portion of the dissipation occurring
in the model. There is also dissipation due to the lateral eddy viscosity term.
Therefore the values presented in Table 6.7 are only lower limits, however, they are
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Table 6.7: Spherical Titan Numeric Model Dissipation
Model
Uniform Smooth

Radial Only
Libration Only
Hemisphere
Polar Land
Polar Ocean
Small Land

Ocean Depth
(m)
100
400
600
1000
400
400
400
400
400
400

Dissipation
(W)
2.5 x 10 12
3.2 X 10 10
8.8 X 109
1.7 X 109
6.6 x 10 9
1.6 x 10 10
1.7 x 1010
3.2 x 10 10
2.2 x 10 4
1.9 x 10 13

the values most comparable to the Sagan and Dermott (1982) calculation. See the
discussion in Section 7.8 for more on this and also on the issue of shoreline modeling.
Perhaps the most interesting portion of the table is the Radial Only and
Libration Only lines. These can be used to get an idea of the relative contribution
of each component to the total dissipation in the 400 m model. The liJxation tide
produces about 50% of the total dissipation. The radial tide, on the other hand,
produces only about 20% of the 400 m model. That leaves around 30% as the result
of the interaction of the two fluid flow fields.
The addition of an isolated land mass to the 400 m model seems to increase
the dissipation by approximately three orders of magnitude. However, this is likely
to be an artifact of the current program. Unsurprisingly, the effect of an axially
symmetric land mass seems to be dominated by the reduced area of the ocean. This
is not surprising since the majority of the dissipation corresponds to the east-west
libration tide and these models do not provide obstacles to such flow.
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Table 6.8: Comparison of Spherical Numerical and Analytic Dissipation
Numeric Model
Dissipation (W)
2.5 X 10 12
3.2 X 10 10
6.6 X 10 9
8.8 X 109
1.7 X 109

Ocean Depth

(m)
100
400
Radial Only

600
1000
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EnetQV Olulp.Hon lot

S&D Model
Dissipation (W)
3.5 X 1011
5.3 X 109
5.3 X 10 9
1.6 X 109
3.5 X 108
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Figure 6.14: Analytic and Numerical Dissipation Compared for the Spherical Case.

6.7

Comparison With Analytic Model

One of the original goals of the numerical model was comparison to the work of
Sagan and Dermott (1982). Table 6.8 shows such a comparison by presenting the
model given in Section 5.1 vs. the Uniform Smooth models. This information is
also shown in Fig. 6.14.
Remembering that the Sagan and Dermott model essentially ignores the
lib ration tide and the coriolis effect, one is not surprised that it underestimates the
radial contribution slightly and is below the full tide by approximately a factor of
six. A six times greater dissipation implies, for the same conditions as given by
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Sagan and Dermott (1982), an increase in their minimum depth for preservation of
the current eccentricity of 61/ 3 or 1.8 times 400 m or about 700 m.
The functional form of Eq. 5.55, however, does seem to approximately hold
for the numerical models. Therefore, it can be used as a quick first approximation
to the expected dissipation on a smooth spherical Titan. To one significant figure,
the appropriate constant would be 2 x 10 18 , as in
(6.94)
derived by fitting the numerical results in Table 6.8. However, examination of
Fig. 6.14 shows that the dependence of the numerical dissipation is slightly stronger
than d- 3 .
As a final note, the analytic model discussed in Section 5.2 produces dissipations which are within twenty percent of the current numerical model. I will
not compare these directly, however, because that analytic model is based on a
prolate Titan and hence is more appropriately compared with the numerical model
in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7

PROLATE TITAN NUMERIC MODEL

7.1

Introduction

The work done on a spherical Titan numerical model shown in Chapter 6 is a
great way to compare numerical results with the analytical results of Section 5.1,
but is not the most reasonable model to use a priori. If Titan is in synchronous
rotation, as assumed, then it would almost certainly have hydrostatically relaxed to
a permanent prolate shape. Therefore I have modified the model of that chapter to
address its biggest shortcomings: a prolate shape is used, and the grid is modified to
allow more arbitrary land forms. In addition, the grid is modified to allow smaller
points, but still manages to be stable with a much larger step size. Section 5.2 then
becomes the appropriate analytic model to which we should compare results.

7.2

Potential

The HDE theory is unchanged and is described in Section 6.2. However, the potential used is quite different. Still using the second order potential, I now use the
potential of Section 2.2.2 as given in Eq. 2.6. Actually, I use the equation in the
form of Eq. 2.8 to put it in the same coordinate system as before. The

J(>.

and I(p

terms necessary for Eqs. 6.74 and 6.75 are then
J(>.

= Gil

(-3/2 cos (nt) cos Asin A + sin (nt) (2 cos 2 A -

1))

(7.95)
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and
J(", =

-Ch COS.-\ cos <P sin <p (3/2 cos (nt) cos.-\ + 2 sin (nt) sin.-\)

respectively, and here Cit = 6 Rrn 2 e. Note that in each

J(

(7.96)

the first term is due to

the radial tide and the second term is due to the libration tide.

7.3

Inputs

The numerical integration is the same as described in Section 6.4. The grid has
changed and now has the points spaced 1° apart, with each point holding one value,
either u, v, (, or nothing. 2° on the equator of Titan is approximately 90 km.
This has a constant distance between points in a north-south direction and steadily
reducing separation to the east and west as you approach the poles, as before.
However, there are now graduations in the angular separation. As one nears the
poles, the there are three step-size changes in the longitudinal direction: between
54 and 55, 72 and 73, and 80 and 81 degrees where the base grid becomes lOx 2°,
1° x 4°, and lOx 12°, respectively. The 12° steps were selected as opposed to 8°
steps in order to have an integer number of sparse grid points ill 360°, and hence
avoid having to use the 'zonally implicit' scheme mentioned in Zahel (1977). Figure
7.15 will help in visualizing the new arrangement. This is similar to Zahel (1970,
1977), and is an attempt to maintain more constant spatial steps, as opposed to
constant angular steps. This allows a larger time step, among other benefits.
The current program now allows the depth to be set for each individual
grid point separately, though the depth for points which do not represent a u, v, or
( value is not used. This follows Zahel (1978) and allows much more flexibility in
land shapes. There is still a requirement that the last bit of land on east and west
coasts end on u points and on north and south coasts end on v points, but at least
east and north coasts are both possible now, as contrasted with the program used
for the calculations in Chapter 6. For a more complete overview of the numerical
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scheme, see Zahel (1977, 1978), and for the detailed derivation of the formula see
Zahel (1970). I still differ from Zahel (1978) in that I neglect the tidal loading
and the ocean self-attraction (Zahel's phase 1), and the poles themselves are still
represented by single ( points.
The ocean is initially set up with a uniform depth d. Equations 6.74 and
6.75 are applied over the entire grid and then Eq. 6.76 is applied. This order is
necessary since the ( equation requires the forward time step of u and v, while the
equations for u and v themselves require no such future information. The tide cycle
is broken up into 5,000 steps, giving a time step of 15.945 days / 5000 = .003189
days or 275.5 seconds. This is four times larger than the previous time step, even
though the base grid is half the size. The widening of the points at the poles is
responsible for allowing this. This means that though there are almost four times
as many data points, the program runs at about the same speed in tidal cycles per
real-time.
Performance is otherwise about the same as the previous model. As a check,
the previous potential (Section 6.3) and all previous parameters were used for the
400 m global ocean. The resultant dissipation of 3.171 x 10 10 is only 1.1% smaller
than 3.206 x 10 10 , which both gives one confidence in the new program and an idea
of the limit on accuracy. Hence, I only quote dissipation to two significant figures.
This model uses

ib =

0.0042 as the coefficient of quadratic bottom friction

from the Sohl, Sears, and Lorenz model B described in Section 5.2.

(Also see

Table 4.4 and the discussion below.) This is slightly larger than the 0.003 used
before. Ah is again 5 x 10 5 , and ocean density a is still 650 kg m- 3 . See Section 2.6
for further discussion of these values.
In order to produce the most likely model, I will use here the internal
structure model which produced the lowest internal dissipation.

This is model

B (Section 2.3), from the volatile-poor scenario of Stevenson (1992). Therefore,
12

= 1+k2-h2 = 0.9676 as shown in Table 2.3.

This compares with 12

= 0.953 used
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in Chapter 6. This, and the self-consistent fb given above, will make this numerical
model directly comparable with the analytic model B given in Section 5.2. The
logic of selecting this interior model will become obvious in Section 8.1.

7.4

Numerical Results

I will discuss several surface models for this prolate Titan case. All of them are
based on the same numerical formula and computer program but have a different
liquid depth and a different distribution of land masses. They can be broken up into
two groups: the 'Uniform Smooth' group which investigates the variation of mean
ocean depth and a group where all the models have land masses of some description.

7.4.1

Models Without Land.

The 'Uniform Smooth' group are just duplications of the 'Uniform Smooth' group
in used with the spherical Titan model (Chapter 6). This will facilitate comparison.
There are no land masses or any other variation from a smooth surface. The depths
100, 400, 600, and 1000 m are again used.
Again the data will be primarily presented visually due to the vast storm of
numbers output by the program. Figure 7.16 shows the canonical 400 m depth case.
All figures are for the time of pericenter passage. Upon comparison with Fig. 6.7
the first thing that strikes one is the similarity, especially for the velocity fields.
The depth change is also similar in appearance, though some variation in shape is
noticed. However, a closer inspection of the scales shows that the depth variation
is only slightly over ± 10 m for the current model as opposed to approximately
70 m for the previous model. This is purely due to the removal of the time-average
prolate-shaped component of the potential in the current model. Notice that the
depth at the pole is below the average at pericenter, correctly reflecting the stronger
tidal pull at that time. The density of the plotted grid reflects a uniform spacing of
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2°, as opposed to 4° for earlier plots, thus explaining the change in darkness of the
figures.
The 100 m, 600 m, and 1000 m models are not shown since variation with
depth was investigated with the spherical model. These cases were run as checks
and the dissipation results will be discussed later. The two special cases of the
'Uniform Smooth' class models were again generated, Le. two 400 m mean depth
models were constructed which had only the radial or the libration tidal component
active.
The results of having only the radial component is shown in Fig. 7.17. This
was constructed by removing the appropriate terms from the potential in Eq. 2.8.
As in the spherical case, of most interest here is the greatly reduced amplitude
of the eastward velocity component. The northward velocity component, however,
has increased, though not nearly enough to offset the decrease in the eastward
component, which will then result in a much lower bottom friction energy dissipation
rate.
The model with the libration tide only is constructed by using only the
second term in Eq. 2.8. Note that this term has a sin nt dependence and therefore
will vanish at pericenter. This is reflected in the greatly reduced depth variations
seen in Fig. 7.18a. Note the greatly expanded vertical scale. Remember that the
radial component of the potential has a cos nt dependence and therefore would
experience similar conditions a quarter of a period later. The eastward component
of the flow field has the same north-south stretched appearance as it does in the
Fig. 6.11 case. The northward component is greatly increased in Fig. 7.18c, though
this may not be obvious at first glance since the scale has been reduced.

7.4.2

Models With Land.

It was noted in Section 6.5.2 that the spherical model, through a restriction in the

code, not the method, could not really address the issue that Sagan and Dermott
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(1982) brought up: the analogy with Earth that large land masses arranged so as
to prevent the easy east-west tidal flow would would produce a low quality factor

Q, and therefore a large dissipation. In the current model, care was taken to make
certain that the concept could be addressed. Once again, all models will use a liquid
depth of 400 m for comparison with the canonical model.
There is still the rather major problem of what land forms should be added.
The only real observational evidence we have are some simple models proposed by
the IR observers, which even they emphasize are not unique. I will use two recent
models from Lemmon et at. (1992, 1994); these models are also consistent with
Griffith (1993). Other models will be chosen somewhat at random in order to
examine a wide variety of configurations.
The north-polar land masses examined for the spherical model will not be
duplicated here since the earlier results were not compromised by the programming
of the model. However, a model similar to the small land model was produced with
vastly different results. This model places a land mass 46° by 46° or 2000 km by
2000 km, which would not be square on the spherical Titan, centered on the equator
and 90° E. See Fig. 7.19. This is about one quarter the size of the land mass of
Fig. 6.13, but is otherwise similar. Again the depth is practically unaffected by
the land mass just a short distance from the shores. However, in contrast to the
spherical program results, this model barely affects the eastward velocity component
and only moderately affects the northward flow. This reinforces the conclusion the
the spherical model results shown in Fig. 6.13 are the spurious results of limitations
in the program.
In order to roughly investigate the effect of an isolated small body of liquid,
as opposed to the global ocean, the land and ocean areas in the previous model
(Fig. 7.19) were reversed. This is shown in Fig. 7.20. The ocean is actually two
degrees smaller on each edge in order to maintain the coastal boundary conditions.
The negative average depth is due to the model construction mechanism. All the
models with land were produced by taking the canonical 400 m model at pericenter
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and removing the land areas. Since the area of this small ocean was at low tide
at the time of removal, there was less fluid there to begin with. The few meters
difference between d and the actual depth is unimportant here and of course the
actual total depth is used in the calculations. The steep square edges and uniform
mean depth unfortunately do not reflect the idea of a liquid filled impact basin very
well. Note that the eastward component of the fluid velocity is uniformly negative
indicating that the liquid is moving westward everywhere.
The first, older, IR based model assumes a hemisphere of land and a hemisphere of ocean of uniform depth. Lemmon et al. (1992) explained their IR observations as having Titan's leading hemisphere being brighter than the trailing
hemisphere, which implies that the leading hemisphere is land. While the spherical
model could not consider this case, it works well here. I will ignore for now the
suggested 30° offset of the land mass since the observation and my model are both
too crude to worry about this level of detail.
I produced two models with nearly hemispherical oceans. Due to the change
in grid spacing near the poles, it is more convenient computationally to restrict the
pole-to-pole models to those with longitudinal widths divisible by 24°. Therefore I
produced one ocean model, shown in Fig. 7.21, which is 12° larger (in longitude)
than a hemisphere, and another, shown in Fig. 7.22, 12° smaller than a hemisphere.

Once more the depth of the fluid is visually unchanged even a short distance
from the land. The artificially steep sides of the land masses probably influence this,
as I have not added any slope or continental shelves. The anomalies in depth and
velocity near the poles are probably due to the fact that the poles are singularities
in the grid.
The most recent model of surface features from IR data is described in
Lemmon et al. (1994) as two equatorial spots: one near 120° longitude with a
radius of 50° and the other near 10° with a radius of 30°. Since those authors use
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Table 7.9: Prolate Titan Numeric Model Dissipation

Model
Uniform Smooth

Radial Only
Libration Only
Small Land
Small Ocean
Small Hemisphere
Large Hemisphere
2 Spot

Dissipation
Ocean Depth (Bottom Friction Only)
(m) (W)
100 3.5 X 10 12
400 7.2 X 10 10
600 2.1 X 10 10
1000 4.4 X 109
400 2.4 X lO lD
400 3.0 X 10 10
400 8.4 X 10 10
400 1.3 X 108
400 6.9 X 10 10
400 7.8 X 10 10
400 7.4 X 10 10

a longitude in the opposite direction as mine, these spots are centered at 240 0 and
350 0 in my coordinate system. I have used this as a basis of the tidal model shown in
Fig. 7.23. The spots have been somewhat squared off here, and the smaller's north
coast displaced slightly north, but otherwise are placed and sized as appropriate.
While the depth shows no surprises, the complexity of the surface model has finally
complicated the flow field sufficiently that it no longer looks like that of the canonical
model with pieces cut out. Compare it with Fig. 7.16.

7.5

Dissipation

The simplest way to compare the above models is the bottom friction dissipation
using Eq. 6.91. It is also the only way to compare with the analytical model. The
dissipation for all the numerical models is shown in Table 7.9. See Section 7.8 for a
discussion of the appropriateness of the bottom friction dissipation.
Notice that the dissipations for the 'Uniform Smooth' models here are all
from 40% to 160% larger than the corresponding dissipations for the 'Uniform
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Smooth' models in Table 6.7 for the spherical model. I believe this to be due
to the distribution of ocean evenly across the surface in the prolate model as contrasted with the stationary portion of the bulge in spherical model which causes
the fluid to be deeper just where the most flow is required. In addition, it should
be remembered that some of the parameters are different between the two models.
The increased "/2 and

ib in particular will tend to raise the dissipation.

Perhaps the most interesting portion of the table is the Radial Only and
Libration Only lines. These can be used to get an idea of the relative contribution
of each component to the total dissipation in the 400 m model. The libration tide
produces about 40% of the total dissipation. The radial tide, on the other hand,
produces only about 30% of the 400 m model. Notice that this distributes the
energy differently than the spherical case, with relatively more in the radial tide
here. On the other hand, that leaves around 30% as the result of the interaction of
the two fluid flow fields, as in the spherical case.
The effect of my land models on the overall dissipation is not nearly as
great as the spherical models might have suggested. The Small Land, Hemispheres,
and Two Spot models all have dissipations within 20% of the smooth ocean model.
At least part of this is the fact that as more land is modeled, the area of ocean
is decreased over which dissipation is possible. This is especially relevant to the
Hemisphere models where the smaller ocean has the lower dissipation. It should be
pointed out, though, that the Small Land model does increase dissipation, which
means adding the Small Ocean back to the Small Land model produces more dissipation than a smooth global ocean. Not too surprising considering that adding
complexity to the flow tends to increase it.
One issue that should be addressed is the concept of a Titan covered with
many small seas as opposed to a global ocean with many land masses. If we take
the small ocean model shown in Fig. 7.20 as a prototype isolated sea, we can see
that though it covers just over 10% of the surface, it produces less than 0.2%
as much dissipation as a global ocean of the same depth. This means that we
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Table 7.10: Comparison of Prolate Numerical and Analytic Dissipation
Ocean Depth

(m)
100
400
600
1000

Numeric Model
Dissipation (W)
3.5 X 10 12
7.2 X 10 10
2.1 X 10 10
4.4 X 109

SS&L Model B
Dissipation (W)
2.2 X 10 12
3.5 X 10 10
1.0 X 1010
2.2 X 109

SS&L Success

(%)
63
49
48
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can produce a surface model with much lower dissipation simply by breaking up
the liquid reservoir. This would allow a thinner average ocean depth to still be
consistent with the dissipation constraints discussed in Section 8.1. This model of
many disconnected seas is very appealing and has been purposed for other reasons
by Lunine (1993). He finds that it is reasonable but at the low end of the range
of possible average ocean depths from the chemistry point of view. It should be
remembered that the model in Fig. 7.20 is a very crude approximation of an basin
since it has a flat floor and steep walls.

7.6

Comparison With Analytic Model

How does the model in Section 5.2 compare with the numerical results? Pretty well,
considering that it uses only a single component of the bulge motion and ignores
coriolis effects and bulge size changes. Table 7.10 says that the analytic model
produces just about half the dissipation as the full numerical model does for the
'Uniform Smooth' cases. This is also shown in Fig. 7.24. This implies that we
should be able to do all the smooth body work to an acceptable level of accuracy
by simply doubling the analytic results. Reduced to the form of Eq. 5.55, twice
the Sohl, Sears, and Lorenz model for interior model B and the canonical ocean
composition, the smooth dissipation is
(7.97)
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Figure 7.24: Analytic and Numerical Dissipation Compared for the Prolate Case.
in MKS units. Due to the mechanism used to calculate the analytical flow speed,
neither the Radial Only nor the Libration Only models are useful for comparison.
Note that comparison with the Sagan and Dermott model (Section 5.1) is not appropriate due to the variation in potential and parameters. A comparison with the
analytical models in terms of Qb is given below in Section 7.S.

7.7

Predictive Land Form Model

There is much interest in the idea of a shallow ocean with small land masses above
the surface. For land masses with small areal extent which have been on Titan's
surface for a very long time, one would expect that sides would have been eroded
by tidal currents, and would therefore have a minimal effect on these currents and
hence on the dissipation. They would still influence the tidal flow through restricting
the volume, and they would decrease the area over which the dissipation acts since
they reduce the ocean bottom. This leads to two first order models for the effects,
depending on which mechanism is dominant.
Sears (1994) discussed the volume restriction. If resonances are ignored, the
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effect is probably very similar to lowering the depth by an amount which represents
the amount of ocean volume removed. This ignores the fact that the area over
which the fluid flows is also reduced by the same amount, but for small, isolated
land masses, that can be thought of as the correction for the irregularity of the flow.
For example, if I scatter 20 small pylons randomly over the surface of Titan, each
with an area of 1% of Titan, the effect would be similar to reducing the depth 20%.
The corresponding dissipation would increase from

E by
(7.98)

b.E = -E· 3 (b.d/d)

where the negative sign indicates that a decrease in effective depth results in an
increase in the dissipation. This assumes that the energy is proportional to d- 3 .
Note that in general, the calculation should include the effects of shallows near the
land masses and the position in the fluid flow so that land near the regions of higher
flow (say near the equator) will influence the dissipation more than land near the
regions of low flow, such as the poles.
Taking the alternative assumption that the area reduction dominates predicts a decrease in the dissipation. Since Eq. 6.91 is linear in area, a first pass at
the reduction in dissipation due to a small land mass would be to ratio the area
of the land mass to the area of the ocean. Since this ignores any possible increase
in the flow field, which would be inevitable with significant land masses, it should
only be used with small 'islands.' So if there was an isolated mass covering 1% of
the surface, it would reduce the dissipation by around 1%, depending on where it
was placed, since the effect on the flow field would depend on position.
The 'Point' models have been added in order to test these two models by
utilizing the smallest land mass compatible with the current computer program.
Such an island is 3° by 3°and must be centered on a (point. 'Point l' is centered
on 42° S, 8° E. 'Point 2' is centered on 8° N, 50° E. 'Point 3' is centered on 34°
N, 298° E. 'Points 1&2' are points 1 and 2 in the same model. 'Points 1,2&3' are
point 1, 2, and 3 in the same model. As 3° is approximately 135 km the points each
have an area of 1.82 x 104 km 2 or 1.82 x 104 /1.56

X

10 7 = .1% of the area of Titan.
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Table 7.11: Prolate Titan Point Model Dissipation

Model
Uniform Smooth 400
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3
Points 1&2
Points 1,2&3

Dissipation

Change

Model
Area
Volume
Restriction Reduction

(W)

(W)

(W)

-1.5 X 108
-0.4 X 10 8
+0.3 X 108
-2.1 X 10 8
< 0.1 X 108

+2.5
+2.5
+2.5
+5.0
+7.5

7.223
7.208
7.219
7.248
7.202
7.226

x
x
x
x
x
x

(W)

1010
lO lD

10 10
1010
1010
10 10

X
X
X
X
X

108
10 8
10 8
10 8
10 8

-0.8
-0.8
-0.8
-1.7
-2.5

X
X
X
X
X

10 8
108
108
108
108

Table 7.11 shows the dissipation for each of these point models and the prediction
made by the two assumptions. Conclusion: the area reduction model does seem
to do a slightly better job at predicting the results of adding small land masses,
but neither model even gives the correct sign of the dissipation change in all cases.
I would not suggest using either of these models. Note that additional digits are
shown in the table solely for comparison purposes. It is not a true indication of
significant figures.

7.8

The Full Dissipation

All the ocean dissipations given to this point are based on the mechanism of bottom
friction. However, the numerical models include a lateral eddy viscosity term which
also dissipates energy. Zahel (1977) calculates that the bottom friction term is
only 6 to 19% of the total energy in his Earth ocean models. Below I attempt to
estimate the proportion of the dissipation represented by the bottom friction term
in my models.
First I should explicitly list some other limitations and problems with my
models. Unlike Zahel (1977), I ignore tidal loading and ocean self-attraction, and
this will have an unknown effect on the total dissipation. Also, all of my shore lines
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are unrealistic in that they are infinitely steep, smooth walls. While this is not an
inherent limitation of my computer program, it does cause the energy dissipation
to be an underestimate since most of the dissipation in the Earth's ocean occurs in
the shallow water areas such as those associated with shore lines and continental
shelves (Zahel, 1977). This is particularly a problem due to the model assumed
boundary conditions of a vanishing of the current normal and parallel to the coast.
I hope to add more realistic shorelines in the next set of models, though limitations
in the grid size will always restrict any practical model's ability to model shores
accurately.
There are at least three ways available to find or estimate the total dissipation of my ocean models. The most obvious is to carefully follow the total energy
in the fluid and find the energy change over the tidal cycle. This is the method suggested by Zahel (1977), but this has proved inadequate so far from a computational
perspective since it involves the subtraction of very large numbers from each other.
The nearly 16 day tidal cycle on Titan compared to approximately 12 hours for the
lunar tide certainly contributes to the problem. One can also attempt to calculate
the dissipation from the torque on the ocean due to the tidal potential, but this
too has so far proved inadequate. I will continue to work the issues, but until the
problem is resolved I have been forced to examine the alternative tack given below.
This third method is the examination of the apparent phase lag of the ocean surface
with respect to the equilibrium tide.

7.8.1

Phase Delayed Equilibrium Tide

Assuming that the tidal response of a body or surface liquid is nearly the equilibrium
response slightly delayed in phase is a staple of tidal modeling (cf. Darwin, 1880;
MacDonald, 1964). Examination of Fig. 7.16 and others shows that for the deeper
smooth ocean models the fluid surface models fit this assumption. If a single tidal
bulge is assumed, then all that is needed is to find the angle between the highest
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point on the ocean's surface and the sub-Saturn point (cf. Fig. 1 in Goldreich and
Soter, 1966). As a quick estimate this was done for the 400 m canonical ocean model
at pericenter. The equatorial bulge showed a 1.3° delay. Using the relationship given
in Eq. 5.59, this is equivalent to a Qo = 43. Qo is the Q due to full dissipation, as
opposed to Qb, which is the Q due to only bottom friction.
For comparison, the analytic model of a 400 m deep ocean over the B
interior model gives a Qb = 170. Using the general definition of Q given in Eq. 5.62
and assuming that maximum potential energy is not in error, then we can relate
the Q's and 1;:s for bottom friction dissipation and total dissipation by
(7.99)
So the Qo given above indicates that bottom friction accounts for 43/170 or 25%
of the total dissipation. Therefore the dissipations listed in Table 7.9 are low by a
factor of 4, at least for the 400 m smooth ocean model.
There is a better methud of calculating the phase lag of a given ocean
model. Equation 2.7 shown the actual potential. Since the equilibrium response
is simply a constant times the potential, this can be used to calculated a phase
lag. By inserting a phase lag in each term with a time dependency, one can fit
this to the calculated surface. This is similar to the general technique outlined by
Darwin (1908). The assumption that all of the phase lags are equal allows one to use
Eq. 5.59 to obtain Qo. I have done this for the uniform smooth models and the Two
Spot model. The results are shown in Table 7.12. Also shown is a back calculation
of Qb from the calculated bottom dissipation using Eq. 5.60. This results in
(7.100)
for the parameters used in the numerical models. The two values marked with stars
are identified because the fit to the equilibrium tide was poor, either due to the
high dissipation as in the 100

111

model case, or due to the presence of land as in

the Two Spot model case. A poor fit would indicate that the derived values of Qo
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Table 7.12: Prolate Models Qo and Qb Values
Model Qb
Model for B
100 3
400 170
600 570
1000 2600
2 Spot -

Method
Qb

Eq.7.100
2
80
280
1300
80

Qo
from fit
18 *
60
130
330
50 *

Dissipation
Percent due to
Total
Bottom Friction (approximate)
1 x 10 11
75%
5 x 1010
46%
2 x 10 10
25%
1 x 1011 *
60% *

are not reliable, and hence values that the depend on Qo are also not reliable. The
'Percent due to Bottom Friction' column simply uses Eq. 7.99 and the Qb calculated
from Eq. 7.100. The 'Total' column uses the percent bottom friction of the previous
column and the dissipation values reported in Table 7.9. Note that the two values
given for Qb reflect the differences in the energy dissipations given in Table 7.10.
The most interesting feature of Table 7.12 is that bottom friction is responsible for a smaller percentage of the overall dissipation as the ocean gets deeper, as
one might expect from the fact that less of the ocean is 'bottom' in a deeper ocean.
This means that the total dissipation does not drop as d- 3 as the bottom friction
dissipation does, and this is demonstrated in the last column of the Table. All this
also means that the minimum depths calculated in Section 8.1 are underestimates.
Overall, the results are reassuring since my bottom friction dissipation results are not off by as large a factor as the results of Zahel (1977) would indicate.
Though one should remember that I have fit to the data at pericenter, which is another way of saying that I have assumed that the phase lag(s) are constant. While
this is an assumption that is frequently made (cf. MacDonald, 1964), it has not yet
been checked for these models. It is important to note, however, that my assumption
of a constant phase lag in the response is significantly different than MacDonald's
assumption of a constant bulge angle in the case of synchronous rotation in an
elliptical orbit.
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7.9

Torque

The torque due to the ocean displacement can be calculated from the ocean surface
produced by the numerical model. Since I am restricting myself to motion about
the spin axis, only the component of the torque around the pole of rotation is
required. This component of the torque due to a displacement of a single ocean
surface element of area A on Titan is
(7.101)
where
. _
15 -

(COS

2

A cos 2 ¢
2
a

+

sin 2 A cos 2 ¢

b2

¢)

Sin 2

+--2c

-1/2

(7.102)

is the hydrostatic shape of the surface of the B model assuming an ellipsoid with
the semi axes a, b, and c given in Eq. 2.14, and the other symbols have the same
meanings as in Section 6.2.

1(>.

is the component of the gradient of the potential

in the A direction. As the calculation for the average torque must be done over a
full tidal cycle, I have only managed to do the calculation for the 400 m canonical
ocean model. I obtained an an instantaneous torque of 4.7 x 10 16 N m at pericenter
and an average value over one tidal period of 4.5 x 10 16 N m. These results should
be considered preliminary.
It is interesting to compare this value to Greenberg and Weidenschilling
(1984)'s Eq. 2 to calculate the average torque for a synchronously rotating satellite
assuming a MacDonald Tide (See Section 3.4). This formula is for a solid body tide
and uses Q', the tidal dissipation parameter Q with a correction factor for rigidity
(Goldreich, 1966). I just substituted Qo from above for Q', regardless of suitability,
and got an average torque of 1011 N m, or over 5 orders of magnitude lower. If
this preliminary result holds up, then there is the interesting consequence that the
mass asymmetry required in order to lock Titan into synchronous rotation is five
orders of magnitude larger than that estimated using the MacDonald tide. However
the hydrostatic tidal distortion only exceeds the MacDonald tide requirement by
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three orders of magnitude, which implies that even a hydrostatically relaxed Titan
could not maintain synchronous rotation if there is a global ocean with significant
dissipation. Future work will attempt to confirm this result.
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CHAPTER 8

DISCUSSIONS

Portions of this chapter are based on my paper 'Tidal Dissipation in Oceans on
Titan' which is to be published in Icarus (see Appendix C) and the Sohl, Sears, and
Lorenz paper 'Tidal Dissipation on Titan' which has been submitted for publication
in Icarus (see Appendix D).

8.1

Orbital Evolution

How does the tidal dissipation affect the orbit? This energy loss must come from
the orbit of Titan, assuming synchronous rotation. Peale (1986) relates the energy
loss to the change in the orbital semimajor axis a
(8.103)
where lvIT is the mass of Titan, 1.346 x 10 23 kg, and I have adjusted for the fact
that I use a positive

E to represent energy loss.

Now using the fact that the angular

momentum lvIT\/GlvIsa (1 - e2 ) is conserved, we can relate the change in a to the
change in e
(8.104)
allowing us to relate

e to

the energy dissipation
(8.105)

It should be noted that the statement that orbital angular momentum is
conserved is valid to the extent that Titan's angular momentum is either constant or
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has a negligible change. Since synchronous rotation is assumed, energy changes will
result in changes in Titan's rotation rate through changes in the mean motion. The
angular momentum of the orbit is Lorbit

= lvIT JGMs a(l -

momentum of Titan is approximately LT

= 2/5 j\1TJ4,n.

current epoch results in Lorbit = 9.16

X

e2 ) while the angular

Inserting numbers for the

10 35 and LT = 1.63 X 10 30 (MKS), or a ratio

of over five hundred thousand. If one were to hold a constant and somehow transfer
all the angular momentum in Titan's rotation into the orbit, no noticeable change
in e would result. Therefore, the angular momentum of Titan is negligible and can
safely be ignored.
It is instructive to evolve Titan's orbit backwards using the above equations,

but this requires knowledge of the dependency of E on e and a. Assuming that the
energy dissipation is constant with respect to e and a is the simplest, and least
accurate, method. Still it will allow us a first pass at understanding Titan's orbital
evolution. Starting with a, Eq. 8.103 produces
1

213t)-1

(8.106)

a = ( ao - GlvIslvIT

where 0 indicates the current value of the variable and time t increases into the past.
A similar approach could be used for e, but it is much more straightforward to use
Eq. 8.106 and the conservation of angular momentum again. Simply substituting
into a (1 - e2 ) = ao (1 - e5) and rearranging produces
e=

:.1

eo

+

2ao (1 - e6) E
G1vIslvIr . t,

(8.107)

the desired equation.
In reality,

13 is

in fact dependent on both a and e, so the above is a poor

assumption even if Titan's dissipation function did not change in the past. For the
interior dissipation seen in Eq. 4.43 it is expected that the
is not dependent on the eccentricity. This gives
the dissipation rate at

13 . e2 /e5,

13

~(k2)

of the interior

a dependence of e 2 • Setting

ignoring the dependency of 13 on

a, and using the
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conservation of angular momentum to eliminate a in Eq. 8.105, integration produces

ao (1 - e6) . )

e

= eo exp ( GiVIsMTefiEt

(8.108)

an exponential growth of the eccentricity as one goes back in time. The corresponding relationship for a is

ao

a=

2

1 - eo

However, dependency of

(1- e5

exp

6
(~~1~
e ; Et))
s TeO

E for ocean dissipation

(8.109)

is expected to be e3 . (See Chap-

tel' 5.) One way to look at this is to think of the Qb for an ocean as having a linear
dependency on e (see Eq. 5.72). Using the same logic as above produces

_ ao (1 - eo2) E'
1
e- (
3 t+GiVIsMTeo
eo

)-1

(8.110)

and the corresponding

a=

ao
2

1- eo

( (1
1-

-

eo

-

( 2)) -2)

ao 1 - eo E' t
G iVIs!vITe~

(8.111)

for the e3 dependency case.
Using these equations and the dissipations from Table 6.7 we can project the
orbit back into the past. A useful constraint is requiring Titan to remain inside the
orbit of the next Saturnian satellite out, Hyperion, over the age of the solar system.
Hyperion's semi-major axis is 1.21 times as large as Titan's, so any evolution which
would cause a to go beyond that point can be classified as not being consistent with
this constraint, though the resonance between Titan and Hyperion may influence
this. However, examination of the behavior of the above equations indicates that
this never happens until well after e goes beyond 0.21, which would cause the orbits
to cross even if a has not changed. In fact, a does not change appreciably until after
e

= 0.1, which helps justify the above ignoring of the

(L

dependency of E. Therefore,

the eccentricity is a much stronger limitation.
A convenient way to use the eccentricity as a limit on dissipation is to
find the maximum dissipation which would allow Titan's original eccentricity to
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have been at or below 0.1. For the case of dissipation independent of e, that is
1.6 x 1011 W. For the solid body/interior dissipation (e 2 ) case, it is 3.1
and for the e3 dependency expected for ocean tides it is 1.8

X

X

1010 W

1010 W. Looking at

Tables 6.7 and 7.9 and using the ocean tide limit, only the models deeper than
400 m are allowed for the spherical model and deeper than 600 m for the prolate
model. Using the quick approximations for dissipation mentioned above (Eqs. 6.94
and 7.97) gives a minimum depth of a little more than 450 m (spherical) and over
600 m (prolate). This is lower than the corresponding estimate using the method
in Sagan and Dermott (1982), using the same parameters, probably because of
differences in details.
Notice that the solid body dissipation rates mentioned previously are generally inconsistent with the e 2 constraint, regardless of the fluid dissipation. Only
Stevenson's (1992) volatile-poor model (model B) has dissipation less than 3.1 x 1010
W. Therefore the only reasonable interior model consistent with the tidal constraints
is the volatile-poor one. Since dissipation is additive, the solid body dissipation of
that model should be added to each of the ocean models before comparing with
the

13 constraints,

though once this is done, the e3 dependency is no longer strictly

valid. Removing the 8.6 x 10 9 W from the limits, produces new limits of 1.5 x 1011
W, 2.2

X

1010 W, and 9.4 x 109 W for the

eO,

e 2 , and e 3 cases, respectively. Using

the latter of these limits, again using the quick approximation, produces a limit for
the depth of more than 600 m (spherical) and nearly 800 m (prolate). This value
might be a better limit since I have ignored ocean loading tides on the solid body
which are of order 109 W (Table 4.4).
As a side note, the effects on Titan's orbit of tides raised by Titan on Saturn
are negligible, in agreement with Goldreich and Soter (1966).

Using Goldreich

(1963), the time rate of change of eccentricity is
(8.112)
where the S subscript is for tides on Saturn, and the T subscript is for tides on
Titan, so (e)T is giving in Eq. 8.105. A crude upper bound for the effect of tides on
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the primary can be found using the Goldreich and Soter (1966) formulation with
my notation
(8.113)
where the (.11/.5) prefactor is a correction for the response coefficient of Saturn
(William B. Hubbard, personal communication). Note that this formula is for the
case of a slower than synchronous orbit, so that eccentricity tends to increase. Using

Qs = 10 4 (Goldreich and Soter, 1966) as a lower bound and the Saturnian radius
Rs = 6.033 X 10 7 m (Burns, 1986) gives a rate of 2.2 x 10- 21 s-1 or total change of
3 x 10- 4 over the age of the solar system. This ignores the change in e, but that is
not worth worrying about in this case since it is negligible compared to the effects
of the tide on Titan for any reasonable model of Titan. This is consistent with the
results of Goldreich (1963).
For completeness, I also consider the effects of tides on Saturn on the semimajor axis. Again following Goldreich and Soter (1966), we have

(a,)p =

(~)
.5

9)

G

R~l\1~1

NIs 2QsataT

(8.114)

for the planetary contribution to the change of a, noting the same prefactor as
above. Substituting values results in a rate of 3.8 x 10- 11 m S-1 or only 500 km
over the age of the solar system, a negligible contribution. These small changes in

a and e indicate that the angular momentum change in Titan's orbit due to tides
raised on Saturn by Titan is also negligible. Note that these are rough estimates
and that they are much larger than those given by Sears (1994), which contained a
calculation error and ignored the prefactor correction.

8.2

Implications of Dissipation Results

It can be seen that the current free eccentricity of Titan does provide some useful
constraints on surface and interior models, assuming that the eccentricity is primOl'dial. Limiting ourselves to the more realistic prolate model, a surface ocean, if it
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exists, must be greater than 800 m in depth, ignoring the influence of land masses.
This is a stronger, and physically much sounder, limit than the one given by Sagan
and Dermott (1982) due to the improvements in the model and inclusion of the solid
body dissipation. The influence of reasonable land masses will probably increase
this limit, though not much if the land masses seen in Table 7.9 are representative. The aquifer ocean suggested by Stevenson (1992) is another possibility that
must be investigated more thoroughly. Small, isolated seas would also also reduce
the dissipation drastically, much as the aquifer ocean. The only reasonable interior
model consistent with the dissipation constraints is the volatile-poor one model B,
though there are still some reservations about accepting this model as the correct
one. We should also remember that the chemical models say that there must be a
liquid reservoir of some sort, and the radar, radiometric, and IR observations insist
that the surface is heterogeneous.
All this leads to the realization that the assumption of a primordial origin
of Titan's eccentricity and ocean needs to be re-examined. Though there are models which are consistent with the eccentricity constraint, there are other, entirely
reasonable models which are not. If we allow that Titan is currently in a special
epoch, then all the models are consistent with the current data. Of note is that a
liquid reservoir is no longer required because there would be no need to maintain
the atmospheric methane nor for a deep repository for the photochemical products.
Solid body dissipation is still significant in this case.
This leads to a list of items which still need to be investigated regarding
Titan's tidal dissipation and free eccentricity: additional land mass configurations,
an aquifer reservoir for methane and ethane, and a recent origin for Titan's eccentricity. If the Cassini mission can provide constraints on Titan's current tidal state,
than the issue of a recent origin of the eccentricity can likely be resolved.
Additional land mass configurations can be generated and analyzed freely,
if somewhat arbitrarily until we get more data on what Titan actually looks like.
A recent origin of the eccentricity is addressed in the next section. Stevenson's
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(1992) deep regolith layer, with the liquid ethane/methane stored in pores, channels,
and caverns beneath the surface is not immediately addressable by the techniques
used here. As noted by Stevenson, such a surface model satisfies observational
constraints, and the dissipation would be low since the fluid would be unable to
respond as quickly to the tidal potential, and hence would have a much lower
velocity.
The approach here is necessarily limited, since in Titan's distant past, each
of its orbital parameters, not only the eccentricity, may have been significantly
different, and the interior will most likely have had a different structure.

The

delivery of methane and ethane to form reservoirs on the surface may not have been
instantaneous at the 'beginning of the solar system.' The history of the surface
volatile inventory may have a significant effect on the tidal dissipation over the age
of the solar system. Further, about 3 aeons ago, much of the atmosphere and ocean
may have been frozen on the surface (McKay et

at., 1993). In a frozen state it would

have had a much lower dissipation.

8.3

Origin of Titan's Eccentricity

The expected high dissipation in both the interior and in any oceans on the surface
complicates our understanding of Titan's eccentricity. While there are some models
which are consistent with the eccentricity being primordial, models which are acceptable in other respects are inconsistent with this assumption. Thus we explore
here mechanisms for the recent generation or maintenance of the eccentricity.
No Saturnian satellites large enough or near enough Titan have been observed which could maintain eccentricity against dissipation (as occurs for 10 in the
Jovian system, for example). The only remote possibility is perhaps the progenitor
of Hyperion. Hyperion, an irregular satellite, now in a 4:3 resonance orbit with
Titan, is believed to be the remnant of a much larger (approximately spherical)
body that was disrupted by a catastrophic collision (Smith et

at., 1982). However,
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it seems fruitless to explore whether such a body, which might have had a radius as
large as 1000 km, could have maintained Titan's eccentricity by orbital resonance,
since over 90% of the fragments of proto-Hyperion's disruption would probably have
impacted Titan within 100 years (Farinella et ai., 1990). These impacts themselves
would have modified the eccentricity. Further, a high free eccentricity for Titan
being due to a recent capture of Titan by Saturn seems implausible, since such a
capture would presumably have disrupted the orbits of other satellites extensively.
Thus, we are left with only two obvious possibilities for generating a significant orbital eccentricity for a Titan with an initially circular orbit: impact or close
encounter with one or more large bodies, either Saturnocentric or interplanetary.
Stevenson (1992) has noted that an impact origin of the eccentricity would require
an object the size of one of the other Saturnian satellites. In this section, I examine
more explicitly the kind of object required.
It can be shown that to generate an orbit with an eccentricity e from an

initially circular orbit requires a velocity change .6. V of

.6. V

= jGJV!s (.Jl+C a

1).

(8.115)

For the parameters in Table 1.1, the current Titan requires a .6. V of order 80 m S-1 .
However, remember that the further in the past the encounter occurred, the larger

.6. V required since Titan would have been dissipating energy ever since.
A .6.V of 80 m

S-1

requires an impulse (multiplying by Titan's mass) of

order 10 25 Newton-seconds. For a Saturn-Neptune planetesimal, with an arrival
velocity of 10 km

S-1,

this corresponds to a mass of at least 10 21 kg (i.e. about

1000 km in diameter for a density of about 2000 kg m- 3 ). However, such a collision
would have a kinetic energy of approximately 5 x 1028 J. Since this is not much lower
than Titan's gravitational binding energy of 3G !vIr /5R r ~ 2.8 x 1029 J - a collision
with an interplanetary object large enough to cause the change in eccentricity could
possibly have led to the breakup of Titan and at the very least would be expected
to have caused extensive resurfacing. This is not to imply that the gravitational
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binding energy is the threshold of of break-up, but it is an order of magnitude
indicator of that threshold. Since the above calculation is a lower limit for the
energy required, a larger impact might have entered that realm.
Lower impact energies (safely below the breakup threshold) could occur
for Saturnocentric impactors. For example, an object with an apoapsis (Saturn
referenced) at Hyperion's distance, and periapsis grazing Titan's orbit, would have
a velocity relative to Titan at impact of 300 m

S-l,

requiring a mass of around

0.2 times that of Titan. Thus, an impact origin of the eccentricity still requires a
violent collision, perhaps implausibly so.
The alternative solution is a close encounter: a near collision where the
bodies exchange momentum by gravitation. Maximum

~V

in such close encounters

occurs for the slowest, closest encounter as is well-known by spacecraft trajectory
planners. In order to constrain the type of encounter required to generate Titan's
eccentricity, we first assume that the object had sufficient Saturnocentric velocity
to escape the Saturnian system. Thus, its unperturbed velocity V relative to Titan must have been at least JGlvIs/a( V2

-

1), or 2.3 km

S-l,

and it must have

encountered Titan far enough away as not to actually impact (ie. the miss distance
l'IJ

must be greater than RT). Thus, the eccentricity of the hyperbolic encounter
(8.116)

must have been greater than 2.5. The velocity perturbation of the object

~ Vo

is

simply
(8.117)

or 1.8 km
orbit

~V

S-l

at most. By conservation of momentum, the perturbation to Titan's

is simply equal to

~ Vo

multiplied by the ratio of the object's mass to

that of Titan. Thus for the required 80 m

S-l ~ V,

the object must have a mass

at least 1/22 times that of Titan, corresponding to an object 2000 km in diameter,
at least. Once more, such an encounter seems unlikely, although it cannot be ruled
out. Further, such an encounter might well have tidally-disrupted the object in
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question, whose fragments may be small enough to be undetected.
All of these mechanisms are unlikely after the time of heavy bombardment 3
1/2 billion years ago, a time hard to classify as recent. Before then, we do have quite
a bit of evidence of near catastrophic events: the Earth-Moon and Pluto-Charon
systems, the tilt of Uranus, etc. So while similar events have definitely occurred,
Titan's eccentricity is probably primordial.

8.4

The Problem With Q

The tidal dissipation parameter Q is widely used in the tidal community. It is a
convenient way to separate out a poorly understood parameter in order to produce
work which can stay current merely with an update to the value of Q. This has
proven very effective in the case of solid body tides. It is also approximately the
inverse of the phase lag, which allows numerous simplifications. Still, even in the
simple case of solid body tides Q can be misleading. Look at the fact that model

C has the best Q among the interior models, but the highest dissipation.
However, this parameter is ill suited for use in the context of a mixed
medium such as an ocean on top of a lossy solid body. For instance, how does one
combine the Q of the solid body and the Q of an ocean? Well, what do you want
to calculate? The spin rate? The tidal heating? The rate of orbital evolution?
Chapter 3 demonstrates how the details of the behavior of the phase lag are critical
for the understanding of the rotation rate. Some averaged Q is unlikely to be helpful
in this case. For heating, you probably want to know where the heating is occurring
and so combining the Q's in some way is counterproductive.
Section 8.1 above points out that the evolution of the orbit follows quite
naturally from the energy dissipation. It also points out that the dependency of
that dissipation on e is different for oceanic and solid body dissipation. Just how
would one take that into account without complicating Q to the point where it is
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no longer a useful parameter?
Even the simplistic method of just adding the individual dissipations does
not allow a simple procedure to then extract an effective Q, because the formula in
Eq. 4.43, which is commonly used, requires a value for k2 in order to extract Q. Is
the k2 of the solid body the best value to use here? Lacking any better value, I will
use it to find an effective Q for the prolate canonical 400 m global ocean and model
B.

E = Ei + Eb = 8.6 X

109 + 7.2

X 1010

Q = 7.9

= 8.1

X 1010

X 1011 /

E

and
(8.118)

produces Q = 10 and again I have ignored loading dissipation. How would one
arrive at this number from Qi

= 91 and Qb = 80?

Note that Eq. 8.118 can be used

to calculate the 'effective' Q for any of the models based upon the B interior model.
I believe that

E is

a much better instrument/parameter for probing tidal

effects. As mentioned earlier, the orbital evolution follows directly from energy
dissipation, and therefore the full orbital effect can be found by simply adding all
the dissipation mechanisms. Tidal heating still leaves the issue of exactly where the
energy is being deposited, but by having the dissipation for each component (ocean,
solid body) separately, you know the general region of deposition. Since most of the
dependencies of the various

E's are spelled out,

this can be added after the fact, as

was done in Section 8.1. This might make for slightly more work in some cases, but
will help avoid the pitfalls of Q.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION

Examining several interior and ocean models, I have shown that the current free
eccentricity of Titan's orbit is hard to reconcile with the expected tidal dissipation.
This is true of not only the dissipation in any reasonable global fluid reservoir, as was
noticed by Sagan and Dermott (1982), but also for dissipation in the interior, as was
noticed by Peale et al. (1980). Such considerations would restrict us to Stevenson's
(1992) volatile-poor interior model and a global ocean, if it exists, with a depth
greater than 800 m and almost free of particulates. However, there are several
alternative explanations, such as the possibility that Titan's interior has changed
significantly over time, the eccentricity has an origin in the more recent past, or,
more likely, that our current understanding of the interior of Titan is in error,
particularly the mean interior temperature, which controls the solid dissipation
via the viscosity. Also, the fact that isolated seas reduce the dissipation greatly
compared to global ocean opens up the possibility of many shallow seas scattered
across the surface in large craters and impact basins.
However, all the conclusions above are based on models with three, perhaps
significant, limitations. First, the solid body dissipation in the differentiated models
ignored dissipation in the core. Second, all of the ocean model dissipations used
to determine the lower limit for depth used only the bottom friction dissipation,
ignoring the internal dissipation due to eddy viscosity, though an estimate is made
of the total dissipation and bottom friction seems to account for around half of the
total. Lastly, the models with land used unrealistic shorelines. Future theoretical
and numerical work will address these limitations.
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It is hoped that the Cassini mission will resolve many of the fundamen-

tal questions raised in this paper. Imaging of surface features by the Huygens
probe's imager, and from orbit by near-infrared instrumentation and radar, will
identify tectonic or volcanic features, as well as definitively resolving the issue of
synchronous verses nonsynchronous rotation. Surface measurements by the Huygens probe (Lorenz, 1992b) may allow the measurement of the composition and
depth of any liquids at the landing site. Active volcanism will be detected by night
side imaging of Titan by the Visible and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS).
Freshly-erupted water-ammonia cryolava at about 170 K will have an emissive flux
20 times higher than the 93 K background in the 5.1 micron atmospheric window
(Baines et al., 1992).
Additionally, Doppler tracking of the perturbation of the orbiter's trajectory during the many Titan flybys will allow the determination of the harmonics of
Titan's gravitational field. Comoretto et at. (1992) suggest that it will be possible
to determine the quadrupole coefficient with an accuracy of 1%. Since flybys will
be made at different parts of the orbit, Titan's gravitational field will be measured
when Titan is subject to different levels of tidal forces. Thus the changing distortion
of Titan as a result of tidal forces may be measured, and the real part of the Love
numbers estimated, though such measurement will be extremely difficult.
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APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

a orbital semi-major axis
a, b, c semiaxes of the solid body
A area

A, B, C moments of inertia
Ah coefficient of horizontal turbulent, or eddy, viscosity
A·t,). cell area
AM tunable parameter

b ratio of crust density to mantle density
C constant
d mean ocean depth

D total ocean depth

Drs topographic scale
e eccentricity

E energy

!b coefficient of bottom friction
lice

ice mass fraction

F force
gs surface gravity

G gravitational constant
h height

h2' k2 tidal Love numbers
h~, k~

surface loading tidal Love numbers
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hI, kI equilibrium Love numbers

H scale height
k I convenience variable

K;., Kq, partial derivatives of the potential
l order

m time step counter
M mass
lvlatm mean molecular mass of the atmosphere

MT mass of Titan
Ms mass of Saturn
n orbital mean motion
]J
]JL

orbital semi-latus rectum
lithostatic pressure

P period

Q tidal dissipation parameter

Q' Q corrected for rigidity
Qb oceanic Q due to bottom friction

Q full oceanic Q
0

1'p

impact parameter

R radial distance from center of Titan

Rb bottom energy dissipation per unit area
Re Reynolds number
RT radius of Titan

Ro universal gas constant
s planet-satellite separation
t time

T torque or temperature, depending on context
Tm melting temperature
u eastward velocity
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il displacement vector
Ur

radial displacement component

v velocity (northward if a distinction is made)
V velocity of external body

w one of u, v, or (

z altitude above / depth below surface
a tidal distortion parameter or thermal expansivity

f3 tunable exponential parameter
12 elastic response correction factor

6 convenience variable
6t time step
c phase lag
( displacement of the surface relative to the reference, or mean, depth
11 fluid (atmosphere/ocean) viscosity

() colat.itude (pole toward Saturn)

A longitude (referenced to sub-Saturn point)
/l coefficient of viscosity

v orbital true anomaly
~I

relative height of ocean tide of degree l

~I

maximum tidal displacement of degree l

P density
PI local density

Po unperturbed density

p mean density of Titan
CJ

ocean density

fs surface traction
71'

normal traction

¢ latitude
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<Ps longitude (pole toward Saturn, referenced to trailing orbit tangent)
<I> tidal potential
<J>e external disturbance potential
<I>S secondary disturbance potential

W instantaneous angle between the long axis of Titan and the planet-satellite
line
w angular velocity of Titan

n

angular velocity
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APPENDIX B

EQUILIBRIUM NONSYNCHRONOUS ROTATION OF TITAN

Following is a photocopy of 'Equilibrium Nonsynchronous Rotation of Titan' by
William D. Sears, Jonathan I. Lunine, and Richard Greenberg which appeared in
Icarus 105, 1993, pp. 259-262. It is preceded by a photocopy of a letter from the

copyright holder, Academic Press, Inc., and of a letter from me requesting that
permission.

1:29

July 7, 1994
PERMISSION GRANTED, provided that 1) complete credit is given to the
source, including the Academic Press copyright notice; 2) the material
to be used has appeared in our publication without credit or
acknowledgement to another source and 3) if commercial publication
should result, you must contact Academic Press again.

"

~~
!1Zr'
Todd L. 'RUpp I
Permissions Department
ACADEMIC PRESS, INC.
Orlando, FL 32887
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Department of Planetary Sciences
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 321-4119
email: wsears@lpLarizona.edu

June 13, 1994
Editorial Office, ICARUS
Space Science Building
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14853-6801

Dear Sir,

I would like permission from lco.ros to include a reprint of a paper in my Doctoral
Dissertation at the University of Arizona. I am the lead author on the paper. The
paper is:
Equilibrium nonsynchronous rotation of Titan, William D. Sears, Jonathan I. Lunine, and Richard Greenberg, lco.rus, 105, 1993 pp. 259-262Please let me know if I can provide any further information. I am planning on
graduation by early August, so if the process of obtaining permission is going to
take longer than that. please inform me as soon as possible.
Gratefully,

William D. Sears
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Published in Affiliaaon with the
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Editor

Joseph A. Burns
Cornell University
Ithaca. New York
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Harcourt Brace & Company
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NOTE
Equilibrium Nonsynchronous Rotation of Titan
\VILLI.....\1

D. SE .... RS.

JON ... TH .... N

I. LU:-;INE.

Received June II. 1993:

A satellite on an ec:tcnttic orbit experiences a zero net tidal
torque when the rotation is slightly faster than synchronous. if
there is no significant permanent asymmetry. Calculations indicate
that for Titan this period should be 15.82 to [5.93 days. depcoding
on the tidal dissipation model. This range includes the period
recently determined by radar observations. A water· Ice bishland
plateau with a diameter of less than 180 km standing just above
the expected hydrocarbon ocean is consistent with both the r.Idar
data and the asymmetry constraints. 0 t'" _
.... 1&

InlroducriufI. Titan has Ions been assumed to rotate synchronously.
Calculations by Peale 11977\ indicate Ihat. even ,(Tilan Ilnginally spun
rap,dly. tides raiseo on the sateUite by Saturn would slow rotauon toward
s~'ncr.ronell\, on time ,elles much shor:er Ihln the l~e of the Solar
S~·itc:m. ,!!ta. :no..,' ,at~lhlI!S '... ho~1! ~una~e, lre ('O~I!I"\'JDlc ~cem to
rO!:l:: :t .: ~:e :nui"iun;UI'Inably Ci051! ~o 'I~ ncnronou~.
7:!:ln'i ":!vIJU' vf'\ .. ~t!re :t~ .;un':l":C: !'rom '.'1\U31 .JO'Cr"l3Ii0n5. ~o its
:J.::~ ... I :-ot,lthJn r:.ltl! na'l r.c:.:n ,1",r..I :u ~et~rrnlrit:. HIJ\.\C!';c:r. :-::",.131 ,j;:ua

·... c::-e ool:unel.l 0':' \tunlt:man ~I';'. '11J~J. 1'J92~ for trlrce nll~nls or"uoscr·
\,at:ons In eacn of 19K9. 1')91). and 1991. They concluuefrom Ihe vanaoil·
ity of the relallve lime of observation of wnat IS assumed 10 be a sin;Je
r:u!ar·bnght region Ihat TItan rotates wlIh a penod P • 1$.911 days.
0.82 hr I=s than Titan's orbital penod of 15.94' days. They olso lIICIItion
!hal the difference. rcpresentinl a signilic::lllt nonsynchroncity. misht
be explained as an effect o( the Iatge ecctntricity o(TiWl's orbil ilthe
boay does not suppon a permanent "bulge" (Muhleman el aI. 1992).
The theoretic.al work o( Goldrcich 119661 and o( u~cnber& ond
Weidenschillin~ 0984\ had noted the stability o( nonsynchlOlIOUS rota·
tion under such circumslances.
Tides do tend to slow down a rapidly rotating body. However. the
actual tinal rolallon state depends on Ihe shape o( the body. the
eccentncity of Ihe orbit. lnd the an~ular velocny dependence o( the
tides. To determine this linal state. we must look at the torques
involved.
Jlerhod. For a circular orbit. tidal lorques w,ll always driYe Ihe
utellite to exaCl synchroneny. because Ihe orbitlll angular velocity IS
constant. In Ihe more ~eneral C!lSe o( a nonzero eccentncity. the orbital
an!PIlar velocny vanes penodically. Therefore a body rolatlnl wilh a
constant an!PIlar velocllY near synchroneny w,ll expenence ancular
accelerallons and decelerations due to udal lorques. To detennlne the
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equilibrium rotation rate. we need to find the rotation rate .. at which
the tidal lorque goes to zero when averaged over one orbital penod
(uolmich 1966. G~enbers and WeidenschilUng 1984\.
In order to calculate the zero-corque IOlation rate. we need a mooel
o( how the torque v:lries with orbital position and rotation rate. We
considerthe two well· known fundamental tidal models by Darwin IISSO.
1908) and by ~lacDonlid (196011.
Darwifl ride. The Darwin« 1880. 1908) lide separates the time-varying
tidal bulile into (ourier components. Each component has a constant
amplitucle and moves with a COIISCUIt ancular velocity. Each component
is assumed 10 have an associaud lall anile. WhaI is needed is a model
(or the dependence oC lag ansfe on the aniUlar velocity. To get these
dependencies. a model (or the rheological response of Ibe satellite is
required.
For the Darwin tide. the av~ tidal torque is

(II
according to Grcencer~ and \Veidt:~s~hii1in; 119~~1. The phase IJ~5 ::'.
t., :lOd c: corrc~oond to lhe J.n~ui:1t" vcloclttes :'" - :.'1'. ~'" - 3n • .:.:-:\1
~ - fl. icsocc:t\,ci\, SOle tn:1t C :'or \'3nOU5 ,', :s U'iCO throu~n\. . :.;t
to IOoic3tC ·'anOUi :nuitl~ilcau\'c :In'tl:ln:s. Th~~"! .:on~tlnts ..20 "':..:'t
aITcet thc cquilibr:um rolatlon filetS jt:nvc:u cc:lo .....·.
PhlU~ la~ proport1oflalroJ;~quenc:v. Darwin 119081 mentions lIu,d
tides and ewtoviscous lides u having a linear relationship between
phase Ia& and ancular velocity. For a viscous body. WIa is 19,u~iRI>
times the anculu velocity. where j£ is the coclllcient oC viscosity. II is
the :acceleranon oC p;lvity at the surface. R is the mC3ll radius o( the
body. p is the mean density. and. is the apPlOl'riate phase ~ (Darwin
1880). Since Wle - c as long as e is small. this demonstr.Ucs the appfOo
priate linc:ll' ~Iationship. A model o( elastoviscous tid= with inenla
(Darwin 1908) was also investigated. but produced no difference to the
number o( sismticant tigu~s used in our calculations.
UsinC the viscous body model. we set the avel1lge torque equal to
ZClO ond solve (or ... and get

We willlet fI _ ·'.$594 x 10" sec" and e • 0.0291. which arc re:uon·
able values (or TItan and will be used Ihroughout. These yield '" •
4.582~ x 10" sec" which corresponds to a sp,n pcnod P • Z:r, ...
15.111 day,. This demonstrates that IIdes c::III ~sult In a rotation (aster
than synchronous but it is (unher (10m the radar "cure o( P • )$.911
days lhan the radar data is (rom synchlOnus.
OOI9-IOWn H.OO
Cooy",h, e 19'1) by Ac:adc:mIC Pms. Inc.
AU ""'U u' reproduction In any (onn re1crvcd.
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Plruu la~ in<J~p~nd~nt uffrrqu~ncy. Since this value is not very
close to the r:ldar data. we consider Olher models. A frequency.indepen.
dent £ Darwin mo~.1 was considered by Grccnbergand WCldenschillin~
(1984) but "as (olund to nOl be vcr)' physIcal in thc rcalm ncar syn·
chroneity and would produce a uro torque rotation rate only intinitcsimally faster than synchronous_
Intum~diuu dtp~ndtnc. on frtqutncy. Next we try a model
where the (requcncy dependence of the phase lags is somewhere betwecn lincar and ~"nst:lln. Let
I
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Ihe relevant angular vciocny ,nd u is a vanable par:lmCler
to l;e ~c::\\.een zero and vnc. Thic. c ":-JmtHnc:d \!tlln Eq. II)
gives an ;l\'I!:-:l1)1: :1O.!Ji torque: 0;
where

a "linear ~lacDona/d lide" in which Ihe phase lag is linearly dependenl
on Ihe angular velocllY. This linear de~endencv ,voids Ihe disconlinuilY
inherent in Ihe CI3S~IC31 ~lacDona/d IIde ana :ulow~ a smoulh lran~ition
uf Ihe "bulge·' from one side oi Ihe line of cenlers to Ihe other. Darwin
tidal torque also has a linear dependence 00 the rotation rale o( Ihe
body. The durerence is lhat here only one tidal bulge is used wilh a
single. nonconslant. :IIlgular velocity. So Eq. I~l is replaced by
(9)

C'iln~ Eo., 161 JnlJ/ -= ~II 1191:6, ""'C ;:~

n is

c:tel!c:~d

(1) - C!(-I(2.. -

:!Ill" -

49t~::'" - 3nl"' + ~,201 - nl"l.

(4)

whcre it has been assumed that .. > n but :!l.o < 3n. We can solve
numenco!ly for a value of P which would result in the aver:lge torque
being zero for any given rowioo rare. UsinC the radar result of P 15.911 days 1101 - 4.57055 x 10·< scc- I). we gef (J .. 0.862. The fact
that this is close 10 one indicates Ihal Ihis model requires a signiticanl
dependence of £ on t'rcquency in the rc3lm near wnchronous.

MacDonald tidr: Classical.UacDonald tid.. The classical ~lacDon
aid 11964) tide can be thoughl of as haVing a tidal bulge with a conSlanl
lag :lnile. This is simliar 10 Ihe case mentioned aIlove for Ihe Darwin
tide wllb frequency-independent c and shares wilh thaI model some
physical implaUSIbility for rowioo rales near synchroneny since there
is a discootinuity in the position of the "bulge" as the relative rotation
rate goes throu§h zero. We wiD consider Ihis model anyway since il is
simple and docs result in a zero average tidal lorquc rotation rale that
is fasler Iban synchronous.
The classical MacDonald tide bas a torque expressible as

where, is the planet-~atellite distance. '1' is the inslantaneous angle
between Ihe long " " oi Ihe body and the planet-,alCllile line. lnu ·ft
is d'l'ldt. The ~Igno 'ftl i,ctor is reaulted on oraer 10 put Ihe lag in Ihe
correct direc:lon JS In Eq. 131. :</ole :h,1
\hl

where", is Ihe rOlallon r:lle o( the body andfis Ihe true anomaly. Usinll
Ibis. Guldreich (1966) derived an expression to rirst onler In eccentncilY
(or Ibe averaae tidal torquc
(1) - C.(~cosc5 -

al.

= C~:c,o,l~t"

- ..!~c'~

-

~osf~:' I -

,,=,': ':':11.1 following Guldr~:ch

:",

- -:t!c': - ~)t'. -

I:Oi= - Ib"II - t"=,}'':l,

t 10)

which can be solved (or 101 in Ibe case where the average torque goes
to zero. producing 101 • 4,5827 x 10·· sec-I or P • 15.87 days. This
is very similar 10 Ihe Darwin tide result and is stili not :I satisfactory til
to the radar dala. NOle that Ibe only difference 10 second onler in t
between Eq. (10) and the Darwin tide in Eq_ 'll is a slightly different
constant in Ihe .: terms.

Quadratic .lfacDonald tid.. We have also investigated a "quadr:uic MacDonald tide." denned as
(III

where the signlljt) is required as in Eq. (S! to ~e Ibe bulge "lag"
in Ibe proper direction. Inlegr21ion. apia (oIJowiuS Goldrcich (1966).
produces an average lorque
(T) - C,( -

1I"':t cos.5 ... .t&.I:it cos 0
- 32J.:;tcoSc5 + oIoo!a -

to lirst onler in t. Here 0 is

T • CI,-· signlljt).

'V.,,,, -i',

IT;

1

~n

w,o + 41cjo)

(12)

given by Eq. (8) and

113)
is iOlroduced for con\enu:nc:, Solvln; numcr:~1 fvr w ,n Eq. II~) uSing
Eq, t IJl antJ 2:q. 3\ ;:"e~ ~ =c ':.!';5~ ~ 10·" sec·/ lnd P
15.93
J~y\. ;n i,lUi::;j :e:~er ':'f':':::!':":e:-:: ',I,oun :~e ::luJr ";.l:a.
:&:I

H'/;,rrd !in~ar~ut.J.Jrarrc .'.(aC'Donald "dJU. As was done (or the
DarwIn ude 3 paramelenzea :nodel can be consuucled to malch Ihe
l:ldar tigure as closely as possoole. Here the linear and quadratic MacDonald udes can be comilined. A simple method is 10 combine Ihem
linearly as

(7)

(14)

erc,

Where

a-

sin-I(C.. - nll(2tn) - 3./41.

(8)

t is Ihe orbital eccenlricily. ~nd n is the mC3n motion.

Ag:lJn Ihe aver:lge lidal torque is sel 10 zero 10 SCI Ihe equilibrium
roUltlon roue. Inseninglhe values of nand. for litan and aUowing sin
a - a gives '" - 4,5962 x 10-' sec-' or a spIn penod P • 15.8~ d~ys.
Note lhat Ihis is even funher from Ihe r:ldat figure lhan the value given
above (or the linear Darwin tide.

The ratio A •
can then be adjusled to modify the equilibrium
I:Ile. This is somewhal analogous to Ibe parameler {J used in Eq. (4)
(or tuning Ihe Darwtn lide: however. the (act Ihal one is basically a
ralio whereas Ihe olher IS a variable exponent must be remembered.
Integr.llins and keeping as many terms in t as was done in Ihe previous
inlegralions produccs

In • C,{Af - 1600:. cos 0 - .1&..ooIf.. cos 0
- 32kiHOS.5 - 4.,!6 - iIooU - 4ki6)
+ w/6t' - 48.: - 16) - ~5.· .. 'lilt' - i~o.: + 1611.

(15)

Llnra, MacDonald tid..

Bec:wse Ihe classical MacDonald tide is
nol very physical in Ihe regime ncarsynchroneilY. weeonstrucu slighlly
modified version. Inslc:td o( assumlnl a constant phase lag. we assume

Apin uSlnllhe radar resull of P • 15.911 days I. . . 4,57055 x 10-'
sec -I). we numencally wive (or Ihe relallve strength constant A which
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wouldproducezeroaver:l~etorque. Thevalue.~
th~t

the quaur:lllC

~~mponent

.-\tlnoJp;,tric "'.rlll~nt"t.

D

1.;:5 x 10'inuic~tes

uominates.

The aDove work.ignures Tiun's atmosphere:.

However. ~nalogy to Venus might inuic:ue that the atmosphere would
be a signific:lnt induence. The situation witb respect to solar thermal
tides is much different for Ihe two cases. Since Titan orbits Saturn Ihe
long.term etTecl oi the solar lIdes Will averace to nearly zero. However.
il i, posSIble Ihallhe atmosphere IS superrotating and hence conlribuliny
a torque on the ,,,Ii.t ~od, .. \ ,imole c:llcul:uiun ,how, thaI this lroque
i~ mUl!h ,mallw:r ~~~1:1 :~.:l: ..:u~ :ll niles. rOIlO\loln':! Guitl :mu Suter (19ill

:hc:

Jlff:~I!:lt;~1 f\"I:"':': .!":: ..~)'t .!n .. r.::.1 uf JtmolPr.l!rl! .:.-\ :"t

JF

= 'I

~

JuiJ; x .lA.

(161

for synChronous rotation. R..... is the body r:ulius. a is the orbital semi.
maior :uts. and Q' is the udal dissipation par.uneter Q with a correction
factor for rigiuity .G"ldreich 19661. For TItan with a Q • 100 this
produces an aver:lge torque oi order 10" .'1 m. or nve orders of ma~itude
larger. Even thougil we are interested in the rolatlon regime where the
tidal torque goes to zero. the atmospheric contnbution will be small
and C3lI saiely be ignored.

Froten-in Jig",e. If the satellite bn a siplillC::lIl1 m:us-distribution
asymmetrY which is Static an ume sc:lles lone compared with the orbit:ll
period. then :uyncnronous rotation is DOC an equilibrium state. The
torques produced on such a permanent bulCC could counteract the dy.
namic tidal torques and lock the rotation into a libration about the
synchronous rotation rate. Such lib ration would then tidally dec:lY.
To avoid synchronous l.xi<. Greenberg anu Weluenschilling tl9841
calculate thaI the permanent :uymmeuy for Titan. exoressed in terms
~nm:'cic .l~CS

ut :nc:r.;l:l.lS 18 -

,,":C. mU"it toe <10'" for the

Darohln :luC: .lOll .-.: :U-' :'or :ne ::IJ~SIC:U .\1acDunajJ :;';C:. Fur r.:ompan·
son. ::::: ~\ urtJ'\tlt:.: ::d;,u ..!i)tllrtilln rC5uiu In a ,8 - .-\1 C lJi IO""P':;lIC

:n \\nc:1fon~)u' ;0';';' :r iUC;' J ,hJ:'c
w:l~ {;Ol.e:l ~u ~"1 ::,)1 ~v ;-::::'.\ !In ::me ";lIC'5 of ::-:c: :,::at:\c !"clatlun r-Jt~
t -!O years •. "\"hlit: :n15 rna;"t Cc o{inlcrest for c.\ammJtlun ur:he ctfc~!5
of cata~trophlc e"ents iucn JS .mpacts. it IS unltkely that the h)'dro~tatlc
shape would have been re:llized btlo,e synchroneity.
197-, .• n~

·\.emu.!

has a

)UIII.1

crust :mu m:::mth:.

For an ice rheology crudely approximated by l' - 10" exp( 18(~OIT
- 1)/ P:l s (SW:ey 19771. which yields a large viSCOU$ relaxation rate,
r • 10) years at T,o<I'" • I:!O K and 1 • lO" years at T_ • 9S K.
The (ormer temperature is appropriate to the .unace of Ganymede. the
loner to TItan ..... more precise analysis oi the problem by P:1nnentier
lnu Heau 119g11 nnlls :~e cavit)· ofa 10- lnu a I()()'km.;ize<.i 'Nater ice
.;:-::c:r rc:a.'(tng In: ( :0'''' :lnl.1 j '( 10: ::c:~n. rescec:ivcly. for::1 vlSCOSilY
"'" :-::"::1 ::·.:-un~!':::.!iiy ";::'::-~:bC:') \1o"uh de::~:l :.lnll $tJrf:lce :e:r.c::r.lture Jr'
i:'J~. ftJr~~ K. ::!.:1.\_::"'0 t:r.:cs \\.'liI:r:.:! :e.:lst :u· tur.:s !\J:":-;,!:- :l"tf!1.!
on Ihe rheoi~glcalla'" >,yen aoo>e wllh .n e~punenual prei3ctor ot' IS

::icr.er.
Dc;tn-Jilmc:~:r :-c:l::unshlps for I:1r;::. sO'~:lllcol .. ~om::ic.'·· '::""Jtl!r'S
~n GJnymeue yield ~. :0 5·km uepths ior crater Jiameters "i 10 to 100
km (Schenk 1991) and hence suve as a iQOd guide talbeit an invened
onel for the ma~itude of a topographic feature which is large enough
to assure locking of the rotatiOD rate. Of course. a sunace entered
uniformly in an JteaJ sense docs not possess a mass asymmetrY. The
above analysis simply sbows tItal an isolated fe:uurc which bn the
spatial magl1ltude of Iypical large enters will be stable on TItan aver
the age of the Solar 5 )·stem.
The situation is potentially different if Titan contains large amoun"
of ammonia. TItan plausibly 2ccreted out of a high·pressure nebula
around Saturn dUring the epoch of gilnt planet formauon tStevenson
"al. 19861. Such a ne;,ula could have up 10 I!f'< ammonia relative to
water in the soiid ph:ue t PriM and Fegley 19811. The ammonia-water
phase diagram:1I kilo bar pressures. appropriate to TItan's interior. cou·
pled with thermal models. predicts a liquid ammooia-watcr mantle of
3()()....1()() \un thiekness. at a temperature of rou!!llly 20S K. and JO%
ammonia by number. overlain by a water icc crust perbaps 130 km or
more thick (Cynn el al. 1989. Stevenson 19921. lbe base of the crust
is determined by the ice l-ice III transition at a pressure of ~ kban.
Icc III is denser tha.n the ammonia-water ftuid and hence pure water
ice cannot exist on top of the ammonia-water mantle at pressures in
excess of: kbars I Lumne and Stevenson 198il.
Such a conrigurallon leads to the ;lOsSible disappc:Ir:IDce of large
~oco~f'3Dnic anomali~5 "" Titan's surface by ISO\t:UlC :ompens:mon.
tJf

=

l:sing'l
10" ?l I. J suoenUlallon "eloelt)' or' IW m ,ec'; 'alter
F1:uar ami Conr:lth 199~I . .l/1U an altitude drop to the sun'ace oi 150
km. we get an atmospbenc torque of order to'! N m. For comparison
Ooldreich (19661 gives an average tidal torque (orthe MacDonald model
of

ui the

Ganymeue and CJllisto ,P:umentier and He~d 199n. By vinue of the
common sizes and densities. Ganymede and Callisto represent an e.,cel·
lent analog for Titan .i the loner contOtns no ammonia and Ihere(ore

':,:c:!,,~:'~:,! !"e~u:t

TopoBraphy on Tilan'3 suriact. In order to let an ide:! o(the magni·
hide of surface featuteS that would com:spond to an asymmetrY necessary for synchronous lock. Greenbctl and WeidenschUlins 119841 con·

sidered a disk an the sunace of an otherf<ise spheric:ll satellite. The
required mass of the disk tS -MIS - ~IIC. where M is the m:us o( the
satellite. So (or TItan and the classic:ll MacDonald tide. the required
disk. if I km thick wllh a denstly o( 1000
m·). would have a radius
of approximately !O km. If the disk were only 100 m thick. then Ihe
required radius would be nearly 180 km.
.... t inue then. ue lal whether such topography could be sust:llned
aver lon~ penods of time and Ibl whether evidence exists for such
topograpny. With respect to the first issue. the time scale for viscous
relaxation can be constructed by dimensionalanaly.is t P:umentler and
Head 19811 to be I ,. "'P~O. where l' is the viscosity. p Ihe denSity.
g the .uriace gr:IvllY. and 0 the .c:Ilc characterizlnc the topo!lr:lphic
feature. Such a ume sc!lle IS releyantlO the problem of a viscous layer.
much thicker than the topogr:lpny undercooSluer:llton. over1yinga more
rigtd base. This model is appropriate to the ,olid ice and rock crusts of

"I

!~nlJrc

{or the .7'lomc:a :hc :t''fect 01 :::e

;JnJ.SC

:r:ln\lt:on Jt : kbars.

I ~ru,: .)\·erlyir.~ the arr:.:nUnI:l-""alcr man::c lrai I::-:PU,C
:~c ::~Ulrcmcr.: :~:lt :::e :OlJ: r.13),CS In .:..1 '''cr.:C.lj ..:olumrh ·~e ~::c "i:lrr:c
.5t.3";=\' I'r;'- •. Then :::c :Of'!o~nDnlC :":.::.:ure '.\1(:1 •... cr:::::u c.,tc~t : h:&s
3 nCI~nt above the 5urrounl.1ings. 3ftcr Isostatic :ompcnsallon. ili Ir ==
C.)nsu,ic: an

I~::

:t I - bl. where " i~ the ratio oi the Ice I crust density to thal of the

:ammonia-water mantle. For a pressure of ~ kban and 3 temperature
o( 20' K. I - b • 0.012. usiaC density data from Croft tl Ill. (1988)
for the liquid and from Hobbs (1974) (or the crust. The near·neutral
buoYlDCY of the crust in the liquid implies that compensated toposraphic
fc:uures cannot stand much aboye Ihe surroundinp. A I·km uplift would
QUse the crust to sink until the feature stood only about 10 m above
its surroundinp. The requirement that ice I cannot cix51 :at pressures
greater than ~ kbars iunher argues ag:lln51 si~ntficant crustaltopopaphy
which is isostatically compensated. SlRce the ph:lse transition would
resull in funher loss of low-density material. We thereiore conclude
that. i(Titan docs have signifignttopogr:lpny. it either docs not have
an ammonta-water mantle or the crust IS sufficiently Ihick and strong
lhat Isostatic compensation is not complete.
Is there any observational evidence for signific:lnt topopaphic fea·
lures ~ Ironically. the I2dar observations proVide both the only evidence
(or such an anomaly and the evidence for nonsynchroneity. The radar
bnlht feature ,cen by Muhlcman el al. 11990. 19921 has a radar rerlecll.
vity '~nslstent with lhat of very icy satellite ,un·aces. somewhere be·
tween those of Ganymede and Europa. while the resl of the observed

13.;
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suri~ce

seems consistent wilh olher.less re~eclive m:lIeri3ls. One inter·
prel3uon of Ihis lesull 1Lunine 19931 is Ih~llhe ~du brighl3rc3 repre·
senls ~ w3ler·ice highl3nd poking :lbove lower regions which arc cov·
ered. pani~lIy or fully. by solid or liquid hydroc:ubons. Models sugest
that alleasl500 m of debris (rom sll':11ospheric phOiochemiCli processes
have 3ccumulaled on Ihe suri3ce over the :l&C o( llIe Solar SYSlem.
Suri3ce geologic processes :tnd consid.~lion of uncen:linties in Ihe
model reduce Ihls 10 3S Iiltle 3S 100-200 m ILunine 19931. Therefore.
Ih. r3d3r bright region muSE be 311e3st 100-:00 m 3bovelhe surrounding
lreas on Tit:lO iiit is intw:rprc:tc:d to be water·I~1!' kePI dean by downward
mo\"cmcnt uf :h~UhJ vr 'IlJliJ hrdro,:;:roon .. lin the latter .:a~c. ',\.'101.1 ,lr
mel1l3n. ~in wouill ~e reqUired 10 move or ":un Ihe pholocnemlc31
Jebris oi( :he high regions,.
~onsync:1ronous rOlJtion reQUires that J. lL'd·m·nign fC::llurc ha',e ;.:n

equl\·:U.nt ~aius of < ISU km. :.luhl<m3n ' I ~/. 1199!1 dO nOI .sllm3le
llIe physiCli size of their bright featUre. This upper limil is stilll'robably
Ialle enough 10 be delecl3ble by Eanh·based radar. Therefore. we
c::tn im:lgine ~ fe:lIure th~1 is bolb radar bright :tnd still compauble with
nonsyncbronous rollllion.
The size of llIe 10Lal r:ulius c:bange due to llIe soUd body tide is
approximalely 300 m :tnd Ibe liquid tide is exp<Cled 10 vary approxi·
malely 100 m 3bove Ih3t lafler leffreys 1952 3nd Sagan :tnd Derman
19821. !CTitan is nOI rolatinll synchronously. Ihen a point on Ihe suriace
will move ~pproxim:llely ;00 m every tidal period. The solid body defor·
mation is unlikely 10 h~ve :tny effCCl on such a (ealure since Ihe (eature
and Ihe surrounding lemin would bolh move. This de(ormalion would
also not inrluence Ihe likelihood of synchronous rOl31ion due 10 Ihe
deformation's I~nsienl nature. If llIe hydroc:ubon debris is in llIe form
of ~ liquid ocean. a marginal (eawre of around 100 lit beighl could be
a tidal flat. a complication which is beyond the scope 0( Ibis work..
Discunion. II c::tn be seen that llIe ~dar derived rollltion period o(
15.911 days can be achieved by :u lC3St two. adminedly ad hoc. tidal
models. By lUning a single par.uncter in ~ o( Ihese models. it is
possible 10 produce any rolalion me over a subswlIi31 range. Even
withoul such a p~~meler. Ihe quadr3lic ~lacDonald lide produces an
equilibrium rOlation penod of 15.93 days. Sill! (airly close 10 Ihe ~dar
data. The radar d~ta arc Ihere(ore in Ihe ~nge of zenHorque rolalion
~Ie :ulowed by uncen3tnlies in lid31 models. Funher inveSligauon inlO
;lossiole nonlinear IIllal dissipallon mechan15ms 'A'III funher ~onSl~ln
Ihese models.
~e deViation (iom .. :.nc~ronc::ty reported hy ~1uhlem:ln c'l al. I :?9~1
of

.,

t).~

hr

1'i

JliO ,omt:'),nJl unc:rt:un. and .:ould

~c !1I~ncr

Jr ;0""'':(

by an 35 yel ;loorly delermtned amounl 10. O. ~luhlem3n. ,enon31
communicallonsJ. I( we lake 3 generous ~nge o( :-109<. Dr O.!-I.I hr.
we find periods (rom 15.90 10 15.92 days. sllil longer lhan Ihe linear
MacDonald hdal model period and SIiU shaner llIan Ibe quadr.uic Mac.
Donald tide results. Howeyer. it is well within llIe r.IIIle O(bOIh O(the
ruaable models presented.
A nonsynchronous rolation (or iilan an be produced IhcoruiClily
without requiring Ihe current epoch 10 be special. The octual rollllion
of Tilan is Slil! a maner o( debale. so unlil llIis is resolyed by further
measurements. bOlh synchronous and nonsynchronous possibilities
should be considered.
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APPENDIX C

TIDAL DISSIPATION IN OCEANS ON TITAN

Following is a preprint of the manuscript 'Tidal Dissipation in Oceans on Titan'
which has been accepted for publication in the journal Icarus. It has been slightly
reformatted in order to fit the requirements for this dissertation, the most obvious
change being the 'C.' added to the equation numbers. It is preceded by a letter
from the copyright holder, Academic Press, Inc., and a photocopy of a letter from
me requesting that permission.
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Abstract
Titan's large free eccentricity results in significant tidal dissipation.

This

can be used to constrain the existence and depth of hydrocarbon oceans.
A hydrodynamical-numerical 2° ocean tide model has been constructed to
investigate this connection. The model allows some simple land configurations.
The results indicate that existence of such an ocean over the age of the solar
system is hard to explain, as is the existence of the large eccentricity itself. If
such an ocean exists, it is likely to be more than 500 m in depth, ignoring the
influence of land masses.

Introduction
Saturn's largest moon, Titan, possesses a small but significant orbital eccentricity which
is not forced by other satellites in the system or by the planet itself. Unless the eccentricity is very recently caused (which is unlikely), its existence provides constraints on
the magnitude of tidal dissipation within the Saturn-Titan orbital system. Specifically,
constraints on the dissipativeness of the interior and surface are imposed by requiring
that Titan started out from a plausible initial orbit and reached the current eccentricity
(e = 0.029) at the present day.
The constraints on surface dissipation are of particular interest because Titan's
hazy atmosphere prevents direct observation of the nature of the surface. A global hydrocarbon ocean has been proposed based on current understanding of the methane photochemical cycle provided by Voyager 1 (see Lunine, 1993 for a review). However, radar
and near-infrared data (Muhleman et al., 1990; Griffith et al., 1992; Lemmon et al., 1993)
suggest a surface which is mostly solid, though the nature of the material is not well
constrained by the data. Sagan and Dermott (1982) showed, through an analytic calculation, that the orbital eccentricity of Titan provided a useful constraint on the existence
and depth of putative surface liquids through their potential to greatly enhance the tidal
dissipation. However, their model only addressed part of the tidal potential and could
not quantitatively address configurations in which both liquids and solid regions were
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present. Because the mixed liquid/solid models may be required by the sum total of all
the remote sensing and Voyager data (Lunine, 1993), construction of dissipation models
for heterogeneous surfaces is important. Solid body dissipation is also a significant issue,
but is dealt with in a another paper (Sohl et at., 1994).
Sagan and Dermott (1982) discussed an analytical model of tidal dissipation in
the proposed ocean on Titan. This analytical model is based on a simplistic dissipation
formula from Goldreich and Soter (1966). Sagan and Dermott used an analytic approximation for the fluid flow velocity for the radial component of the tide. They neglected
the libration tide, the coriolis effect, and any coupling between the radial and libration
tide. They acknowledge these limitation and only use their model to obtain a minimum
ocean depth of 400 m, if it existed at all, based on the argument that a thinner ocean,
which would have a higher dissipation, would have circularized Titan's orbit over the the
age of the Solar System.
I use a numerical hydrodynamic differential equation (HDE) model of a hydrocarbon ocean on Titan to check the analytical results. This is done to overcome the major
limitation of the analytical model - the velocity estimate. The numerical model includes
both the radial and libration tides as well the effects of coriolis forces, bottom friction, and
eddy viscosity. It is an adaptation of the Earth ocean model described by Zahel (1978).
Use of a 2° staggered grid and the full tidal second degree disturbing potential allows
exploration of heterogeneous distributions of liquid and solid regions on the surface. Neglected are tidal loading, the ocean self-attraction, and the possibility of nonsynchronous
rotation (Muhleman et at., 1992; Sears et al., 1993). The further assumption of a spherical solid Titan implies that there has been no hydrostatic relaxation in the solid body,
which is unlikely, but simplifies the computations and is necessary for proper comparison
to Sagan and Dermott (1982).
The method allows examination of various land/liquid configurations including
small seas, though the current computer program has some limitation. Energy dissipation
can be examined as a function of the distribution of the solid and liquid areas. Energy
dissipation can also be examined by spatial distribution over the surface for any given
land/ocean configuration. The synchronous/nonsynchronolls issue, while addressable by
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this technique, is not dealt with here. However it should be noted that the difference will
be small for the case of a smooth sphere since the relative rotation period for the nonsynchronous case is approximately 20 years. Stated another way, if Titan is nonsynchronous
with the proposed radar period of 15.911 days (Muhleman et at., 1992), as compared with
the synchronous period of 15.945 days, its orientation will only differ by 0.2% of a full
rotation, or less than 0.8 0 , from one pericenter passage to the next.
The basis of this work is the concept that changing tidal forces working on a lossy
medium will cause a loss of energy. This energy will be lost from the orbit of Titan, and
due to conservation of angular momentum, will tend to reduce the eccentricity. Therefore
the fact that Titan still has a significant free eccentricity implies an upper limit to the
dissipation rate averaged over the age of the solar system. By analogy with Earth, one
might expect that losses in an ocean would dominate the energy loss. The numerical model
attempts to address this expectation by looking at the losses in the ocean, beginning with
first principles of fluid mechanics and using a numerical grid model of the surface of Titan.

Theory
The computer model is constructed following the formulation of Zahel (1970, 1973, 1977,
1978). This is based directly on the primative integrodifferential hydrodynamic equations.
Starting with the fluid equations of motion anel the equation of continuity in spherical
coordinates, Zahel (1970) integrates over the fluid depth and takes the tidal effects into
account. The basic equations are then, for a second degree potential,

8u/8t - 2wv sin </J + 1·/ D/u 2

+ v2 . u + R>. + g/(RT cos </J) ·8(/8>" =

8v/8t + 2wusin </J +,./ DJu 2 + v 2 . V
8(/at

+ R", + g/ RT . 8(/8</J =

+ l/(RTCOS</J) (8(Du)/8>.. + 8(Dvcos</J)/8</J)

= 0

"(2](>.

12](",

(C.1)
(C.2)
(C.3)

where>.. is the longitude (positive to the east), </J is the latitude (positive to the north),

'U

and v are the eastward and northward current velocity components, respectively, ( is the
displacement of the surface relative to the reference depth, 9 is the surface gravity, ,. is
the coefficient of quadratic bottom friction, RT is the surface radius of the body, w is the
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angular velocity of the body, and D is the total ocean depth d

+ (,

where d is reference

depth of the ocean. Love's reduction factor "12 is related to the Love numbers k2 and h2,

"12 = 1 + k2 - h2. Note that longitude increases to the east. This means that 90 0 E is the
center of the trailing side.
The lateral eddy viscosity terms R).. and Ref> represent the linearized form of
turbulence effects on the flow. With the horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient Ah these
terms take the form

R).. = -AI! (b..u + R- 2 (-u (1

+ tan 2 </»

au/a>..))

(C.4)

Ref> = -AI! (b..v + R- 2 (-V (1 + tan 2 </» + 2 tan </>/ cos </>. au/a>..))

(C.5)

- 2 tan</>I cos </>.

and

where b.. is the Laplace operator a2/(R 2 cos 2 </>a>..2)

+ a2/(R 2a</>2).

The conversion of these formulas into finite-difference equations is not necessarily
straightforward. I use the scheme given in Zahel (1977) with only a few modifications.
This is the same method outlined in Zahel (1978) neglecting tidal loading and ocean
self-attraction. Briefly

V~ui,j-2wvi,j sin </>i+";"n, V{ui:j)2 + (Vfj)2.ui~j+(R)..)i,j+g/{RT cos </>d·VB(ij

= "I2{K)..)i,j

I,)

(C.6)
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V~(i~j + l/(RTcos</>d (VB(D;~u;:t) +vt(fY:'jv~t cos </>i))

=

a

(C.8)

with the appropriate i's and j'8, m being the time index, and
V~w := (w(t

VBw := (w(>..

+ ot)

+ 0>..j2)

- w(t))/Ot

(C.9)

- w(>.. - 0>../2))/0>"

(C.lO)

vtw := (w(</> + 0</>/2) - w(</> - 0</>/2))/0</>

(C.lI)

wi:} := w(io</>/2,j 0</>/2, mot)

(C.12)

where w is one of u, u, or (. No zonal implicitness is required for the grid used here, so
that portion of Zahel, 1977 is ignored.
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Some discussion of the potential is required. Zahel (1970, 1973, 1977, 1978)
always uses the second order potential, and concentrates on the Earth's M2 and K2 tides,
the definition of which is beyond the scope of this paper. Since the solar tides are negligible
at the distance of Titan, the tidal potential is greatly simplified. Additionally, I assume
that Titan has zero obliquity. This leaves the sectorial component of the second order
potential W2 (after Melchior, 1983)
W2 = (3/4) GMsat

I4 ((1 + e cos J)/(a(l -

where Msat is the mass of Saturn and

e2)))3 cos 2 <jJcos (2)' - 21

+ 2wt)

(C.13)

1 is the true anomaly

1 = tan- 1 (~sinE/(cosE -

e))

(C.14)

where E is the eccentric anomaly

nmot = E - esinE

(C.15)

using ot for the time step and n is the orbital mean motion of 4.5608 x 10- 6

S-l.

The second

order potential is known as W 2 in the Earth-tide literature. The sectorial component is
the diurnal-tide on Earth due to the Earth not being in synchronous rotation with the
Moon. The
J(>.

J(>.

and

J(.p

terms necessary for Eqs. C.1 and C.2 are

= l/(Rrcos<jJ)· OW2/0>' = C(1 + ecos J)3 cos <jJsin (2)' -

21 + 2wt)

(C.16)

+ 2wt)

(C.17)

and
J(",

= 1/ Rr . OW2/0<jJ = C(l

+ e cos J)3 cos <jJsin <jJcos (2)' -

21

respectively, and C = (-3/2) GMsatRr (a(l - e2))-3 has been introduced for convenience.

Model
Inputs
The numerical integration is done with a forward time step, doing the velocity components
first and then the depth, since ( requires a forward reference to

1.L

and v. It is important
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to note that the grid is undersampled in that though the points are spaced 2° apart, each
point only holds one value, either u, v, (, or nothing. Hence it might be more informative
to view the model as a grid with 4° spacing and points inside arranged on a 2° sub-grid.
4° on the equator of Titan is approximately 180 km. Figure la will help in visualizing this
arrangement. This has a constant distance between points in a north-south direction and
steadily reducing separation to the east and west as you approach the poles. Note that
though Zahel (1978) allows his depth to vary over the smaller sub-grid, I force the depth
over a 4° square to be uniform as a computational convenience. For a more complete
overview of the numerical scheme, see Zahel (1977, 1978), and for the detailed derivation
of the formula see Zahel (1970). The model I use differs from Zahel (1978) primarily
in that I neglect the tidal loading and the ocean self-attraction (Zahel's phase 1), and
use a uniform angular grid spacing all the way to the poles, with the poles themselves
being represented by single ( points. The uniform angular grid does oversample the polar
regions, but was algorithmically simpler than the variable angular spaced grid Zahel (1970)
used.
The ocean is initially set up with a uniform depth. Equations C.1 and C.2 are
applied over the entire grid and then Eq. C.3 is applied. This order is necessary since
the ( equation requires the forward time step of

'U

and v, while the equations for u and

v themselves require no such future information. The tide cycle is broken up into 40,000
steps, giving a time step of 15.945 days / 40000 = 0.0003986 days or 34.44 seconds. Such a
small time step is necessary for numerical stability (Zahel, 1970). This includes a margin
of safety since the steps are 25% smaller than strictly required for stability.
For a rough understanding of the time step, we can compare expected wave
travel speeds and the shortest distance between grid points. On the uniform angular grid,
the closest grid spacing occurs on the last v row 2° from the poles. See Fig. lb. The
longitudinal distance between adjacent v's is (4° /360°)· {27rRT sin 2°) or 6.3 km. Following
Lighthill (1978), it is obvious that we need to use the long-wave length formula for surface
gravity waves, since 6300 m is over 14 times the canonical 400 m depth (see below). The
long-wave gravity wave speed on a fluid of uniform depth d is
speed =

VYd.

(C.18)
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So for the canonical Titan model, this speed would be 23.2 m s-l. To travel 6.3 km would
require be 271 seconds, so this time is not the limiting factor for the time step. The
shallower models will not be more constraining, though the deeper models might. The
103 m deep ocean would have a speed of 36.7 m s-1 and a transit time of 171 seconds,
still not a problem.
One might also want to consider sound waves. The sound speed in the Titan
ocean is expected to be of order 1000 m- 1 (Zarnecki et al., 1992) which translates to a
transit time between points near the pole of approximately 6 seconds. Since the time step
is around 5 times this, pressure information can be treated as having been transmitted
instantaneously between grid points. Obviously the model does not attempt to handle
sound wave transmission.
Since the tidal potential is periodic, we expect the ocean to reach a steady-state
periodic condition. Therefore the integration is stopped when the startup transients have
died out and smooth periodicity is achieved. This occurs after about 15 to 20 tidal cycles
for the nominal 400 m deep ocean when the initial condition is an undisturbed global
ocean. In order to reduce the initial transients, all the other models started with the final
state of the 400 m deep ocean, modified as necessary to change the undisturbed depth
or land mass locations. Most other runs therefore only required 8 to 10 tidal cycles to
achieve periodicity. Some runs starting with an unperturbed ocean were done as checks,
but no differences were noticed in any of the parameters after the transients died down.
For mixedlandjocean models, the first order boundary conditions force the velocity normal to the coast to vanish. Second order viscosity terms require that the tangential
component of the velocity also vanish on the coast. Numerical integration of Eqs. C.1 C.3 depends only upon the external forces and the ocean geometry and so does not require any other a priori knowledge. The formulation here assures that the mass is exactly
conserved within the boundaries and that there is no energy flux across them. Therefore
it is sufficient to set the depth, u, v, and ( to zero to represent land. The current grid does
limit the resolution of the land areas to 4°, quite adequate since Titan's actual surface is
unknown. However, it might produce artifacts since it does not allow the coast lines to
move along only u and v points as Zahel (1970) would have them and as is required by
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the second order viscosity terms. The problem would be on the east and north sides of
land masses, where the coast cuts through ( points. The next version of the program will
not have this limitation. This issue will be avoided by the use of north-polar land masses
which only have southern coasts, except for a single model of an isolated land mass used
to illustrate the problem.
The coefficient of quadratic bottom friction r is an empirical parameter which
is very commonly used in fluid tide modeling. In their analytical model, Sagan and
Dermott (1982) used 0.002, which has a long history for friction with water as the fluid.
It originated in water flow experiments on an inclined plane by Jeffreys (1925) but has

been used for such purposes as tidal dissipation in the Jovian planets (Goldreich and
Soter, 1966). Empirical formula for r are available (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982) but
the complexities are beyond the scope of the current article and the reader is directed
elsewhere (cf. Sohl et at., 1994). Modern Earth ocean models use r = 0.003 and that is
the value adopted here, though future work will need to attempt to use a self-consistent
value depending on the model ocean used. Dissipation scales linearly in r for a given
fluid velocity, but since it is also in the flow velocity equations, it has a more complex
dependence in the numerical model.
The coefficient of horizontal turbulent viscosity Ah, also known as the coefficient
of eddy viscosity, is a numerical convention and is taken to be 5 x 105 m 2 s-l after
Zahel (1978). It has two purposes: model the dissipation in sub-grid scale turbulence
and dampen numerical instabilities in the integrations. There is no universal value for
this parameter (cf. Zahel, 1978; Gordeev et al., 1977; Semtner and Mintz, 1977) but the
general rule is to use a value as small as computationally feasible for the grid spacing
used and for the computer time available (Robinson et at., 1977). This parameter has not
been extensively explored, though the other common value of 107 m 2 s-l (Gordeev et al.,
1977) was found to cause instability. On the other hand, changing from 5 x 105 to 10 5
caused no significant variation.
The density a of the fluid in the ocean is as unknown as the composition of the
ocean, on which it depends. For this model I use a value of 650 kg m -3, which corresponds
to a pure ethane ocean. However, Titan's fluid reservoir should be a mixture primarily
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of methane, ethane, and nitrogen, with many other hydrocarbons as trace constituents.
The density of pure methane (450 kg m- 3 ) is one endpoint for the possible ocean density
with the above density as the other endpoint. Pure methane was used by Sagan and
Dermott (1982). Predictions of the density, based on the Voyager observations and by
the chemical models of Titan's atmosphere and its photochemical evolution, range from
605 to 645 kg m- 3 (Lorenz, 1992b), though the constraints are not very strict. Note
that ocean density only enters into the energy calculation of Eq. C.21 and it does so in
a linear fashion. Therefore the effects of other ocean densities in this model can be seen
by scaling the total bottom friction dissipation by the factor (new-density / 650 kg m- 3 ).
Changing the density to 450 kg m- 3 to compare directly with Sagan and Dermott (1982),
for example, would simply change the dissipation of the numerical model by a factor of
0.69.
The other parameters used in the model are more straightforward. The mass of
Saturn Msat is 5.688

X

1026 (Burns, 1986). Titan enters the equations in the rotation rate

w, the body radius RT, and the surface gravity g, which are taken to be the same as the

orbital mean motion n, 2575 km, and 1.35 m s-l, respectively (Burns, 1986).
The interior structure of Titan enters in the 12 parameter through the Love numbers h2 and k2, which are highly model dependent. For this work, I used a homogeneous
internal structure, with the average density Po of Titan and the elastic shear modulus J-l
of ice. This is very similar to the model used by Sagan and Dermott (1982). The issue
of other possible internal structures is discussed later and in Sohl et ai. (1994). This
gives (Hubbard, 1984)

+ 19J-l/(2gpoRT)) =

0.367

(C.19)

= (3/2)/{1 + 19J-l/(2gpoRT)) = 0.220

(C.20)

h2 = (5/2)/{1

and
k2

so

12

= 1 + k2 -

h2

= 0.853 with Po = 1881 kg m- 3 , J-l = 4 X 109 Pa,

(Burns, 1986). This compares with

12

and 9

= 1.35 m S-I,

= 0.69 used by Zahel (1978) for the Earth.

The depth parameter d, which is used to label the models, is the depth of the
undisturbed (spherical) ocean over the spherical solid Titan. Here this ranges from 100

111
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to 1 km, with 400 m taken as the canonical value. Four hundred meters is deep enough to
prevent 'bottoming out' - the appearance of dry ocean bottom areas - during the startup
transients of the model. Since the shallower model uses the final state of the 400 m model
as an initial state, the transients are small enough to avoid this problem. Plausible values
of the depth are discussed below.

E in the numerical model is calculated using

The dissipation

. (L

E

=

Ta

i,j

where

Ai,j

12 + v"2"13/2)

Ai)"
u"1,)"
,

(C.21)
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tidal period

is the area of the associated cell (Sundermann and Brosche, 1978). The overdot

(as in E) will be used throughout to indicate a time derivative. Note that this is linear
in a and that it is averaged over a tidal period. No other dissipation terms are separated
out, even though Zahel (1977) indicates that the bottom friction term only accounts for
around 10% of the total dissipation. The rest of the energy loss is presumably due to the
eddy viscosity term. Future work will present all energy loss mechanisms, but bottom
friction allows us to compare more directly with Sagan and Dermott (1982).

Results
I will discuss eight models here. All of them are based on the same numerical formula and
computer program but have a different liquid depth and a different distribution of land
masses. They can be broken up into two groups: four in the 'Uniform Smooth' group
which investigates the variation of mean ocean depth and four which have land masses.

Models without land.
The 'Uniform Smooth' group are the simplest and also match most closely the analytic
and other work to estimate tidal dissipation on Titan elsewhere in the literature (d. Sagan
and Dermott, 1982; Sohl et

at., 1994). There are no land masses or any other variation

from a smooth sphere. The depths 100, 400, 600, and 1000 m are used. 100 m was
chosen as the lower end of the range since it is the lowest reasonable estimate of the liquid
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layer on Titan if there is not a subsurface reservoir (Lunine, 1993). Since it is reasonable
to expect that Titan will have topography similar to that on Ganymede, we expect a
scale of approximately 1 km (Sagan and Dermott, 1982). Assuming that the high radar
reflectivity requires portions of Titan to be above the level of the ocean gives 1000 meters
as a weak upper limit to the liquid depth. 400 m was chosen as the canonical depth as a
compromise and in deference to the lower bound estimate of Sagan and Dermott (1982).
The additional depth of 600 m was added to help fill in the range, on the deep (lower
dissipation) side of the canonical value.
A numerical model like this one produces a vast amount of data. Figures 2
through 4 show the kind of output available from the program for the 'Uniform Smooth'
models with depths 400, 100, and 1000 m. All figures are for the time of peri center
passage. The 600 m model is not shown since it is fairly easy to interpolate between
the 400 and 1000 m models if necessary. It is important to examine the details of the
individual model results for the other models, however.
Starting with the canonical 400 m model, Fig. 2a shows that the ocean deforms
into approximately the expected hydrostatic prolate shape. However, careful examination
of the contours shows that the bulge is slightly twisted with the southern mid-latitudes
shifted to the east with respect to the equatorial bulge, and the north shifted west. This
can be understood as an effect of the coriolis forces. Note the linearity of the tidal nulls
in the contours.
The velocity components u and v are shown in Figs. 2b and 2c, respectively. The
eastward component u exhibits velocity peaks nearly coincident with the depth variation
peaks in Fig. 2a, but shifted slightly eastward. The velocity nulls are not linear. The
northward component

'/I

peaks in magnitude at approximately 45° latitude, just as ex-

pected for the growth of the tidal bulge at this point in the tidal cycle. Also note that
the magnitudes of u are about five times greater than those of v.
The minimal depth ocean model is shown in Fig. 3. The depth profile is very
close to that of the canonical model. In fact, the depth profiles of all the' Uniform Smooth'
models are very similar. The depth change graphs for all the models are plotted on the
same scale for comparison. The

'U

and v values changed to too great an extent to allow
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a single scale to be used. The 100 m model velocities, for example, show a large increase
from the 400 m model values. This is understandable when it is remembered that u and

v are vertically averaged values and so a shallower depth requires a larger velocity to
carry the same amount of mass to and from the bulge. Note that here the peaks in the
northward velocity component magnitude are nearly as large as those for the eastward
component.
The 1000 m model exhibits nearly the same characteristics as the canonical 400
m model does, with the expected reduced velocities due to the increased fluid thickness.
Two special cases of the 'Uniform Smooth' class models were also generated in
order to investigate the relative contribution of the radial and libration tides. Two 400
m mean depth models were constructed which had only the radial or the libration tidal
component active. The idea of breaking the tidal potential into a component which is
solely due to the opticallibration and a component which is solely due to the changing
separation s between Titan and Saturn comes from a desire to check the analytic model
of Sagan and Dermott (1982) which used just the change in s to estimate the fluid flow
velocities.
The results of having only the radial component is shown in Fig. 5. This model
is constructed by replacing the cos (2)' - 21 - 2wt) term in the potential (Eq. C.13) with
cos (2)'), and the same replacement in the
setting

1=

1(>.

and

1(</1

equations. This can be viewed as

wt. Of most interest here is the greatly reduced amplitude of the eastward

velocity component shown in Fig. 5b which will result in a much lower bottom friction
energy dissipation rate. I obtain from the figure a flow speed of around 0.06 m s-l. Sagan
and Dermott (1982) estimated the overage tidal flow due to the radial tide as

(C.22)
and estimated h as 100 m. Equation C.22 gives a velocity of 0.03 m s-l, quite acceptable
considering the inaccuracy of my estimate and the fact that the velocity is probably less
away from pericenter.
The model with the libration tide only is constructed by realizing that the
((1 + ecosf)/(a(l- e2)))3 term in Eq. C.13 is actually 1/(8)3. The time average is
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(Danby, 1989)
(C.23)

written in a form to facilitate substitution into Eqs. C.16 and C.17. The results are
shown in Fig. 6. Again the most significant change is in the eastward component of the
velocity. In this case the peaks of the velocity field are much wider than in the canonical
full potential case.
The shape of the ocean surface has not changed appreciably for either partial
tidal component model, which is the expected result. The amplitude of the libration tide
is somewhat reduced, which is consistent with the inverse cube dependence on separation
of bodies in tidal problems. Remember that the figures are all at pericenter, but the
lib ration only tide treats pericenter as the same separation as any other point in the
orbit.

Models with land.
Sagan and Dermott (1982) argued by analogy with Earth that large land masses arranged
so as to prevent the easy east-west tidal flow would produce a low quality factor Q, which
means a large dissipation. One of the primary advantages of a numerical model is the
ability to add land masses and observe the effect. But what landmass should be added?
We have no direct information as to what the land on Titan may look like, if it exists
at all. As observational data does become available, the model can be adapted easily,
until then, an educated guess is needed. All models will use a liquid depth of 400 m, for
comparison with the canonical model.
One such model assumes a hemisphere of land and a hemisphere of ocean of
uniform depth. Lemmon et at. (1992) explained their IR observations as having Titan's
leading hemisphere being brighter than the trailing hemisphere. If the brightness difference is due to one of them being land and the other ocean, then the bright area would be
land. Their model has the dark hemisphere tilted toward Saturn by 30°, that is centered
on 60° longitude in their coordinate system. Unfortunately, limitations in the current
program do not allow such a model.
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North-polar land masses, having only southern coasts, are modeled appropriately
m the current program. Therefore, three such models were constructed.
0

0

Polar land

0

stretching to 60 N, 0 , and 60 S was used, and are referred to as Polar Land, Hemisphere,
and Polar Ocean, respectively. The Hemisphere model is shown in Fig. 7. All were very
close to being simply the smooth case with the appropriate northern areas removed. This
is not surprising since the majority of the tidal current is east-west and therefore the land
has a minimal influence on the flow. Due to the assumption of zero obliquity for Titan,
the results are equally valid for northern and southern land masses.
What about a smaller land mass? Even though the current program does not
allow stable modeling of such a case, it is still instructive. A land mass 90 0 by 90 0 or 4000
km by 4000 km, which would not be square on the spherical Titan, was centered near the
equator and placed between 1200 E and 210 0 E. This places it on the anti-Saturn point,
shifted somewhat toward the trailing side, a placement which is entirely arbitrary. See Fig.
Sa. Much more interesting are the flow velocities shown in Figs. Sb and Sc. The northsouth asymmetry in the eastward velocity is probably due to the slight misplacement of
the land mass to the south forced by the grid, and the inherent problem of only allowing
the most southward point to be a v point and the most northward point to be a

'U

point.

Examination of Fig. 1 might be useful in visualizing this. Part of the velocity increase is
probably the result of the assumed uniform ocean depth and the resulting unrealisticly
steep shores. At any rate, this model does seem to say that the introduction of a land
mass does increase (and complicate) the fluid flow, though more details will have to await
appropriate modeling.

Dissipation
Dissipation in the numerical model.
Dissipation is actually the easiest item to talk about since it can be boiled down to
a single value for each model using Eq. C.2l.

A general feel for the distribution of

energy dissipation in any given model can be gained by examining the velocity plots.
Remembering Eq. C.21, one merely has to imagine t.he cube of the displayed velocity
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and that can be thought of as one component of the bottom friction dissipation. The
dissipation for all the numerical models is shown in Table I.
Notice that as expected dissipation increases with decreasing depth. This is
understood simply by noting that bottom friction dissipation increases with the square
of the velocity and a higher velocity is required to move the same amount of material
through a thinner layer of liquid.
Perhaps the most interesting portion of the table is the Radial Only and Libration
Only lines. These can be used to get an idea of the relative contribution of each component
to the total dissipation in the 400 m model. The libration tide produces about 50% of
the total dissipation. The radial tide, on the other hand, produces only about 20% of the
400 m model. That leaves around 30% as the result of the interaction of the two fluid
flow fields.
The addition of an isolated land mass to the 400 m model seems to increase
the dissipation by approximately three orders of magnitude. However, this is likely to
be an artifact of the current program. U nsurprisingly, the effect of an axially symmetric
land mass seems to be dominated by the reduced area of the ocean. This is unsurprising
since the majority of the dissipation corresponds to the east-west libration tide and these
models do not provide obstacles to such flow.
There is much interest in the idea of a shallow ocean with small land masses
above the surface. Unfortunately, it is not possible for the current model to investigate
this case. For land masses with small areal extent which have been on Titan's surface for a
very long time, one would expect that sides would have been eroded by tidal currents, and
would therefore have a minimal effect on the dissipation. They would still influence the
tidal flow through restricting the volume. If resonances are ignored, the effect is probably
very similar to lowering the depth by an amount which represents the amount of ocean
volume removed. This ignores the fact that the area over which the fluid flows is also
reduced by the same amount, but for small, isolated land masses, that can be though of
as the correction for the irregularity of the flow. For example, if I scatter 20 small pylons
randomly over the surface of Titan, each with an area of 1% of Titan, the effect would be
similar to reducing the depth 20%. The corresponding dissipation would increase from

E
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by

b.E = -E· 3 (b.djd)

(C.24)

where the negative sign indicates that a decrease in effective depth results in an increase
in the dissipation. This assumes that the energy is proportional to d- 3 , which is discussed
below. Note that in general, the calculation should include the effects of shallows near the
land masses and the position in the fluid flow so that land near the regions of higher flow
(say near the equator) will influence the dissipation more than land near the regions of low
flow, such as the poles. This method will be checked against actual land configurations
when the appropriate computer model becomes available.

Analytic model of the dissipation.
How does this compare to the tidal dissipation estimate of Sagan and Dermott (1982)?
They used a dissipation which can be written
(C.25)
with an equilibrium tide height h

= 100 m (Sagan and Dermott, 1982). For reference,

model tide height at pericenter is closer to 70 m, as seen in part a of several of the figures.
Note that Eq. C.25 is linear in

(J

just like Eq. C.21. With the values used in the numerical

models the analytic dissipation boils down to
(C.26)
A comparison between this and the 'Uniform Smooth' models is shown in Table II and
Fig. 9.
The analytic model is based on a tidal formula from Goldreich and Soter (1966)
using only bottom friction. It was modified to use an approximation of the flow velocity
due only to the radial component of the tide. It is therefore most comparable with the
Radial Only tide. It also ignores coriolis effects, which are included in the numerical
models. One is not surprised, therefore, that it underestimates the radial contribution
slightly and is below the full tide by approximately a factor of six. A six times greater
dissipation implies, for the same conditions as given by Sagan and Dermott (1982), an
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increase in their minimum depth for preservation of the current eccentricity of 61/ 3 or 1.8
times 400 m or about 700 m.
The functional form of Eq. C.26, however, does seem to generally hold for the
numerical models. Therefore, it can be used as a quick first approximation to the expected dissipation on a smooth spherical Titan. To one significant figure, the appropriate
constant would be 2 x 10 18 , derived by fitting the numerical results in Table II. However,
examination of Fig. 9 shows that the dependence of the numerical dissipation is slightly
stronger than d- 3 .

Dissipation in the interior
Interior dissipation is a significant issue. For comparison to the ocean models, I will use the
interior models from (Sohl et at., 1994). They used three complex, differentiated models
of the interior to calculate dissipation. Theil' simple homogeneous ice/rock model has an
interior dissipation of 3.3 x 1010 W. Theil' analysis of Stevenson's (1992) volatile-pool' and
volatile-rich models give 8.6 x 109 Wand 5.1 x 10 10 W, respectively.

Shape
All the work here assumes that Titan is an unrelaxed sphere. This is computationally
the simplest assumption, but is not very realistic. However, we currently lack definitive
data to determine the shape of Titan. Radar observations by Muhleman et at. (1990,
1992) indicate that Titan may be rotating asynchronously and Sears et at. (1993) showed
that this is theoretically possible if Titan is very close to axially symmetric (see also
Zharkov and Leont'ev, 1989). Such a nonsynchronous rotation, which has a relative rate
of rotation of approximately 20 years, would lead to a time average potential which would
result in an oblate spheroid. On the other hand, IR observations in methane windows
(Griffith, 1993) are consistent with what we expect by analogy to other large satellites in
the solar system: synchronous rotation, though nonsynchronous rotation can not yet be
ruled out. In the case of synchroneity, the time averaged potential would induce Titan to
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hydrostatically relax to a prolate form. Incidentally, such a prolate shape, once formed,
would lock Titan into synchronous rotation.
The problem of equilibrium figures of synchronous (Zharkov et at., 1985) and
nonsynchronous (Zharkov and Leont'ev, 1989) rotation has been addressed for the case
of a circular orbit. However, one of the things that makes Titan so interesting is that its
orbit is significantly elliptical. How applicable are these solutions for Titan? Ignoring for
the moment the problem of taking libration into account, the solutions are proportional to
1/83 . The time average value of 1/8 3 is not 1/a 3 but that seen in Eq. C.23, ie. 1.0013/a3 .
So, assuming that the libration, which is only about ±3°, has an effect no larger than
this, the shapes derived using an elliptical orbit would be within a few tenths of a percent
of the shapes derived by Zharkov et at. (1985) and Zharkov and Leont'ev (1989). Solving
the problem for the full elliptical case is therefore not worth the effort for Titan since the
uncertainties due to the interior are much larger than this.
Since I have assumed that Titan is an unrelaxed sphere, how far off are the
model ocean depths? Shape depends not only on the time averaged potential but also
the rotation rate and the interior structure of the body. With this much uncertainty, all
that can be gained is an appreciation of the problem. The interior structure of Titan
is difficult to model a priori, and is an important part of any calculation of the shape.
Even the amount of differentiation is unknown at this time and makes a large amount of
difference in the Love numbers (cf. Stevenson, 1992 and Sohl et at., 1994). Using Zharkov

et at. (1985)'s synchronous Titan models, the long semi-axis would be around 350 to 500
m longer than the shortest (polar) semi-axis and the intermediate semi-axis would be only
80 to 120 m longer than the polar semi-axis. Since these numbers are of the same order
as some of the undisturbed ocean depths used here, there could be a significant effect on
the calculated currents and, especially, the energy dissipations. The problem should not
be as critical in the case of nonsynchronous rotation since the equatorial radius would be
less than this, but would depend on the actual rotation rate. Future v,rork on ocean tide
dissipation will take the assumed hydrostatically relaxed shape of Titan into account.
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Orbital Evolution
How does the tidal dissipation affect the orbit? This energy loss must come from the
orbit of Titan, assuming synchronous rotation. Peale (1986) relates the energy loss to the
change in the orbital semimajor axis a
(C.27)
where MT is the mass of Titan, 1.346 x 1023 kg, and I have adjusted for the fact that I
use a positive

E to represent energy loss.

Now using the fact that the angular momentum

!vJrJGMsata (1 - e2 ) is conserved, we can relate the change in a to the change in e

(C.28)
allowing us to relate

e to the energy dissipation
(C.29)

It should be noted that the statement that orbital angular momentum is con-

served is valid to the extent that Titan's angular momentum is either constant or has
a negligible change. Since synchronous rotation is assumed, energy changes will result
in changes in Titan's rotation rate through changes in the mean motion. The angular
momentum of the orbit is Lorbit = !vJrJGIVIsat a(l - e2 ) while the angular momentum
of Titan is approximately LT = 2/5111T~n. Inserting numbers for the current epoch
results in L 01'bit = 9.16 x 1035 and LT = 1.63 X 10 30 (MKS), or a ratio of over five hundred
thousand. If one were to hold a constant and somehow transfer all the angular momentum
in Titan's rotation into the orbit, no noticeable change in e would result. Therefore, the
angular momentum of Titan is negligible and can safely be ignored.
It is instructive to evolve Titan's orbit backwards using above equations, but

this requires knowledge of the dependency of

E on

e and a. Assuming that the energy

dissipation is constant with respect to e and a is the simplest, and least accurate, method.
Still it will allow us a first pass at understanding Titan's orbital evolution. Starting with
a, Eq. C.27 produces

(C.30)
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where

0

indicates the current value of the variable and time t increases into the past.

A similar approach could be used for e, but it is much more straightforward to use
Eq. C.30 and the conservation of angular momentum again. Simply substituting into
a (1 - e2 ) = ao (1 - e5) and rearranging produces

e= Je5 + 2ao (1 - e5) / (GlvIsatlvlr)' Et

(C.31)

the desired equation.
In reality,

E is in fact dependent on both a and e, so the above is a poor assump-

tion even if Titan's dissipation function did not change in the past. For the interior tidal
dissipation (Segatz et ai., 1988)
(C.32)
where G is the gravitational constant. Since it is expected that the Q of the interior is
not dependent on the eccentricity, this gives
rate at

E a dependence of e2 •

Setting the dissipation

E· e2 / e5, ignoring the dependency of E on 0, and using the conservation of angular

momentum to eliminate a in Eq. C.29, integration produces
ao (1 - e5) .)

e = eo exp ( GM AI- 2Et
/ sal/reO

(C.33)

an exponential growth of the eccentricity as one goes back in time. The corresponding
relationship for a is
a=

aD
(
--2

2

1 - eo exp

1 - eo

(

2ao (1 - e5) . ))
GAl ~f. 2Et
/ sati reo

(C.34)

However, dependency of E for ocean dissipation is expected to be e3 (Sagan and Dermott,
1982; Sohl et

at., 1994). One way to look at this is to think of the Q for an ocean as

having a linear dependency on e (see Sohl et at., 1994). Using the same logic as above
produces
e=

2

)-1

(C.35)

?) -2)

(C.36)

ao (1 - eo) E'
1
3 t+GlvIsatMreo
eo

(

and the corresponding
ao
a=-1 - efi

1
(Lo (1 - eii) E'
-t
eo
G MsatiHre~ ,

( (
1-
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for the e3 dependency case.
Using these equations and the dissipations from Table I we can project the orbit
back into the past. A useful constraint is requiring Titan to remain inside the orbit of
the next Saturnian satellite out, Hyperion, over the age of the solar system. Hyperion's
semi-major axis is 1.21 times as large as Titan's, so any evolution which would cause a to
go beyond that point can be classified as not being consistent with this constraint, though
the resonance between Titan and Hyperion may influence this. However, examination of
the behavior of the above equations indicates that this never happens until well after e
goes beyond 0.21, which would cause the orbits to cross even if a has not changed. In fact,
a

does not change appreciably until after e = 0.1, which helps justify the above ignoring

of the a dependency of E. Therefore, the eccentricity is a much stronger limitation.
The possible past history of Titan's eccentricity is shown in Fig. 10 for the
various numerical models presented here. One might conclude from this that dissipation
rates greater than values somewhat less than the 400 m model would have required Titan
to have an unreasonable initial eccentricity.
A more compact way to use the eccentricity as a limit on dissipation is to find the
maximum dissipation which would allow Titan's original eccentricity to have been at or
below 0.1. For the case of dissipation independent of e, that is 1.6 x 1011 W. For the solid
body/interior dissipation (e 2 ) case, it is 3.1
for ocean tides it is 1.8

X

X

lO lD Wand for the e3 dependency expected

lO lD W. Using the ocean tide limit, only the models deeper

than 400 m are allowed, though the hemisphere model is also barely consistent. Using
the quick approximation for dissipation mentioned above (Eq. C.26 using the constant of
proportionality for the numerical models) gives a minimum depth of a little more than
450 m. This is lower than the corresponding estimate using the method in Sagan and
Dermott (1982), probably because of differences in details.
Notice that the solid body dissipation rates mentioned previously are generally
inconsistent with the e2 constraint, regardless of the fluid dissipation. Only Stevenson's
(1992) volatile-poor model has dissipation less than 3.1 x lO lD W. Therefore the only
reasonable interior model consistent with the tidal constraints is the volatile-poor one.
Please see Sohl et al. (1994) for a more complete discussion of this issue. Since dissipation
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is additive, the solid body dissipation of that model should be added to each of the
ocean models before comparing with the
e3

E constraints,

though once this is done, the

dependency is no longer strictly valid. Removing the 8.6 x 109 W from the limits,

produces new limits of 1.5 x lOll W, 2.2

X

lO lD W, and 9.4 x 109 W for the

2

eO, e ,

and c3

cases, respectively. Using the latter of these limits eliminates even the the hemispherical
model. Again using the quick approximation produces a limit for the depth of more than
600 m. This value might be a better limit since I have ignored ocean loading tides on the
solid body which are of order 109 W (Sohl et al., 1994).
As a side note, the effects on Titan's orbit of tides raised by Titan on Saturn are
negligible. Using Goldreich (1963), the time rate of change of eccentricity is

e=

(e)p

+ (e)s

(C.37)

where the P subscript is for tides on the primary, in this case Saturn, and the S subscript
is for tides on the satellite, in this case Titan, so (e)s is giving in Eq. C.29. Using the
Goldreich and Soter (1966) formulation for the tides on the primary with my notation
results in
(C.38)

where I use the fact that Saturn's elastic modulus is approximately zero. Note that this
formula is for the case of a slower than synchronous orbit, so that eccentricity tends
to increase. Using Qsat = 10 4 (Goldreich and Soter, 1966) and the Saturnian radius
6.033 X 10 7 kg (Burns, 1986) gives a rate of 9.88 x 10- 34 s-1 or total change of
1.4 x 10- 16 over the age of the solar system. This ignores the change in e, but that is not

Rsat =

worth worrying about in this case since it is negligible compared to the effects of the tide
on Titan for any reasonable model of Titan.
For completeness, I also consider the effects of tides on Saturn on the semi-major
a..xis. Again following Goldreich and Soter (1966), we have
(C.39)
for the planetary contribution to the change of a. Substituting values results in a rate
of 1.74 x 10- 21 m S-1 or only 0.2 nUll over the age of the solar system, a negligible
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contribution. These small changes in a and e indicate that the angular momentum change
in Titan's orbit due to tides raised on Saturn by Titan is also negligible.

Discussion
It can be seen that the current free eccentricity of Titan does provide some useful con-

straints on surface and interior models, assuming that the eccentricity is primordial. A
surface ocean, if it exists, must be greater than 500 m in depth, ignoring the influence of
land masses. This is a stronger limit than the one given by Sagan and Dermott (1982).
The influence of reasonable land masses will probably increase this limit, though the details will have to await better modeling. The aquifer ocean suggested by Stevenson (1992)
is another possibility that must be investigated more thoroughly. The only reasonable interior model consistent with the dissipation constraints is the volatile-poor one analyzed
by Sohl et al. (1994), though there are still some reservations about accepting this model

as the correct one. We should also remember that the chemical models say that there
must be a liquid reservoir of some sort, and the radar, radiometric, and IR observations
insist that the surface is heterogeneous.
All this leads to realization that the assumption of a primordial origin of Titan's
eccentricity and ocean needs to be re-examined. Though there are models which are
consistent with the eccentricity constraint, there are other, entirely reasonable models
which are not. If we allow that Titan is currently in a special epoch, then all the models
are consistent with the current data. Of note is that a liquid reservoir is no longer required,
though the solid body dissipation is still significant.
This leads to a list of items which still need to be investigated regarding Titan's
tidal dissipation and free eccentricity: numerical models with unconstrained land mass
configurations, an aquifer reservoir for methane and ethane, a prolate Titan, improved
values of the ocean parameters, and a recent origin for Titan's eccentricity. If the Cassini
mission can provide constraints on Titan's current tidal state, than the issue of a recent
origin of the eccentricity can likely be resolved.
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TABLES
Table I: Tidal energy dissipation for various numerical model oceans on Titan. See
text for an explanation of the models.
Ocean Depth Dissipation
Model
(m) (W)
Uniform Smooth
100 2.5 X 10 12
400 3.2 X 10 10
600 8.8 X 109
1000 1.7 X 109
Radial Only
400 6.6 X 109
Libration Only
400 1.6 X 10 10
Hemisphere
400 1.7 X 1010
Polar Land
400 3.2 X 1010
Polar Ocean
400 2.2 X 104
Small Land
400 1.9 X 10 13

Table II: A comparison of the numerical and analytic tidal energy dissipation models. Analytic Success indicates how close the analytic model is to the numerical
result. A score of 20 indicates that the analytic model estimated only 20% of the
numerical value. The analytic model only includes the radial tide.
Ocean Depth
(m)
100
400
Radial Only
600
1000

Numeric Model
Dissipation (W)
2.5 x 10 12
3.2 x 10 10
6.6 x 109
8.8 X 109
1.7 x 10 9

Analytic Model
Dissipation (W)
3.5 X lOll
5.3 X 10 9
5.3 X 109
1.6 X 109
3.5 X 10 8

Analytic Success
(%)
14
17
80
18
20
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. a) Angular point grid showing the placement of the individual data points and the
relation between the main 4° grid and the 2° sub-grid. The black square indicates
smallest area which can have its mean depth changed, or equivalently, the smallest
unit which can be either land or ocean. Z represents (. Nand E show the directions North and East, respectively. b) Schematic angular point grid showing the
placement of the individual data points at and near the north pole. Note that the
north pole and all immediately adjacent v points must have the same mean depth,
while the south pole does not have this limitation.
2. a) The ocean depth change from spherical (() at pericenter for the canonical model.
This is essentially the expected hydrostatic shape. Depth contours are spaced every
20 m. Note the linearity of the tidal nulls. The sub-Saturn point is at 0° ,0° and the
anti-Saturn point at 180° ,0°.

b) The eastward component of the ocean velocity

(u). Note that the highest velocities in this component are nearly coincident with

the largest depth variations but are slightly displaced to the east causing a curve
in the velocity nulls. Velocity contours are spaced every 0.05 m s-l.

c) The

northward component of the ocean velocity (v). Note that the highest velocities in
this component are at 45° latitude. Velocity contours are spaced every 0.01 m S-l.
3. a) The ocean depth change from spherical (() at pericenter for the minimal depth
model. Depth contours are spaced every 20 m. Note the tidal nulls are not as linear
as for the canonical model.

b) The eastward component of the ocean velocity

(u). The peaks in this component are much larger and wider East-West as than

the corresponding peaks in the canonical model. Velocity contours are spaced every
0.20 m S-l.

c) The northward component of the ocean velocity (v). This has the

same form as the 400 m model except for a greatly increased magnitude. Velocity
contours are spaced every 0.10 m S-l.
4. a) The ocean depth change from spherical (() at pericenter for the deepest model
examined. This is almost exactly the same as the canonical model. Depth contours
are spaced every 20 m.

b) The eastward component of the ocean velocity (u).
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Other than the magnitude, it is hard to see any difference between this and the
canonical model. Velocity contours are spaced every 0.02 m s-l.

c) The north-

ward component of the ocean velocity (v). This has the same form as the 400 m
model except for a greatly decreased magnitude. Velocity contours are spaced every
0.0025 m

S-1

or 0.25 cm s-l.

5. a) The ocean depth change from spherical (() at pericenter for the 400 m model
including only the Radial component of the tidal potential. This is indistinguishable
from the canonical model. Depth contours are spaced every 20 m. b) The eastward
component of the ocean velocity (u). This is very different from the canonical model
as the only flow required here is to change the size of the bulge, not move it from
place to place. Velocity contours are spaced every 0.02 m s-1.

c) The northward

component of the ocean velocity (v). This is the same as the canonical model except
for a slight increase in magnitude. Velocity contours are spaced every 0.01 m s-1.
6. a) The ocean depth change from spherical (() at pericenter for the 400 m model
including only the Libration component of the tidal potential. This is the only
'Uniform Smooth' model which differs significantly from the canonical model. It
has a slightly lower amplitude of surface displacement. Depth contours are spaced
every 20 m.

b) The eastward component of the ocean velocity (u). This is most

closely resembles the eastward flow in the minimal 100 m model, though naturally
at a reduced amplitude. Velocity contours are spaced every 0.02 m

S-I.

c) The

northward component of the ocean velocity (v). It is interesting to note that this
is even larger than the corresponding component in the canonical model. Velocity
contours are spaced every 0.01 m s-l.
7. a) The ocean depth change from spherical (() at pericenter for a model with 400 m
southern hemispherical ocean. Note that there is very little variation from simply
cutting Fig. 2a at the equator. Depth contours are spaced every 20 m.

b) The

eastward component of the ocean velocity (u). Velocity contours are spaced every
0.05 m s-l.

c) The northward component of the ocean velocity (v). This again

has a large increase in flow velocity in the northern straights. Velocity contours
are spaced every 0.01 m s-l. This figure shows that the model handles a southern
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coast correctly.
8. a) The ocean depth change from spherical () at pericenter for the small land mass
model. The land mass is approximately 90° by 90° or about 4000 km by 4000 km
and in centered near 0° N, 165°. Note the loss of ocean volume being reflected in
the average depth change being less than zero. Depth contours are spaced every 20
m.

b) The eastward component of the ocean velocity (u). Note the north-south

asymmetry in the flow. This is perhaps due to the slight offset of the land mass to
the south and the inherent asymmetry of the model, which only allows the ocean
end north of a u point and south of a v point. Velocity contours are spaced every
0.1 m s-l.

c) The northward component of the ocean velocity (v). This again

has a large increase in flow velocity in the northern straights. Velocity contours
are spaced every 0.01 m S-l. This figure demonstrates the unrealistic nature of the
model when northern and eastern coasts are included. See Text.
9. Dissipation as a function of ethane ocean depth for the numerical and analytic
models. See Table II for the values.
10. Projected eccentricity for Titan in the past required by the various dissipation rates
for each of the numerical ocean models. Note the unrealistic result of the 100 m
ocean model on the left side of the figure.
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APPENDIX D

TIDAL DISSIPATION ON TITAN

Following is a preprint of the manuscript 'Tidal Dissipation on Titan' which has been
submitted for publication in the journal Icarus. It has been slightly reformatted in
order to fit the requirements for this dissertation, the most obvious change being
the 'C.' added to the equation numbers.
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Abstract
Tidal dissipation may constrain the nature of the surface and interior of Titan.
We calculate complex Love numbers and mass load coefficients for volatile-rich
and volatile-poor models of Titan's interior, and compute the corresponding
tidal dissipation. Additionally, we consider dissipation in possible liquid hydrocarbon on the surface and present a new analytical model of dissipation
in a global ocean which compares very well with numerical simulations. We
compare these dissipations with those required to damp Titan's eccentricity
over geologic time. We find that our volatile-rich interior model and/or shallow (j500m) or sludgy oceans are inconsistent with a primordial origin of the
eccentricity. This suggests Titan's interior may be rigid (depleted in volatiles,
or cooler than our model) and that there is no global ocean: alternatively, the
eccentricity may have a more recent origin.

Introduction
Tidal dissipation on Titan has been a matter of interest for some time: before the Voyager encounter with Titan, the orbital eccentricity of the satellite had been noted, and
was difficult to explain in the presence of dissipation in its icy body. The issue became
considerably more complicated when it was realized that there could be extensive bodies of liquid on the surface. Sagan and Dermott (1982) computed dissipations in global
methane oceans, and found that tidal dissipation should have damped the eccentricity to
a small value over the age of the solar system, unless the oceans were either not present,
or were deeper than 400m. This conclusion was compatible with early observations and
photochemical models of Titan's atmosphere, but more recent modelling, and radar and
infrared study of Titan's surface argue against a deep global ocean.
An additional complication has come to light in recent years. Radar measurements by Muhleman et at. (1992), tracking a radar 'bright spot' on Titan's disk, suggest
that the rotation of Titan is not quite synchronous, but has a period of 15.911 days, or
0.82 hours shorter than the orbital period. Sears et at. (1993) have since shown that such
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a supersynchronous rotation is stable, due to the eccentricity of the orbit, if Titan has
no significant tidal bulge. Such a bulge big enough to capture Titan into synchronous
rotation could be, for example, a 'slab' 1 km thick and 100 km across, or, similarly, a
'continent' 100 m thick and 350 km across (Greenberg and Weidenschilling, 1984; Sears

et ai., 1993). On the other hand, observations of Titan in the IR methane windows show
light curve variations which are consistent with synchronous rotation (Griffith, 1993) and
the latest IR data from Lemmon et ai. (1994) constrains rotation to be within 0.6 hours
of synchronous, or within about 0.15 hours of synchronous if they add in older published
IR observations.
The question of Titan's rotation is an interesting one, but is beyond the scope of
this paper. Here we confine ourselves to considering the eccentricity of Titan's orbit, which
is beyond question, and attempt to reconcile this eccentricity with the tidal dissipation
in Titan's interior and in any oceans that may lie on its surface. We compute the tidal
dissipation in Titan's interior, using what we hope are plausible physical models. Although
observational evidence cited above is inconsistent with a global ocean, for the purpose of
computing dissipation in liquids due to bottom friction, we do assume the oceans are
global.
The rate of change of orbital energy due to tidal dissipation is compared with
the heat flow due to radioisotope decay in Titan's core, and with that required to damp
the orbital eccentricity from reasonable values over the age of the solar system. The
corresponding implications for crustal heat flow and for the origin of Titan's eccentricity
are discussed.

Tidal Environment on Titan
Titan orbits Sa,turn at a mean distance of 1.22 million kilometers, with an orbital period
of 15.945 days.

The orbit, however, has a marked eccentricity e = 0.029. This has

two effects. First, the sub-Saturn point on Titan oscillates in longitude (Le. there is a
geometrical libration). Second, as the Titan-Saturn distance changes, the magnitude of
the tidal potential varies by a factor of 3e, or 9%. The parameters of the system are
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summarized in Table I.
The movement of the sub-Saturn point, and hence the tidal potential field attached thereto, may be calculated as follows. The inertial direction of Saturn from Titan
is obtained by integrating the following equation for rate of change of true anomaly v:
GMs
-3-(1

Ii =

P

+ e cos v)2

(D.1)

where G !vIs is the gravitational constant times the mass of Saturn, G f!.1s = 3.79 X 1016 m 3
s-2, P = a(l- e2 ) is the semi-latus rectum of the orbit, and a is the semi-major axis. The
direction of Saturn relative to a fixed point on Titan's equator is simply the difference
between v and the longitude of the point >'p at periapsis passage, viz.

>.

= v -w· t -

>'p

(D.2)

where w is the rotation rate of Titan.
This movement of the sub-Saturn point is is shown in Fig. 1 for the synchronous
and nonsynchronous cases. For the non synchronous case there is a drift of one rotation
approximately every 20 years superimposed on the libration. Hereafter, we will assume
synchronous rotation. The maximum angular speed of the sub-Saturn point is approximately

J- -

2 3)

G1Hs (2 e+ -e
5 + 3e
a3
2

or 1.58 x 10- 5 degrees per second, equivalent to a speed of 0.7 m s-l at the equator. This
was obtained by differentiation of the equation of the center in Danby (1989).
The tidal acceleration f3 at a point on Titan's surface is given by

f3 =

3GNIsRT.
( 8)
S111 2,,.3

(D.3)

where 8 is the angle between the point under consideration and the sub-Saturn point. If
instantaneous zero longitude is defined as that of the sub-Saturn point, then cos(8) =
cos r cos >., where

r

is the latitude of the point. The variation in magnitude of the tide

throughout the orbit manifests itself in the

',. -

".3

term in Eq. D.3 with,. given by

]J

---.::--

- 1 + ecosv'

(DA)
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The libration is manifested by motion of the sub-Saturn point over the surface during
the orbit. To a first approximation, the resulting difference between Titan's principal
equatorial and polar radii upon tidal and rotational forcing can reach up to 509 m in
the limit of homogeneous density, provided that Titan is near hydrostatic equilibrium
(Zharkov et al., 1985).
More formally the external tidal disturbance potential

~e

acting on Titan can

be represented in terms of an infinite sum of zonal spherical harmonics according to

~e =

G!vIs
a

f: (R)I
1=2

P?(cos8)

(D.5)

a

where R is radial distance from Titan's center of mass and !vIs is the mass of Saturn. Upon
converting coordinates from spherical to Keplerian elements, Kaula (1966) gave a general
development of Eq. D.5 which includes the effects of orbital inclination and eccentricity
as well as the satellite's rotation. Since the length of Titan's semi-major axis is several
orders of magnitude larger than Titan's surface radius, the most important perturbation
is expected to arise from the the term of lowest order in

Ria,

which is the first term

of Eq. D.5. A convenient representation of such an external tidal disturbance potential
has been given recently by Segatz et al. (1988) for a synchronously rotating satellite in
a zero inclination orbit of low, but non-zero, eccentricity. Our model Titan fits these
assumptions as well so Eq. D.5 can be replaced by

~e :::= ~2 = (nRT )2e (3Pg(cos 0) cosnt + 2P~(cos 0) cos ¢sinnt)

(D.G)

where 0 is the colatitude, e is orbital eccentricity, and t is time. Note that colatitude and
longitude are measured relative to the average sub-Saturnian point (for 0) and Titan's
trailing orbit tangent (for ¢) which causes the 0 = 0 "pole" to lie in the orbit plane.
This is different than the system used in Eqs. D.l through D.4, which places the pole on
the rotation axis. The first term in Eq. D.6 then represents the radial tide due to the
varying distance of Saturn, and the second term accounts for the libration component of
the tide. The resulting tidal bulge can be viewed as circling Titan with angular velocity

17,/2 and with amplitude ranging from 1.5(nRT )2e to 3.2(nRT )2e at its equator (Segatz
et al., 1988). Figure 2a shows the motion of the equatorial bulge over time. Notice that

we are using only the time variable portions of the potential and ignoring the time average
component, since only the time varying portions can produce dissipation.
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In order to gain a more precise estimate of the average size of the tidal bulge
implied by Eq. D.6, it is useful to rewrite it as
<1>e

~ <1>2 =

(nRr)2e

((~ + %cos¢) cos(2B -

nt)

+ (~- %cos¢) cos(2B + nt) + ~ cosnt)
(D.7)

The first term on the right hand side is the primary eastward moving component, the
second is a much smaller westward moving component, and the final term is a motionless
time varying component. Figure 2b will help to visualize these moving components. From
Eq. D.7 it is obvious where Segatz et ai. (1988) obtain the angular velocity of the potential
- it is simply the velocity of the primary component.
There are three direct effects and one indirect effect of this time varying tidal
potential. First the solid body of Titan responds to the potential. Second, liquids on the
surface similarly respond to attain nearly hydrostatic equilibrium with the potential field.
This introduces the indirect effect, namely that of loading tides: the solid body of Titan
in turn responds to the loading of the shifting weight of liquids on the surface.
The third direct effect is the response of the atmosphere to the tidal potential
(Lorenz, 1992a). This may lead to significant tidal winds. Since dissipation scales with
density, the atmospheric dissipation is approximately 100 times smaller than for a liquid
ocean. Further, taking the 'depth' of the atmospheric ocean as equal to one scale height

H = RoTjgslvI, where Ro is the universal gas constant 8.314 J

1(-1

mol- 1 and A1 is the

mean molecular mass 0.028 kg mol- 1 , gives a depth of order 20 km for Titan. Thus the
'atmospheric ocean' is deep, and by virtue of its low density, has a very low dissipation,
which we do not consider further.

Interior Models of Titan
Simply due to the existence of Titan's substantial nitrogen atmosphere, we suspect that
the bulk composition of the planetesimal population that formed the satellite was rich
in volatile components. Furthermore, accretional heating is believed to have been the
primary driving force for internal differentiation into a rocky core and an icy mantle
accompanied by partial outgassing of the interior, thus forming an early atmosphere

.
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around Titan shortly after accretion was completed. Today there may be a slight residual
loss of accretional energy, estimated at 2.8 x 1029 J by Schubert et at. (1986), and energy
of differentiation, which is about 12% of the accretional energy. However, the present
contribution of these sources is difficult to estimate and is beyond the scope of the present
paper.
Moreover, while discussing Titan's origin it must be mentioned that the early
evolution of almost all Saturnian satellites may have been seriously affected by the presence of liquid water and the resulting extensive resurfacing (Squyres and Croft, 1986).
This leads one to believe that volatile components appear in roughly cosmic abundances
in Titan's interior and to argue for volatile ratios as high as NH3/H20 = 1/6 and thus
NH3/CH4

~

1 within Titan (Stevenson, 1992). Depending on the precise amount of

volatiles incorporated into the icy mantle, the actual radiogenic heating rate in the core,
and the effectiveness of the heat transfer to the surface, an existing ammonia-rich liquid
water layer may have formed beneath Titan's icy crust and may have survived to the
present day. Owing to the variation in pressure and temperature throughout the interior,
the icy mantle is likely to be subdivided into several water-ice layers such as ice I, ice II,
ice V, and ice VI; each of them more or less contaminated by volatile species such as CH 4
and NH3 (Stevenson, 1992). Nevertheless, the interior of Titan is as much a mystery at
present as the surface (Lunine, 1993; Lorenz, 1993) so we consider three end member-type
models of Titan's present interior structure to estimate the tidal response. These models
are constrained by the global properties of Titan such as its mass of 1.35 x 1023 kg and
its mean surface radius of 2575 km (Thomas, 1991) that allows one to infer Titan's mean
density with confidence.
The uniform model A of Titan shown in Fig. 3 is based on a mean density 15 of
1881 kg m- 3 and an approximate ice mass fraction lice of 0.45 according to the relation

·
f Ice

1-~

= 1- 1 _ ...I!..i.crP

(D.S)

Prock

where

Pice

= 1200 kg m- 3 is high-pressure ice density and

Prock

= 3500 kg m- 3 is anhy-

drous rock density (Schubert et al., 1986). Since model A cannot account for the complex
thermal history Titan might have undergone, we further use two highly differentiated interior models such as those recently suggested by Stevenson (1992) for a volatile-rich and
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volatile-poor evolution of the satellite. Again, see Fig. 3. Model B applies to the volatilepoor scenario that is similar to the development of Ganymede and Callisto in the Jovian
system. Outside a rocky core of 1900 km radius, a 200 km thick ice VI zone overlain by 75
km of ice V and 300 km of ice II with a 100 km ice I crustal layer are assumed. In contrast
to this model, incorporating a significant fraction of NH3 and CH4 leads to the volatilerich scenario, referred to as model C, wherein water-ice is replaced with ammonia-water
ice, except in a 300 km thick internal NH3-H20 ocean beneath a 150 km thick crustal
layer (Cynn et

at.,

1989). The high-pressure ice zone situated between the internal ocean

and the rocky core is most likely made of ice VI (Stevenson, 1992).
As a consequence of Titan's low surface temperature, Ts = 94 K, the outermost
portion of its ice I crust is believed to form a rigid, conductive lithosphere extending
to a critical depth at which subsolidus creep may be activated due to the temperature
increase with depth. Likewise, such a transition in rheological behavior of the crust layer
represents the conversion from purely elastic material behavior in the absence of strain
energy dissipation to viscoelastic, and hence dissipative, material behavior upon tidal
forcing. The depth at which that peculiar transition would be reached is believed to be
related to the depth-dependent ratio between local temperature and melting temperature

Tm given by (Ellsworth and Schubert, 1983)
Tm{P) = 273
in the case of ice I, where
Z

]J

+ (0.0075 + 1.4 x

lO- 11 p) x (1.0 - 1O- 5 p)

(D.9)

= P19sZ is lithostatic pressure in Pa, PI is local density, and

is depth. Assuming a steady-state temperature field in the absence of heat sources the

lithospheric temperature then becomes

T{z) = Ts

(js

+ TZ

(D.lO)

where Cis is Titan's surface heat flow estimated at 6 x 10- 3 W m- 2 (Stevenson, 1992)
and k = 2.2 W m- 1 K- 1 is a thermal conductivity appropriate for ice I. Taking the
critical temperature at which subsolidus creep becomes effective as 0.6Tm (Ellsworth and
Schubert, 1983) we finally obtain z = 25 km as the critical transition depth above of
which dissipation of tidal strain energy is believed to be absent.
Underneath such a rheological lithosphere, the buoyancy of warm ice may be
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sufficient to overcome viscosity, possibly leading to solid-state convection of Titan's lower
crustal portion overlying the internal ammonia-water ocean in the volatile-rich case and
therefore giving rise to the possible existence of thermal boundary layers attached to the
top and the bottom of the convecting region. The stability against convection of the crust
layer beneath the rheological lithosphere may be parameterized by the Rayleigh number
according to (Peltier, 1989)
P9C'i
71/'\,1'

4

Ra = -r.(b (q5

+ PEtide b)

(D.ll)

where K = I</pcp and density P = 1000 kg m- 3 , specific heat capacity cp = 1000 J
kg- 1 K-1 (Lupo and Lewis, 1979), thermal expansivity C'i = 5 X 10- 5 K- 1, thermal
conductivity I< = 2.2 W mK- 1 (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982), dynamic viscosity 71 =
1 X 10 17 Pas (Stevenson, 1992), and surface gravity is 95 = 1.35 m S-2. The second term in
parentheses wherein

Etide

is specific tidal dissipation rate and b is shell thickness represents

the contribution to Titan's total surface heat flow as a consequence of tidal distortion of
the crust layer. When Ra exceeds a critical value of order 103 the layer becomes unstable
with respect to convection. Given the crust thickness is 100 km to 150 km the uppermost
25 km of which represents the immobile rheological lithosphere we find Ra in the range
3 x 104 to 2

X

105 implying modest convective circulation of crustal material efficiently

cooling the ammonia-water ocean from above. Whether this convection manifests itself
as 'hot spots' or tectonicly recycles the whole crust as on Earth will be an interesting
question that we hope the Cassini mission will be able to resolve.
The range of material dissipation factors pertaining locally to each layer of various
ice polymorphs will depend

011

the contributions from individual attenuation mechanisms

upon tidally induced shear deformation (cf. Poirier, 1982). With respect to the probably
high homologue temperature at which Titan's interior is operating at present (Stevenson,
1992), we may concentrate on a steady-state mechanism of attenuation by attaching a
viscoelastic Maxwell rheological model to the interior structure of models Band C. Then
the material dissipation factor Qp. is given by
PI Vice

(D.12)

Q J1 = - - n
/-Lice

where n is mean motion, PI is local density of each ice polymorph, ice rigidity
as 3.5 GPa (Gammon et al., 1983), and kinematic viscosity

Vice

/-Lice

is taken

is obtained according to
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(Ellsworth and Schubert, 1983)
Vice

(D.13)

= 0.139 X exp(7214/T)

as a function of mean mantle temperature T. Upon assuming a mean present day temperature of 220 K inside Titan (Stevenson, 1992), we find tidally effective material dissipation
factors Q Jl in the 30-50 range. Provided the core material underwent almost complete
dehydration over Titan's thermal history, we can safely neglect tidal heating in the rocky
core simply for the reason of too high a silicate viscosity that must be expected for the
220 K present day temperature of Titan's interior causing the core to respond to tidal
distortion almost purely elastically .
As a rough guide for the effective viscosity of the ice-silicate mixture assumed
in the uniform model A we adopt the concept of relative viscosity by replacing Eq. D.13
with (Friedson and Stevenson, 1983)
(D.14)
to account for the suspension effect leading to greater viscosities in the presence of rock
particles in a water ice matrix. Upon relating the rock particle volume concentration
<Prock

to Titan's mean density

p and ice mass fraction
<P"ock

and using

P"ock

= (1 -

lice

P

lice) - Prock

according to
(D.15)

= 3500 kg m 3 we find a relative enhancement in viscosity by a factor of 2.5

with respect to that of pure ice which in turn corresponds to a Newtonian viscosity of order
10 17 Pa s at T

= 220I<.

Taking

/-lice

= 4 GPa and Ilrock = 65 GPa as representative values

for the rigidity of the ice and rock components at the tidal frequency (Cassen et al., 1982),
we get a mean rigidity

/-lmix

of approximately 14 GPa after Voigt-Reuss-Hill averaging

and the tidally effective material dissipation factor

QJl

given in Eq. D.12 is found to be

approximately 35. It should be noted, however, that the Newtonian suspension model for
the effective viscosity of the ice-silicate mixture is restricted to ice grain size less than
about 1 cm (Friedson and Stevenson, 1983).
We will require the complex Love numbers and mass load coefficients for each
model. These are obtained by the numerical integration of the linearized field equations
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describing small viscoelastic deformations in a self-gravitating sphere subject to certain
continuity and boundary conditions. Based on the correspondence principle (cf. Zschau,
1978) relating the viscoelastic problem to the well-known problem of small elastic deformations, standard Runge-Kutta methods in the frequency domain can be employed to
solve for the complex radial factors h2,h~ and k2,k~ of radial displacement and potential
perturbation, respectively (Longman, 1962,1963). The h2 and k2 mentioned are the Love
numbers while h~ and k~ are the mass load coefficients. Considering the surface boundary
conditions, it should be emphasized that the stress field due to body forces acting on a
planetary body differs from that due to mass loading of the free surface. In the absence
of oceans and seas on Titan and disregarding atmospheric loading effects, the surface
would be kept in a stress-free state that the complex Love numbers refer to as a consequence of vanishing radial and tangential stress components upon body tide forcing. In
contrast, tidal loading in the presence of an ocean would result in a non-vanishing radial
stress component and special care has to be taken when calculating complex mass load
coefficients.
The assumed material properties for our interior models of Titan are shown in
Table II. It should be noted that the density difference of the core material for models B
and C are due to the mass balance constraints, namely satisfying Titan's surface gravity
of 1.35 m s-2. The core densities inferred in this way are well in accordance with typical
densities of rock materials ranging from about 2500 kg m- 3 for hydrated silicates up to
3500 kg m- 3 for anhydrous silicate and iron (Schubert et al., 1986).
The resulting Love numbers for the three models are shown in Table III. Therein,
the fluid Love numbers pertaining to the completely relaxed equilibrium configuration
may be interpreted as a measure for the concentration of mass towards the center of
Titan (Zharkov et al., 1985).
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Dissipation in the Interior due to Body and Loading Tides
According to the first law of thermodynamics, the rate at which energy is dissipated in
Titan's interior by tidal forcing is given by

J

dEv
dEs
au . V'<P2 > dV + j < -au_
-dE
=
+
=
< Po. Ts > dS
dt
dt
dt
v
at
s at

where

(D.16)

< ... > indicates averaging the work function over one orbital period. The rate

deftv at which work is done by body forces is represented by the volume integral while the
surface integral delineates the rate defts at which work is done by surface tra.ctions (Love,
1927; Zschau, 1978). Here Po denotes unperturbed density,

u is the displacement vector,

Ts is the surface traction, and the total tidal potential <1>2 results from the superposition
(D.17)
of the primary external tidal disturbance potential

<P2 and the secondary internal distur-

bance potential <P~ as induced by the internal redistribution of mass upon tidal deformation of Titan's interior. Note that the integrations in Eq. D.16 refer to the unstrained
state of Titan (Zschau, 1978; Platzman, 1984). Moreover, Titan's comparatively long
tidal period of 15.945 days suggests that both the body and loading tides can be best
represented by an equilibrium theory. In the case of the body tide, the surface integral
in Eq. D.16 completely vanishes since either the tangential tractions or the time-averaged
product

< Y;}tTr > of the normal components will be zero (Zschau, 1978). On the other

hand, the latter will be significant in the case of loading tides provided that the surface
of Titan is covered by satellite-wide sea'3 and oceans and does not go to zero in any case
since there would still be the much smaller atmospheric load. With the aid of Green's first
integral transformation and using some knowledge of the potentials, the volume integral
in Eq. D.16 simplifies to the surface integral
dEv
dt

-- = -

j < <P2<P2
.. > dS

5
41l"GRr s

(D.18)

to be taken over Titan's surface having radius Rr (Zschau, 1978; Segatz et al., 1988).
The dot over <1>2 indicates derivation with respect to time.
The inelastic response of Titan's interior to body tides is assumed to give rise
to the dissipation of tidal energy. Given that the tidally induced deformation of Titan's
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surface is small, this can be expressed in terms of the second order complex Love number
k2 =

~(k2)

+ i~(k2)

according to the proportionality
<I> i2 -- k 2' <I>e2

(D.19)

between secondary and primary disturbance potential.
Upon inserting Eq. D.19 into Eq. D.18 and taking advantage of the fact that
1~(k2)1

«

IlR(k2)1 generally holds true for planetary interiors, we arrive at

where the bullet mark indicates the small phase lag angle O2 =

~(k2)/~(k2)

of the

secondary potential <I>~ relative to the primary external tidal disturbance potential <I>2
(Zschau, 1978). Substituting the expression for <I>2 as given in Eq. D.6 into Eq. D.20 and
using Eq. D.19 yields the global tidal dissipation rate due to the body tide (Segatz et al.,
1988)
(D.21)
as a function of the imaginary part of the complex love number k2 that depends on the
rheological behavior of Titan's solid parts as well as on the interior structure of Titan as
a whole. This is the same as is commonly given (cf. Peale, 1986) if the approximation
~(k2) = -~(k2)/Q

is used. Note that

~(k2)

and all phase lags are negative in our notation

and that we use the convention of a positive dE / dt as indicating energy loss.
In order to obtain the global tidal dissipation rate as a consequence of loading
tides due to a putative global ocean on Titan, we will follow a method apparently first
outlined by Zschau (1978). To start with, we must replace the expression for the primary
external disturbance potential in Eq. D.6 by the potential due to the attraction of the
ocean tide
<pP

= 47l'GRT

f

1=2

where

(J

is ocean density and

l (Kaula, 1968).

~I

(RT)I+1 ~
R
2l + 1

(D.22)

is relative height of the ocean tide of harmonic degree

As mentioned earlier, the largest contribution to the external tidal

disturbance is expected to arise from <I>2' Accordingly, we may approximate Eq. D.22 to
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first order on Titan's surface and get
(D.23)
with
(D.24)
where the real parts of the complex Love numbers k2 and h2 enter the correction factor

,2 = 1+

~(k2)

-

~(h2)

that accounts for Titan's elastic response and upward displacement

of the ocean bottom. Taking the surface gravity as
4

9s = '311'GpRT

(D.25)

-,2 -=-'p .1:'2

(D.26)

then Eq. D.23 reduces to
p
3
I> ? =
5

(

(J

.T,e

where p is Titan's mean density.
The inelastic response of Titan's interior to the tidally induced variable ocean
load results in an additional radial displacement of the ocean bottom of
<1>P

Ur

I
2
t2'-

=
'

(D.27)

9s

which lags behind the external tidal disturbance potential <1>2 by 82 = ~(h~)/~(h~). In
analogy to Eq. D.19, this gives rise to a secondary disturbance potential
(D.28)
having a different phase lag 6~ = ~(k~) /~(k~) relative to <1>2' The complex quantities
h~

and

k~

are referred to as the complex ma.<;s load coefficients (Zschau, 1978). When

replacing the volume integral in Eq. D.16 by a surface integral as was done in Eq. D.20,
and substituting the normal traction
(D.29)
in the surface integral in Eq. D.16, we get

-,2-=-p

5
(3
-dE =
dt
411'G RT 5

(J )

2 [ ~(h~)

J
< '
s

<1>2*<1>2

> dS -

~(k~)

Js <

.
<1>~ t <1>2

> dS]

(D.30)
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by applying Eq. D.25 to Eq. D.29 and rearranging. Note that the different markings
indicate the difference in phase angles
insertion of

<I>~

02

and o~ relative to <I>~ as mentioned before. Upon

as given in Eq. D.6, we then get the global dissipation rate due to the

loading tide

dE -_ -21 (0.«h')
0.«k')) (nRT )5 e2 (3- , 2a)
2
(D.31)
~
2 - ~ 2
dt
2
G
5 15
with the complex mass load coefficients h~ and k~ parameterizing the constitution of
-

Titan's deep interior.

Ocean Tidal Dissipation
Sagan and Dermott (1982) performed their calculations for a pure methane ocean (a = 450
kg m- 3 ) whereas it is now known that a pure methane ocean is not compatible with
Voyager 1 radio-occultation and IRIS data. For reasonable bounds on ocean composition
see Dubouloz et al. (1989), although the concept of an ethane-rich ocean is due to Lunine
et al. (1983). The depth estimates of Lunine et al. (1983) and Dubouloz et al. (1989)

were based on an early photochemical model (Yung et al., 1984) which predicted a 600
m accumulation of ethane on the surface over the age of the solar system, giving a range
of allowable ocean depth D of 700 m (ethane-rich) to 9 km (methane-rich) (Dubouloz
et al., 1989). However, improved photochemical models, giving better agreement with

observational data, have become available and suggest a pure-ethane depth of order 250
m corresponding to a maximum ocean depth of order 5 km (Lara, 1993; Lara et al., 1994).
The question of the friction coefficient
(1982) use

ib

ib is also non-trivial.

Sagan and Dermott

= 0.002, as do many other workers on oceans. This value can be traced

back to original work with water by Jeffreys (1925). However, we now know that

ib

is

a function of surface roughness and the Reynolds number of the flow. Massey (1979)
gives
Fig.

ib in graphical form as a function of Reynolds' number and bottom roughness in his
7.2. An empirical expression for ib is given by Turcotte and Schubert (1982) as
(D.32)
ib = 0.3164Re- 1/4.

See Fig. 4. The Reynolds number is
Re = avl/I]

(D.33)
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where the length scale l is normally taken to be the depth D. For a typical terrestrial
ocean (v

= 1 m s-1, a = 1000 kg m- 3 ,

leading to fb

~

D

= 1000 m, 17 = 10-3

Pa s) Re is of order 109 ,

0.002. For Titan, the tidal velocities are lower and the density is lower.

For a rough guide of the Reynolds number, we use v = 0.1 m

S-l

and a density of 650 kg

m- 3 . The viscosity of non-polar hydrocarbons is typically 6 x 10- 4 Pa s, giving Re = 108
and fb

~

0.003, though see the discussion around Eq. D.51.
Previous work has assumed a composition of liquid methane to evaluate tidal

dissipation, with a density value a = 450 kg m- 3 , and we have used this value in selected cases to compare results. However, as mentioned above the possible composition
can vary from ethane-rich to methane-rich (Dubouloz et al., 1989). While it might be
expected that an ethane-rich ocean would be more dense than a methane-rich one since
the density of ethane is about 650 kg m- 3 , it turns out that the increased solubility of
atmospheric nitrogen (density of liquid nitrogen ~ 720 kg m- 3 ) in a methane-rich ocean
largely compensates for the less dense methane. Lorenz (1992b) calculated the density
of the two extreme cases in Dubouloz et al. (1989) and found them to be 605 and 645
kg m- 3 . Since these computations ignore propane, a liquid at Titan surface conditions;
other organic solutes; and suspended solid particles; our 'nominal' ocean has a density of
650 kg m- 3 , and is referred to as model a.
In principle, it could be possible for an ocean to have a density below 650 kg m -3,
if it had large quantities of gas bubbles suspended in it. However, we do not consider this
exotic case, since it requires special circumstances to maintain a bubble population, and
the resultant density does not lead to extreme dissipation. Nevertheless, as mentioned
above we do consider a pure methane ocean with a density of 450 kg m- 3 , for comparison
with Sagan and Dermott (1982). This is referred to as model h.
As a limiting case, we also consider a shallow, sludge ocean since according to
Lara et al. (1994) the deposition rates of ethane and propane, the liquid photochemical
products, are comparable with the deposition rate of impact ejecta and solid products.
Thus D = 300 m, a = 800 kg m- 3 , and

1]

~ 1 Pa s (the value for heavy crude oil on

Earth), gives Re = 2.4 x 10,1 and hence fb ~ 0.02. We take a density of 800 kg m- 3 for
our viscous 'sludge' ocean model c since it is intermediate between the value of ice and
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ocean.

Analytic Model of Dissipation due to Bottom Friction
In the case of a global ocean covering the surface of Titan, the energy loss is believed to
be caused by bottom frictional dissipation according to

~~
where

=

fw

Is <

(U 2 + V2)3/2

> dS

(D.34)

< ... > indicates averaging over one orbital period and (u 2 +v 2)1/2 is the vertically

averaged flow speed of the tidal ocean currents. Provided the work done by these currents
on the sea bottom equals the work Saturn does on the surface of Titan's sea, Eq. D.34
can be replaced by (Lambeck, 1978; Zahel, 1980)
dE
cit

=

.
dS
-a,2 isr < <1>eo
2 ~2 >

(D.35)

or, upon inserting Eq. D.24, the relative height of the ocean tide,

a 21
-dE = --'2
dt
9s
s

"eo·<1>2e > dS
< <.i>2

(D.36)

where the diamond mark indicates that there will be a small phase lag O2of the tidal wave
relative to the primary disturbance potential

<1>~.

In this approximation, tidal loading

and ocean self-attraction are neglected. Since we may limit ourselves here to the case of
bottom friction dissipation, we can relate such a phase lag to the tidally effective specific
dissipation function Qb of the ocean current:
•

rO

S111u2 ~

t anu2
rO
= - Q-1
b

(D.37)

Upon inserting Eq. D.6 for <1>2 in Eq. D.36, integrating over the sea surface of Titan, and
taking advantage of Eq. D.37, one may end up with the global dissipation rate
dE = 21 (nRT)5 e2~ (~ 2~)
dt
2
G
Qb 5'2 15

(D.38)

due to bottom friction losses of the ocean tide. Notice that this is the same as Eq. D.21
with
(D.39)
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thus giving us a way to generate dissipation rates based on an oceanic quality factor.
Even though we are restricting ourselves here to bottom friction, Eq. D.38 is more general,
though it does assume synchronous rotation.
Next, we apply the analytical model apparently first presented by Goldreich and
Soter (1966) to obtain the quality factor Qb in Eq. D.38. Taking the general definition
for the quality factor
(D.40)
with
(D.41)
as the maximum potential energy per unit area stored in the tidal wave of maximum
relative height ~~ and
(D.42)
as the energy dissipated over one tidal cycle where (Munk and MacDonald, 1989)
(D.43)
is the energy dissipation rate per unit area, then
"2

Qb = ~ n9s~2
2

ibvt

(D.44)

is inferred as a reasonable estimate for the quality factor of an ocean current moving
across the surface of Titan. The average background ocean current velocity ih is given by

-

Vb

=

2'1(R)<6>
n T
D

(D.45)

with D as ocean depth and

< 6 >= 12

< cI>~ >

(D.4G)
98
as relative height of the corresponding tidal wave as averaged over time. As usual, we
may replace

€2 with
"

.

<i>~

(D.47)
98
Furthermore, we may recall here that cI>2 as the primary tidal disturbance potential varies
~2

=

12'-

periodically between 1.5 (nRT)2e and 3.2 (nRT)2e (Segatz et al., 1988) so that
i

<.,2

=

3?

(nRT)2e
98

'-12' ~---'---'

(D.4S)
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and using Eq. D.7 to find the size of the primary bulge, with a correction of 2/,rr to allow
for the sinusoidal shape, results in

< 6 >= 1.7/2'

(nRr)2e
98

(D,49)

.

Upon replacing 98 as given in Eq. D.25, we finally get from Eq. D,44
4 .3.22
(pG)2
Qb = 2
71'2
= 14.871'2 (pG)2 3
fbl2en4 Rr
fbl2en4 Rr
3 . 1. 7

3

(D)3

(D)3

(D.50)

as quality factor for an ocean current on a synchronously rotating satellite. It should be

noted that Eq. D,45 allows us to dimension the Reynolds number of the tidal flow given
in Eq. D.33 according to
Re ~ 0.2/2

n3~ea

'7

G

-

P

(D.51)

and hence to infer fb self-consistently by using the empiric expression given in Eq. D.32.
For the nominal ocean and

T]

= 6

X

10- 4 Pa s, this translates to Re ~ /2 . 107 , and since

/2 is 0.96, 0.97, and 0.16 for models A, B, and C, respectively, our earlier estimate of
Re ~ 108 was too high, probably because of an overestimate of the flow velocity.

This lower Re leads to a somewhat larger fb than has been used for the nominal
ocean. For the Re above, Eq. D.32 gives an fb of 0.0056 for models A and Band 0.009 for
C. However, Fig. 4 shows that there can be considerable variation in fb. Therefore, while
Eq. D.32 is convenient, it must be used with care. In any case, the fb corresponding to
the Re computed above is lower than that for a sludge ocean, so our nominal and sludge
oceans still represent useful bounds on ocean dissipation.

Other Ocean Models
Sagan and Dermott (1982) also published an analytical model for the fluid dissipation in
Titan. Using only the radial portion of the tide, they estimated the dissipation to be
(D.52)
where h here is the equilibrium tide height, which they took to be 100 m. Using fb =
0.003 and a = 650 kg m- 3 , this reduces to (Sears, 1994)
(D.53)
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Note that Sagan and Dermott (1982) used

ib = 0.002 and = 450 kg m- 3 , and therefore
(J

produced correspondingly smaller dissipations. Also, since they left out the effects of the
libration and coriolis forces, this is a lower limit for any set of parameters.
One of us has produced a numerical model of the ocean tidal dissipation (Sears,
1994). This model uses a 2° undersampled grid and the vertically integrated hydrodynamic fluid equations and is modeled on the Earth-ocean tidal models of Zahel (1970,
1973, 1977, 1978, 1980). Please see Sears (1994) for details. An approximation to the
numerical results in the form of Eq. D.53 was also produced:
(D.54)
and is accurate to one significant figure over a limited range. Note that his model assumes
that Titan has not hydrostatically relaxed whereas our use of the potential in Eq. D.6
implicitly assumes relaxation.

Resultant Tidal Dissipation Rates
Figure 5 illustrates for each of the interior models A, B, C how the ocean tidal dissipation
rate and its corresponding contribution to the steady-state surface heat flow depend
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depth and composition of Titan's putative global ocean. For comparison, the background
dissipation rates due to body and loading tides are shown as well. It is evident that
dissipation due to ocean loading is of minor importance, generally, when compared to the
body tide background which proves to be between one and two orders of magnitude higher.
The largest solid dissipation rate is clearly produced for the differentiated volatile-rich
model C owing to the greater flexibility of its 150 km thick outer Ice I shell mechanically
decoupled from the deep interior through the internal NH 3 -H 2 0 ocean and therefore
subject to larger tidal strain rates. Recalling that the homogeneous ice/rock model A
permits tidal heating throughout the whole interior, it is capable of obtaining higher solid
dissipation rates than the differentiated volatile-poor model B for which, in contrast,
dissipation of tidal energy is neglected in the 1900 km radius rocky core. Otherwise,
models A and B produce similar ocean dissipation rates simply because both have similar
correction factors

"'(2

entering into the dissipation formula via Eqs. D.38 and D.50. For
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both models, 12 is not too different from that of the rigid body equivalent

Irigid =

1

indicating zero displacement of the ocean bottom upon tidal forcing. In contrast, model C
produces much lower ocean dissipation rates due to an extremely small value of 12 = 0.16
resulting in greater motion of the ocean floor and thus giving smaller ocean currents. It
is, however, interesting to note that it is that same higher flexibility of model C which
causes the larger solid dissipation compared to models A and B.
Furthermore, it becomes obvious from examination of Fig. 5 that the precise
density of a global ocean made of non-polar hydrocarbons may vary between that of
methane-rich (ocean model a) and the nominal ethane-rich (ocean model b) compositions
without having any pronounced effect on the resultant dissipation due to bottom friction.
Note, however, that the dissipation rates in the case of a more viscous and more dense
sludge ocean (ocean model c) prove to be an order of magnitude higher. The dissipation
in the solid portion of Titan due to body and loading tides is shown in Table IV along
with the dissipation for the nominal ocean b of various depths. Notice the inclusion of
the atmospheric loading tide for the zero depth ocean case.
Table V shows the nominal ocean dissipation rates as a function of depth for
each interior model compared to the results of the numeric model of Sears (1994) and
the analytic model of Sagan and Dermott (1982) according to Eq. D.53. Note, however,
that both authors assumed interior structures of water ice but with a density of 1881
kg m- 3 . This makes them most comparable with interior model A of the present study.
The Sagan and Dermott formulation produces values which are about one sixth of our
model, while the numeric model results are within about twenty percent of our model.
The low estimate of the Sagan and Dermott formulation is probably clue to only using
the radial tide, which Sears (1994) indicates is responsible for only about one fifth of the
total dissipation. The differences between our model and the numeric model seem to be
primarily due to the fact that the numeric model indicates that the dependency is slightly
stronger than inverse depth to the third power. Also, both of these alternative models
assume a spherical Titan while here we assume a hydrostatically relaxed prolate Titan.
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Decay of orbital Eccentricity
The tidal dissipation represents a loss of Titan's orbital energy about Saturn since the
only source of energy is the orbit, assuming synchronous rotation. This manifests itself
primarily as a reduction in orbital eccentricity and a much slower change in semi-major
axis (Sears, 1994). Thus Titan's current eccentricity of 0.0292 provides a clue to its past.
The change in eccentricity due to tidal energy dissipation is
de e
-a
dE
=---2
dt 1 - e
GlvIslvIT dt

(D.55)

where Ms is the mass of Saturn and MT is the mass of Titan, and

E>

0 indicates an

energy loss.
The solid body dissipations have an e2 dependency and the ocean dissipation has
an additional e dependency hidden in the Qb formula (Eq. D.50). For the e 2 dependency
case, and taking into account the relationship between a and e implied by conservation
of angular momentum (a (1 - e2 ) = const.), integrating Eq. D.55 gives
,

(1 - efi) dE )
GMslvIreij dt t

( aD

e = eo exp

(D.56)

where t is time into the past, the prime mark indicates values at that time, and the
zero subscript indicates current values (Sears, 1994). Upon taking e'/e = exp(1), i.e.
restricting e' to be less than 0.08, and using Kepler's third law GlvIs = n 2a 3 we get the
current e-folding time for the decay of the orbital eccentricity
values:
solid _
Tdecay -

The secular acceleration

(ane)2 lvIT
1 _ e2

(dE)
dt

-1 "" (,

"" ane

n/n is related to Tdecay
11

T/,

2E

)2 lvI,
T

Tdecay

for small eccentricity

(dE)-l
dt

(D.57)

simply by
(D.5S)

=
Tdecay

Note that these formulae are not strictly correct for the

E=

ce 3 dependency of the ocean

models wherein the constant of proportionality, c, may be easily derived by comparing
with Eqs. D.38 and D.50. As noted earlier by Sagan and Dermott (1982) the timescale
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for the decay of orbital eccentricity in the e3 dependency case can be written in the form
Tocean _
decay -

E

(D.59)

ce

where

E= ~GMsMT
2
a
is total orbital energy of Titan. Accordingly, the secular acceleration then becomes

n
n

3 e2
2 Tdecay

(D.60)

implying to be half of that given in the e2 dependency case above.
For each of the interior models A, B, and C, Fig. 6 gives the time constant for
decay of orbital eccentricity along with Titan's secular acceleration versus ocean depth.
As in Fig. 5, the background contribution due to body and loading tides is shown for
comparison. It is obvious that the solid dissipation rates as provided by the homogeneous
interior model A and the differentiated volatile-rich model C are too high to permit
preserving Titan's orbital eccentricity over the age of the solar system, which we take
as 4.55 aeons. (1 aeon = 109 years.) While model A requires a time constant of orbit
circularization close to 3.5 aeons, the larger flexibility of model C results in a much
lower time constant of only 2.2 aeons. Using such interior structure models, therefore,
would make Titan's current orbital eccentricity hard to understand. The possibility has
been noted before, such as when Peale et al.

(1980) wrote "Even Titan, although a

marginal case, would have had its eccentricity damped below its present value of 0.0289
for reasonable values of original eccentricity... "
It is tempting to claim that we can now restrict ourselves to the differentiated

volatile-poor model B as the one model which meets with the known dynamic constraints
in that the orbit circularization timescale is about 13 aeons in the absence of an ocean.
Equations D.57 and D.59 show that

Tdecay

is proportional to the inverse dissipation rate.

Since the dissipation associated with the interior is present regardless of the ocean, and the
two dissipations are additive, this gives us a restriction on the dissipation and associated
Tdecay

of the ocean, and hence on the minimum ocean depth, as always assuming its

existence and global coverage of Titan's surface. For an interior

Tdecay

of 13 aeons, the
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associated minimum timescale for an ocean must be 7 aeons. Examination of the middle
portion of Fig. 6 indicates that such an ocean must be deeper than 530 m for the nominal
ocean model b in order to let the total time constant of orbital decay be comparable to
or larger than the age of the solar system. This minimum depth is reached at 480 m even
in the case of a pure methane ocean (ocean model a) as proposed by Sagan and Dermott
(1982). A more viscous sludge ocean (ocean model c) deeper than 1050 m would be also
in accordance with the dynamic constraints.
Perhaps more plausible than a deep sludge ocean, however, is a deep regolith
layer, with the liquid ethane/methane stored in pores, channels, and caverns beneath
the surface. As noted by Stevenson (1992), such a surface model satisfies observational
constraints, and the dissipation would be low since the fluid would be unable to respond
as quickly to the tidal potential, and hence would have a much lower velocity. While the
distinction between a sludge ocean and a buried ocean may be somewhat arbitrary, the
end-member cases of these two possibilities are radically different. A 'thin' sludge is just
a silty ocean and increasing the solid content increases the viscosity and the dissipation
while slowly decreasing the flow velocity. However, a very thick sludge, or a 'buried
ocean,' would have a flow so small that even the extremely high friction coefficient would
not produce a large dissipation.
The approach here is necessarily limited, since in Titan's distant past, each of its
orbital parameters, not only the eccentricity, may have been significantly different, and
the interior will most likely have had a different structure. The delivery of methane and
ethane to form reservoirs on the surface may not have been instantaneous at the 'beginning
of the solar system.' The history of the surface volatile inventory may have a significant
effect on the tidal dissipation over the age of the solar system. Further, about 3 aeons
ago, much of the atmosphere and ocean may have been frozen on the surface (McKay
et al., 1993). In a frozen state it would have had a much lower dissipation.
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Origin of Titan's Eccentricity
The expected high dissipation in both the interior and in any oceans on the surface
complicates our understanding of Titan's eccentricity. While there are some models which
are consistant with the eccentricity being primordial, models which are acceptable in other
respects are inconsistent with this assumption. Thus we explore here mechanisms for the
recent generation or maintenance of the eccentricity.
No Saturnian satellites large enough or near enough Titan have been observed
which could maintain eccentricity against dissipation (as occurs for 10 in the Jovian system, for example). The only remote possibility is perhaps the progenitor of Hyperion.
Hyperion, an irregular satellite, now in a 4:3 resonance orbit with Titan, is believed to
be the remnant of a much larger (spherical) body that was disrupted by a catastrophic
collision (Smith et

at., 1982). However, it seems fruitless to explore whether such a

body, which might have had a radius as large as 1000 km, could have maintained Titan's
eccentricity by orbital resonance, since over 90% of the fragments of proto-Hyperion's
disruption would have impacted Titan within 100 years (Farinella et al., 1990). These
impacts themselves would have modified the eccentricity. Further, a high free eccentricity
for Titan being due to a recent capture of Titan by Saturn seems implausible, since such
a capture would presumably have disrupted the orbits of other satellites extensively.
Thus, we are left with only two obvious possibilities for generating a significant
orbital eccentricity for a Titan with an initially circular orbit: impact or close encounter
with one or more large bodies, either Saturnocentric or interplanetary. Stevenson (1992)
has noted that an impact origin of the eccentricity would require an object the size of one
of the other Saturnian satellites. In this section, we examine more explicitly the kind of
object required.
It can be shown that to generate an orbit with an eccentricity e from an initially

circular orbit requires a velocity change

~V

of
(D.61)

For the parameters in Table I, the current Titan requires a ~ V of order 80 m S-1. However,
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remember that the further in the past the encounter occurred, the larger

~V

required

since Titan would have been dissipating energy ever since.
A ~ V of 80 m s-1 requires an impulse (multiplying by Titan's mass) of order

1025 Newton-seconds. For a Saturn-Neptune planetesimal, with an arrival velocity of 10
km s-l, this corresponds to a mass of at least 1021 kg (i.e. about 1000 km in diameter for
a density of about 2000 kg m- 3 ). However, such a collision would have a kinetic energy of
approximately 5 x 1028 J. Since this is not much lower than Titan's gravitational binding
energy of 3G MT /5RT ~ 2.8 X 1029 J - a collision with an interplanetary object large
enough to cause the change in eccentricity would probably have led to the breakup of
Titan.
Lower impact energies (safely below the breakup threshold) could occur for Saturnocentric impactors. For example, an object with an apoapsis (Saturn referenced) at
Hyperion's distance, and periapsis grazing Titan's orbit, would have a velocity relative to
Titan at impact of 300 m s-1, requiring a mass of around 0.2 times that of Titan. Thus,
an impact origin of the eccentricity still requires a violent collision, perhaps implausibly
so.
The alternative solution is a close encounter: a neal' collision where the bodies
exchange momentum by gravitation. Maximum

~V

in such close encounters occurs for

the slowest, closest encounter as is well-known by spacecraft trajectory planners.

In

order to constrain the type of encounter required to generate Titan's eccentricity, we first
assume that the object had sufficient Saturnocentric velocity to escape the Saturnian
system. Thus, its unperturbed velocity V relative to Titan must have been at least

JGlvis/a( V2 - 1), or 2.3 km s-1, and it must have encountered Titan far enough away
as not to actually impact (ie. the miss distance

'I'p

must be greater than RT)' Thus, the

eccentricity of the hyperbolic encounter

V 2 'T'1J
e = 1 + GlvIr
must have been greater than 2.5. The velocity perturbation of the object
~Vo = 2V/e

(D.62)
~ Vo

is simply
(D.63)

or 1.8 km s-1 at most. By conservation of momentum, the perturbation to Titan's orbit
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~V

is simply equal to

~ Vo

multiplied by the ratio of the object's mass to that of Titan.

Thus for the required 80 m s-1 ~ V, the object must have a mass at least 1/22 times that
of Titan, corresponding again to an object 2000 km in diameter, at least. Once more, such
an encounter seems unlikely, although it cannot be ruled out. Further, such an encounter
might well have tidally-disrupted the object in question, whose fragments may be small
enough to be undetected.
Thus, none of the suggested origins seems likely. The origin of the eccentricity,
and its preservation over time, are indeed mysterious. Note, however, that we consider a
rheology that depends on frequency as well as on temperature, i.e. the tidal dissipation
function Q/l as given in Eq. D.12 depends on both frequency and implicitly on temperature via viscosity. While the tidal frequency is well known, much uncertainty is still
connected with the mean interior temperature which we take as 220 K in the present
study. Considering the viscosity law for ice given in Eq. D.13, it will become apparent
that a dramatic enhancement of viscosity, and the related strongly reduced attenuation of
tidal strain energy in the interior, is to be expected at mean temperatures close to, e.g.,
200 K, which is still conceivable for Titan (Stevenson, 1992). Furthermore, the rheological

properties of ice will be seriously affected in the presence of volatile contaminents such as
ammonia and hydrocarbons alleviating thermal activation of creep and, in tUl'll, rigid rock
particles dispersed in the ice increasing creep activation energy (Schubert et al., 1986).
As it is obvious that the calculation of Titan's solid dissipation rates suffer from incomplete knowledge of the aforementioned material properties, it is somewhat premature to
conclude that the volatile-rich interior structure model is inconsistent with the current
eccentricity being primordial.

Conclusions
We find that solid tidal dissipation rates for the various interior models presented in this
study range in value from 8.6 x 109 W up to 5.1

X

lO lD W in the absence of a global ocean.

At least in the current epoch, therefore, interior tidal heating seems to be significantly
smaller than the radiogenic component for which Schubert et at. (1986) give a range of
4.04 to 5.15 x 1011 W. The removal of radiogenic heat and internal tidal dissipation by
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crustal heat flow is complex and may involve solid-state convection, conduction, and heat
transport by volatiles such as methane in a porous regolith. The various processes that
may be at work mean that volcanic and/or tectonic processes cannot be eliminated at
present.
Examining several interior and ocean models, we have shown that the current free
eccentricity of Titan's orbit is hard to reconcile with the expected tidal dissipation. This is
true of not only the dissipation in any reasonable global fluid reservoir, as was noticed by
Sagan and Dermott (1982), but also for dissipation in the interior, as was noticed by Peale
et al. (1980). Such considerations would restrict us to Stevenson's (1992) volatile-poor

interior model and an ocean, if it exists, with a depth greater than 500 m and almost free
of particulates. However, there are several alternative explanations, such as the possibility
that Titan's interior has changed significantly over time, the eccentricity has an origin
in the more recent past, or, more likely, that our current understanding of the interior
of Titan is in error, particularly the mean interior temperature, which controls the solid
dissipation via the viscosity.
The Cassini mission will resolve many of the questions raised in this paper.
Imaging of surface features by the Huygens probe's imager, and from orbit by nearInfrared instrumentation and radar, will identify tectonic or volcanic features. Surface
measurements by the Huygens probe (Lorenz, 1992b) will allow the measurement of the
composition and depth of any liquids at the landing site. Active volcanism will be detected
by night side imaging of Titan by the Visible and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS).
Freshly-erupted water-ammonia cryolava at about 170 K will have an emissive flux 20
times higher than the 93 K background in the 5.1 micron atmospheric window (Baines
et al., 1992).

Additionally, Doppler tracking of the perturbation of the orbiter's trajectory
during the many Titan flybys will allow the determination of the harmonics of Titan's
gravitational field. Comoretto et at. (1992) suggest that it will be possible to determine
the quadrupole coefficient with an accuracy of 1%. Since flybys will be made at different
parts of the orbit, Titan's gravitational field will be measured when Titan is subject to
different levels of tidal forces. Thus the changing distortion of Titan as a result of tidal
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forces may be measured, and the real part of the Love numbers estimated.
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TABLES
Table I: Global Parameters of Titan
Parameter
mean surface radius RT , km
global mass M T , kg
planetocentric constant G lvIT, km 3 S-2
surface gravity 9s, m S-2
mean density p, kg m3
rock to ice ratio (by mass),
orbital semimajor axis eL, km
free eccentricity e
mean orbital motion n, S-1
period of revolution T/· ev , d
period of rotation T/'ot, d
surface pressure Ps, Pa
surface temperature T s , K
surface heatflow estimate qs, W m- 2
hydrocarbon ocean density a, kg m- 3

Value
2575
1.346 X 1023
8978.2
1.35
1881
rv 55 : 45
1.2208 x 106
0.0292
4.56 x 10- 6
15.945
15.911 - 15.945
1.496 x 10 5
94
3
rv 6 X 10650

References: (Burns, 1986; Morrison et al., 1986; Schubert
et at., 1986; Thomas, 1991; Muhleman et at., 1992; Stevenson, 1992)

Table II: Physical Properties of Titan Materials as Referred to 220 K and
4.56 x 10- 6 S-1
Ice I
NH 3 -H 2 O
Ice II
Ice V
Ice VI
Rock

p (kg m 3)
930
950
1180
1280
1430
2895-3085

J-L

(GPa)
3.5
liquid
3.5
3.5
3.5
65.0

v(m2s 1)
2.42 x 10 13
liquid
2.42 x 10 13
2.42 x 10 13
2.42 x 10 13

37.2
40.4
45.1

00

00

QJ1.
29.3
00

Note that incompressibility is assumed throughout the interior of Titan.
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Table III: Complex Love Numbers and Mass Load Coefficients
Model B

Model A
~

h2 0.1192
k2 0.0716
h'2 -0.0795
k'2 -0.0477
h, 2.5000
k, 1.5000

100 x 8'
-0.3225
-0.1935
0.2150
0.1290

~

0.0587
0.0263
-0.0797
-0.0325
1.9020
0.9253

100 x ~
-0.0796
-0.0288
0.1414
0.0508

Model C
~

1.1900
0.3590
-2.7530
-0.8307
1.4300
0.4304

100 x 8'
-0.5673
-0.1711
1.3130
0.3961

Note that )R denotes real part and <J is imaginary part of corresponding complex Love number and mass load coefficient, respectively.

Table IV: Dissipation Rates for the various Titan Models and the Nominal Ocean.
Tidal Dissipation Rates (W)
depth(m) body diss. load diss.
0 5.8 x 1010 6.9 X 104
100 5.8 X 10 10 1.0 X 109
400 5.8 X 10 10 1.0 X 109
600 5.8 X 1010 1.0 X 109
1000 5.8 X 10 10 1.0 X 109
Tidal Dissipation Rates (W)
depth(m) body diss. load cliss.
8.6 x 109 7.5 X 104
0
100
8.6 X 109 1.1 X 10 9
400
8.6 X 109 1.1 X 10 9
600
8.6 X 109 1.1 X 109
1000
8.6 X 109 1.1 X 109
Tidal Dissipation Rates (W)
depth(m) body cliss. load diss.
0 5.1 x 1010 2.3 X 104
100 5.1 X 10 10 3.4 X 10 8
400 5.1 X 10 10 3.4 X 10 8
600 5.1 X 1010 3.4 X 10 8
1000 5.1 X 10 10 3.4 X 10 8

Model A (fb = 0.0042)
ocean diss. total diss.
5.8 X 10 10
2.1 X 10 12
2.2 X 10 12
3.3 X 1010
9.2 X 10 10
6.9 X 1010
9.8 X 109
9
6.1 X 1010
2.1 X 10
Model B (fb = 0.0042)
ocean diss. total diss.
8.6 X 10 9
2.2 X 10 12
2.2 X 10 12
4.4 X 1010
3.5 X 10 10
10
2.0 X lOlO
1.0 X 10
9
1.2 X 1010
2.2 X 10
Model C (fb = 0.0065)
ocean cliss. total diss.
5.1 X 1010
7.0 X 1010
1.8 X 1010
8
2.9 X 10
5.2 X 10 10
5.2 X 1010
8.5 X 10 7
7
5.2 X 10 10
1.8 X 10

The loading dissipat.ion for the zero depth ocean is due to the
atmosphere. jb denotes bottom friction coefficient.
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Table V: Comparison of Tidal Models

Model
Depth
(m)
100
400
600
1000

A
(W)
2.1
3.3
9.8
2.1

X
X
X
X

10 1'
10 10
109
109

B
(W)
2.2 X
3.5 X
1.0 X
2.2 X

C
(W)
10 12
1010
1010
109

1.8 x 10
2.9 X 108
8.5 X 10 7
1.8 X 10 7

S&D
(W)
3.5 X lOll
5.3 X 109
1.6 X 109
3.5 X 108

Numeric
(W)
2.5 X 10 1
3.2 X 10 10
8.8 X 109
1.7 X 10 9

S & D is the Sagan and Dermott (1982) model as shown in Eq. D.53. Note
that several of the parameters are different between the three models of
this paper and the S & D and Numeric models.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. Longitude variation over time of the sub-Saturn point on Titan. Both the synchronous (15.945 days) and non synchronous (15.911 days) rotation cases are shown.
2. a) Schematic of the tidal potential showing the movement of the bulge around the
equator over time. It can be viewed as a two lobed bulge of varying amplitude
moving around Titan. Contours are one (1) unit apart. b) The primary eastward
and westward moving components of the equatorial tidal potential, showing the
motions over time. Compare with part a to see the relative contributions to the
total.
3. The interior models used. Model A -

a homogeneous rock/ice sphere. Model B

a differentiated volatile-poor model, with a rock core and layers of different ice

phases. Model C -

a differentiated volatile-rich model, with a rock core and a

layer of ammonia-water liquid between ice layers.
4. Friction coefficient

ib

as a function of bottom roughness and Reynolds number.

Dotted curves are data from Massey (1979) for various values of bottom roughness
(roughness scale divided by ocean depth) and may be compared with the expression
in Eq. D.32 due to Turcotte and Schubert (1982).
5. Tidal dissipation rate dE/dt and corresponding surface heat flow qs as a function
of ocean depth for interior models A, B, and C. The horizontal lines show the solid
body dissipation for comparison. The loading tide depends on the ocean density.
The dash-dot lines are for the nominal ocean, the dashed lines are the methane
ocean, and the dotted lines are the sludge ocean.
6. Orbital 1/ e decay timescale

Tdcc(lY

and corresponding secular acceleration

n/n

as

a function of ocean depth for interior models A, B, and C. This assumes the e2
dependence used for Eq. D.56. The horizontal lines show the eccentricity lifetime
due to the solid body dissipation for comparison. As in Fig. 5 the loading tide
depends on the ocean density. The dash-dot lines are for the nominal ocean, the
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dashed lines are for the methane ocean, and the dotted lines are for the sludge
ocean.
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